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ABSTRACT

In this dissertation, I demonstrate that the feature-based Attract theory of syntactic
movement solves several empirical challenges for Relativized Minimality, while
incorporating its key insights. Chapter 1 introduces the theory of phrase structure, syntactic
movement, and abstract Case to be adopted throughout the dissertation. This chapter also
lays out a cross-linguistic typology of possibilities for A-movement to the subject position.
Chapter 2 concerns cases of advancing,where the argument generated highest is attracted
by the feature (EPP) driving movement to the subject position. Here locality interacts with a
condition (Case Identification) preventing an argument from "pied-piping" to check EPP if
it checks Case elsewhere. In some instances, advancing is forced jointly by locality and
Case Identification. Given two equally local arguments, Case Identification determines
which can be attracted to the suhject position. However, newly identified "superraising"
violations support the view that locality is respected even if the highest argument has
already checked Case.
In the first part of Chapter 3, I argue for the central empirical proposal of this dissertation,
Lethal Ambiguity: an anaphoric dependency cannot be established between two specifiers
of the same head. I contend that one argument can A-scramble past another only by
entering, or leapfrogging tkiiough, a multiple-specifier configuration with it. In either case,
no anaphoric dependency can be established between the two arguments. In tht: second part
of Chapter 3, I present cases of leapfrogging in A-movement to the subject position, also
subject to Lethal Ambiguity.
Chapter 4 extends the empirical coverage of Lethal Ambiguity to answer a long-standing
question from the literature-namely, why anaphoric clitics cannot be object clitics, I argue
that Lethal Ambiguity rules out the object clitic derivation for anaphors because an
anaphoric object checks Case in a multiple-specifier configuration with the would-be
antecedent. I adopt a passive-like derivation for the well-formed anaphoric clitic
construction, where the clitic is a categorially underspecified external argument. Since this
argument cannot be attracted to check Case or EPP, the object can skip over it to the subject
position without Lethal Ambiguity arising. The renlainder of the chapter is devoted to other
potential cases of skipping.
Thesis Supervisor: Alec Marantz
Title: Professor of Linguistics

For I have not shown you that the
moon shines more brilliantly by night
than by day; you already knew it, as you
also knew that a little cloud is brighter
than the moon. Likewise you knew that
the illumination of the earth is not seen
at night, and in short you knew
everything in question without being
aware that you knew it.
- 4 a l i l e o Galilei, Dialogue concernitzg
the hvo chief world systems
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Chapter 1

Locality and Case
ln a raising construction in English, an argument moves to the subject position of a higher
clause from a more deeply embedded subject position, indicated in (lb) by t, the trace of
movement.
(I)

a.

Mehitabel was sleeping.

b.

[Metitabel] seemed t to be sleeping].

2

L

No question arises in (Ib) as to which element should become the subject. A subject must
be of a particular syntactic/semantic category; let us suppose for the moment that this
category is that of Determiner, a functional category associated with nominal elements. In
(lb) there is only one Determiner phrase (DP): Mehitabel. In other cases, however, more
than one DP is present in the clause. For example, the embedded clause in (2) has both
subject and object DPs. Here there is an issue as to which element will become the subject
of the matrix clause. As we can see, the embedded subject (2b), but not the object (2c), can
raise to the matrix subject position.
(2j

a.

k c h y liked Mehitabel.

b.

[Arfhy] seemed [f to like Mehitabel].

c.

* [Mehitabel] seemed [.4rchy to like /I.

In this dissertation, I explore the factors that determine which argument moves to an
available position. I intend to demonstrate that argument movement (A-movement), like
other types of syntactic movement, is subject to a locality principle defined roughly as
follows: what moves to a given position is the closest element of the appropriate type. In
(2b), the embedded subject is the closest DP to the subject position, so it moves there
instead of the object. Of course, terms like "closest" and "appropriate type" will need to be
defined below.

Chapter 1

The A-movement picture is also influenced by other factors. If locality alone
determined which argument should undergo movement, then the only possible source of
cross-linguistic variation in A-movement would be differences in the relative structural
positions of the arguments. As we will see, however, there is typological variation in
which argument undergoes A-movement, even among arguments in the same relative
positions. This variation results from interactions of locality with other factors, such as
abstract Case and the Extended Projection Principle. For example, even if the embedded
subject and object in (2c) were equivalent for the Turposes of locality, the object could not
raise to the matrix subject position, because it checks Case within the embedded clause.
There is no way for the embedded subject to check Case within this (nonfinite) clause, so it
is free to raise and check Case in the higher subject position.

1

Feature-based Locality

This dissertation aims to resolve a tension between certain existing accounts of locality in
A-movement , One such account is set forth by Rizzi (1990). Rizzi proposes a locality
condition on syntactic dependencies much like the one mentioned above. This condition,
Relativized Minimality, prevents a syntactic dependency of one kind from being established
across an intervening element of the same kind, since the intervening element is then a
closer antecedent for the lower position in the dependency. Thus the dependency in (3) is
blocked if Y is a potential antecedent for Z.

Rizzi investigates three kinds of syntactic dependencies, based on the type of positions
involved: A-chains; A-bar chains, e.g. the chain linking a wh-phrase with its trace; and XO
chains, e.g. the chain connecting a verb with its trace. He argues that dependencies like
those in (4) are ill-formed because they are blocked by an intervening potential antecedent.

Locality and Case

(4)

a.
b.

* [John] seems [that it is likely \t to win]].
* [Hpw] do you wonder [[whichpr;oblem] [PROto solve j ,r1]?
* [Haye] they could [{left]?
-

c.

Under this view, the A-chain headed by John in (4a) is blocked by the expletive it, which
occupies an A-position as the subject of an embedded clause. Similarly, the A-bar chain
headed by how in (4b) is blocked by the A-bar specifier which problem, and the Xo-chain
headed by have in (4c) is blocked by the intervening X0could.
Relativized Minimality is an extension of the Government and Binding (GB) theory
(Chomsky 198l), but its insights have been adopted in the subsequent literature, under
various formulations. These insights assume a central role in the feature-based Attract
theory of movement (Chomsky 19951, where minimality is treated as an intrinsic property
of the movement operation. Nevertheless, Relativized Minimality appears to be
incompatible with another well-known proposal concerning A-dependencies. Rizzi (1986)
argues that a well-formed A-chain cannot be established across an intervening argument
with the same "referential index." This configuration is schcmatized in (S), where Y blocks
the dependency between the coindexed X and its trace t. I will refer to the locality condition
proposed by Rizzi (1986) as Indexical Locality.

Although similar in spirit to Relativized Minimzlity, Indexical Locality constrains
dependencies between elements with the same referential index, and not between elements
of the same position type. In fact, Indexical Locaiity presupposes that an A-chain across an
intervening argument is well-formed, provided that the arguments in question have distinct
referential indices. For example, Rizzi (1986) contrasts ill-formed dependencies like (6a)
with well-formed ones like i6b). By Relativized Minimality, however, the A-chain between
Gianni and its trace in (6b) should be blocked by the intervening argument gli, assuming

thal gli (or its trace) occupies an A-position. Note that the well-formedness of (6b) cannot
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be explained by saying that the intervening clitic gli never occupies an A-position. As we
will see, cases like (6b) also arise when the intervening argument is a full phrasal DP.

(6)

a.

* [Gianni,] non
I

si,

sernbra

t,

It,

fare

il suo dovere].

G.
not REFL seem
to do the his duty
'Gianni doesn't seem to himself to do his duty.'
b.

[Gianni,] non gli,

sembra t, [t, fare

il suo dovere].

G.
not to-him seem
to do the his duty
'Gianni doesn't seem to him to do his duty.'
Rizzi's (1986) explanation of the contrast in (6) has been applied to similar contrasts in
Albanian nonactives (Massey 1990, 1992)' and in German and Japanese A-scrambling
(Snyder 1992, Miyagawa 199'7, Yatsushiro 1997).
A second problematic case for Relativized Minimality is the possibility of raising
into a higher clause past an experiencer, as in (7). The experiencer appears to be in an Aposition c-commanding into the embedded clause, since the quantified DP experiencer each
poet in (7a) can bind the pronoun his in the embedded clause, yielding the following
interpretation: For each poet P, Mehitabel seemed to P to be P's most devoted admirer.
According to traditional assumptions, well-formed binding is possible only from a ccommanding A-position, so the experiencer in (7) seems to fit this description. The
experiencer is also c-commanded by the raised subject, as shown by the ability of each poet
to bind his in (7b). Thus the experiencer occupies an A-position that intervenes between
another argument and its trace, contrary to the predictions of Relativized Minimality.
Moreover, the construction is well-formed even if the raised subject binds an anaphoric
experiencer, as in (7c).' Cases like this violate Indexical Locality as well as Relativized
Minimality.

' Postal (197 1) and Baker, Johnson & Roberts (1989) report that the reciprocal each other is grammatical in
this experiencer position, while a reflexive anaphor (such as the one in (7c)) is ungrammatical. However,
for many speakers, myself included, cases like (7c) are quite acceptable (see, e.g., Pesetsky 1995:1011).
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(7)

a.

Ih.lehitabel] seemed to each poet

to be his most devoted admirer].

b.

[Each poet] seemed to his admirers [ t to be quite inspired].

c.

[Archy] seems to himself [t to be rather a goad poet].

This dissertation attempts to resolve the apparently conflicting locality conditions on
A-movement. I will adopt the Attract F theory of movement (Chomsky 1995), in which
syntactic movement is feature-attraction into the "checking domain" of a head. Under this
theory, locality depends on the intrinsic features of heads and arguments, rather than on
their position types or referential indices. We have seen three cases of A-movement with
distinct properties. In the first case, exemplified by raising from a transitive clause in
English, only the highest argument can raise. In the second, a lower argument can raise
past the highest one, but no anaphoric dependency can be established between them.
Examples of this kind include raising past a clitic experiencer in Italian. In the third case, a
lower argument can both raise past the highest argument and bind it; this situation arises in
raising past an experiencer in English. Under the feature-based theory of locality, all three
cases involve strictly local A-movement.
The first case, advancing, involves local movement of an argument originating in
the highest position. The second case, leapfrogging, arises when a lower argument first
raises into the same locality domain as the highest one, then moves on. Leapfrogging
prevents an anaphoric dependency from being established between the two arguments.
Finally, skipping occurs when the highest argument lacks the necessary features for
movement at a given step of the derivation. In this case, a lower argument can raise past it
without first moving into the same locality domain, and ary anaphoric dependency can be
established between the two arguments.
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ADVANCING

LEAPFROGGING

SKIPPING

Though the terms advancing, leapfrogging and skipping will be useful, they are simply
descriptive terms, applying to classes of derivations that vary withir, a class, as well as
across classes. The differences among derivations arise not from different types of
movement, but from differences in the intrinsic features of the constituents involved.
I will argue that locality is defined over checking domains, rather than by strict c-

command. If two elements are in the same checking domain, they are equidistant from an
attracting head. The checking domain of a head X includes its specifiers and any head
immediately adjoined to X. Under this definition, the checking domain of X in (9) is (WP,

ZP, H}. This is a simplified version of the definition in Chomsky (1993: 1 l), which also
includes phrases adjoined to XP and to specifiers of XP (not shown). I leave aside the
question of whether or not the complement (YP below) should also be treated as a
specifier. I will continue to use the traditional terms complernertt and specifier to avoid
confusion, but the distinction plays no role in this dissertation. The specifieeladjunct
distinction also plays no role here.
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WP and ZP (and, presumably, H) are equidistant for the purposes of locality. However, if

X c-commands another head Y, an element in the checking domain of X is closer to an
attracting head than an element in the checking domain of Y.
Attraction is also constrained as to the relative position of the elements that can be
attracted. Specifically, a head can only attract from positions below its checking domain.
This constraint can largely be derived from cyclicity. The syntactic structure is constructed
roughly from the bottom up. The only elements available for attraction are those already in
the existing structure, so a head cannot attract an element from the checking domain of a
higher head (Epstein 1994). Furthermore, I assume that in selecting an element for
attraction, a head disregards elements already in its checking domaina2Thus these elements
can neither be attracted by the head themselves, nor block attraction of a lower element. On
the other harid, an element can check features via Merge. For example, an expletive c m
check EPP (and sometimes Case) features of T when it merges. A theta-relation between a
head and an argument can also be seen as an instance of checking features under merger.
A central proposal to be presented here is that an anaphoric dependency cannot be

established between two specifiers in the same checking domain, even if one or both of
them raises out of this domain. On the view that there is some respect in which an anaphor
is nondistinct from its antecedent, we can stipulate that this kind of nondistinctness is illformed for two specifiers in the same checking domain.3I will call the proposed stipulation
Lethal Ambiguity,since the nondistinct specifiers cancel the derivation by rendering it

uninterpretable. In the Italian raising example (lOa), discussed above, the raised subject
cannot bind the matrix experiencer. Under the account presented here, the subject raises
Alec Marantz (p.c.) points out that this restriction would also follow from cyclicity if all features of a
head were checked simultaneously. We would then need some additional principle to determine the ordering
of specifiers for a single head. Ordering of specifiers is discussed in detail in section 3, where it is assumed
that the features of a head are checked sequentially.
The nondistinctness between an anaphor and its antecedent has often been expressed by coindexation.
Chomsky (1995) proposes to eliminate referential indices from syntactic theory, in keeping with the
Minimalist goal of reducing theoretical mechanisms. It may be that anaphoric dependencies should be
expressed by local feature-checking between the anaphor and the antecedent, but I put this issue aside here.
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through an intermediate position in the same checking domain as the expriencer, so Lethal
Ambiguity arises if an anaphoric dependency is established between the two arguments. In
English, on the other hand, the embedded subject does not raise through the same checking
domain as the experiencer, so a binding relation is permitted.
(10)

a.

* [Gianni]
I

rion

si
1-

~

sembra [t t [t fare
I

il suo dovere]].

-

not REFL seem
to do the his duty
'Gianni doesn't seem to himself to do his duty.'

G.
b.

[Arcpy] seems [to himself Lt to be rather a good poet]].

Lethal Ambiguity links the contrast between (10a) and ( lob) to the features of the
intervening argument. The clitic experiencer in (10a) is a DP with a Case feature, so there
is no way for the embedded subject to move past it without fmt moving into the same
checking domain. Otherwise, as a closer DP, the experiencer would block the embedded
subject from raising into the matrix subject position. On the other hand, the experiencer in
(lob) is a PP, so the embedded subject can raise past it without moving into the same
checking domain. This theory predicts that there should be independent evidence for the
category difference between the experiencers in (10a) and (lob).
Lethal Ambiguity captures many of the same facts as Indexical Locality. According
to Indexical Locality, however, no A-chain can be established across an intervening
coindexed argument. Under the Lethal Ambiguity account, an anaphor can intervene
between an antecedent and its trace, provided that the antecedent never occupies the same
checking domain as the anaphor. This modification makes it possible to account for the
contrast in (10).
Lethal Ambiguity also makes it possible to answer a long-standing question from
the literature. It has been argued that a transitive clause with an anaphoric clitic has a
derivation similar to a passive, with the logical object raising to the syntactic subject
position (Marantz 1984, Kayne 1986, Snyder 1992, Pesetsky 1995). One source of
evidence for the passive derivation is the choice of auxiliary used with the past participle in
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a number of Romance languages, which is 'have' for actives without an anaphoric clitic
( 11a), but

'be' for passives (1 1b) and for actives with an anaphoric clitic (1 lc-d). The

examples in (I 1) are from French.

(1 1)

a.

Le petit Nicolas 1'a vu

dans le rriroir.

t

the little N.
him-has seen in the mirror
'Little Nicholas saw him in the mirror.'
b.

[Le petit Nicolas]

6tait w t dans le miroir.

the little N.
was seen in the mirror
'Little Nicholas was seen in the mirror.'
c.

* IR

petit Nicolas s'a vu

t dans le miroir.
u

the little N.
REFL-has
seen in the mirror
'Little Nicholas saw himself in the mirror.'
d.

petit Nicolas]

s'est vu

f

dans le miroir.

REFL-isseen in the mirror
the little N.
'Little Nicholas saw himself in the mirror.'

The passive-like analysis of the anaphoric clitic construction raises the question of why the
anaphoric clitic cannot be generated as the object, as in (1 lc) (Marantz 1984),Anaphoric
direct objects are generally well-formed-why

not an anaphoric object clitic?

Under current assumptions about Case checking, the derivation wit.h an anaphoric
object clitic is ruled out by Lethal Ambiguity. Chomsky (1995)proposes that the direct
object of a transitive clause satisfies its Case requirements by "checking" a Case feature on
the head that assigns a theta-role to the external argument. Thus an object that checks Case
by overt movement raises to a specifier in the same checking domain as the extellla1
argument. If the object clitic has to check Case overtly, then Lethal Ambiguity will prevent
an anaphoric dependency from arising between the object and the external argument. Thus

an object clitic can in principle be an anaphor, but if so, it yields an uninterpretable
derivation. On the other hand, if the object chec.ksCase without overt movement, the
external argument of a transitive clause can bind it, as in English (12b).
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the little N.
m
sees
'Little Nicholas sees himself.'
b.
a'.

[Archy] [t [sees himself)].

u

*TP

b'.

n
Nicolas T'
n

I \ AA

?-

v

AVP
v

A

v

voii

TP
/\
Archy T '

t

I

V
\ \

himself

sees
\

I

--_--

Of course, a question still remains as to how the grammatical anaphoric clitic

construction is derived. In the grammatical derivation, the logical object raises to the subject
position, binding an anaphor in the external argument position. Under Indexical Locality,
however, such a derivation should be impossible. The external argument intervenes
between the derived subject and its trace, so the derived subject should not be able to bind
it. Under Lethal Ambiguity, the derivation should be well-formed, provided that the logical

object is able to move past the external argument on its way to the subject position without
moving through the same checking domain.
(13)

[Le petit Nicolas]

seu
[t [voit t]].

the little N.
REFL
sees
'Little Nicholas sees himself.'
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u
voit

In general, of course, it is impossible for a lower iugument to skip over the external
arg;ment.

I will propose that such movement is possible in (13) because the external

argument is featurally underspecified, lackir~ga D category feature, as well as abstract
Ca~e.~
In this dissertation, then, I adopt a feature-based theory of locality, rather than a
position-based theory like Relativized Minirnality. The intcriictions between movement and
anaphora captured under Indexical Locality will be treated not as the result of a general
locality condition on chains, but as the result of a separate restriction, Lethal Ambiguity,
which applies only to anaphoric dependencies. I assume that all languages obey featurebased locality. The main source of variation across languages is in the Case properties of
the arguments undergoing movement. In the next section, I introduce locality and Caqe,
and discuss certain roles they play in the Minimalist framework of Chomsky (1995, 1998),
which 1 will adopt here.

2

Locality and Case

The question as to what motivates and constrains A-movement has been approached in two
different-but

not mutually exclusive-ways.

One is to say that movement is driven by the

It is also possible that the object moves through the same checking domain as the external argument, if
Lethal Ambiguity arises only between DPs. The same account cannot be straightforwardly given for the PP
experiencer in (lob), since this is a "cascade" PP (Pesetsky 1995, Phillips 1996). Cases like (lob) will be
discussed further in Chapter 4.
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argument: a DP has a Case requirement, which can be satisfied only by movement. Under
this view, A-movement is straightforwardly constrained both by the limited distribution of
positions where an argument ca~lsatisfy its Case requirement, and by the fact that once an
argument has done so, it need not move further. Another approach maintains that predicates
or heads are what drive movement. Certain verbal or functional heads or phrases have
requirements that can be satisfied only by a local relation with a DP. Here it is typically
locality that constrains movement; the head or predicate enters a relation with the closest
DP. Recent work in the Minimalist framework combines the two approaches, arguing that
A-movement is constrained by both Case and locality.
A central innovation of the Minimalist Program is the proposal that the logical

subject and object might be "equidistant" from the syntactic subject position. In the terms of
Chornsky (1995), the object can check abstract Case in a specifier of the head that assigns a
theta-role to the subject (v). Chornsky does not resolve the issue of how the object is
blocked from raising to the syntactic subject position. He proposes that if the object moves
to a specifier below the merged (theta-related) specifier, Shortest Move alone might ensure
that the higher, merged specifier raises; otherwise, the two specifiers must be treated as
equidistant, with Case determining which one moves. In this chapter, I provide a new
argument in favour of the latter view. This argument hinges on evidence that in some
instances, the merged specifier raises to the subject position, while in others, the moved
specifier raises. Regardless of whether the merged or moved specifier is higher, Shortest
Move cannot determine which one moves onwards. I adopt the principle that Casechecking blocks certain types of movement: if the moved specifier checks Case, it cannot
move further to the subject position (Chomsky 1998). However, locality also plays a
crucial role in blocking "superraising" constructions, in which a higher argument that has
checked Case blocks a lower argument from raising past it, even if this lower argument has
not checked Case.
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This section provides some theoretical background on abstract Case and locality in
A-movement. In section 3, I outline my main proposals concerning cross-linguistic
variation in A-movement. In section 4, I review the crucial roles played by Case and

locality in capturing the facts from section 3.

2.1

Move a

Under GB theory, Move a operates freely, with its output evaluated against pri~lciplessuch
as the Case Filter (Chomsky 1981, Vergnaud 1985). In its origi.nal form, the Case Filter
requires each noun phrase (here, each DP) to have Case assigned to it by a verb or
functional head. Of course, many DPs lack overt case morphology; morphological case
cannot be equated with the abstract Case required to satisfy the Case Filter. Consider again
the sentences in (14).
(1 4

a.

A cat saw Archy yesterday.

b.

[Archy] was seen t yesterday.

Although the object in (14a) has Case assigned to it, no object Case is assigned in a simple
passive such as (14b). In GB, nothing forces the movement that allows a DP to satisfy the
Case Filter-the

object in (14b) is free to remain in its base position or to move. However,

if the object remains in its base position, the Case Filter will mark the sentence as
ungrammatical. If it moves to the subject position, it receives nominative Case, so the
sentence will pass successfully though the Case Filter. Note that there is no comparison
between derivations: the derivation without movement is ungrammatical, not because there
is a preferable derivation, but simply because it violates the Case Filter.
Under this account, the Case requirement of the object in (14b) can be satisfied only
by movement to the subject position. As Marantz (1991) points out, however, such
movement is independently required by the Extended Projection Principle (EPP), which
requires each sentence to have a syntactic subject (Williams 1980, Chomsky 1982,
Rothstein 1983). Thus, Marantz argues that the object moves to the subject position, not to
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satisfy its own requirements, but to saiisfy those of the main clausal predicate. The EPP
also plays a role in transitive clauses Under a widely adopted proposal, the logical subject
of a transitive clause is generated within the verb phrase, then raises to a higher position
associated with the syntactic subject (Kitagawa 1987, Kuroda 1988, Sportiche 1988)here, the specifier of IP (Inflection Phrase).

saw

Archy

In GB theory, the object of a transitive clause is said to be "governed" and assigned Case in
its base position by the main verb. It might be supposed that the logical subject raises to the
syntactic subject position in order to satisfy its Case requirement. Given the EPP, however,
movement to the syntactic subject position is independently necessary. Locality would be
sufficient to determine which argument moves: the logical subject is generated above the
position in which the object is generated and licensed, so a "shortest move" requirement
would ensure that the logical subject, and not the object, moves to the subject position.
The model of syntax in Chornsky (1993) differs considerably from GR theory.
First of all, Chomsky proposes a different overall architecture for the grammar. GB theoly
adopts the "Y-model" of grammar, schematized in (16). A "deep" D-structure is built from
lexical items, which is mapped to a "surface" S-structure by applications of Move a.Sstructure is mapped to Logical Form (LF) by further applications of Move a,which affect
semantic interpretation but not pronunciation, and to Phonetic Form (PF) by other
operations, which affect pronunciation but not interpretation.
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Chomsky (1993) replaces this model with the "T-model" (17). Under this proposal,
there is no D-structure; instead, the derivation proceeds by building the syntactic structure
in stages from the bottom up. At each stage, either an item is merged from the lexicon, or
an existing part of the structure is moved. At some point, known as "Spell-Out," the
derivation splits into LF and PF components. Unlike S-structure, however, Spell-Out is
not a special level of representation; it simply occurs at the point in the derivation that
allows LF and PF conditions to be best satisfied. Movement before Spell-Out or in the PF
component is "overt"; for Chomsky (1993), a second cycle of "covert" movement takes
place in the LF component, again proceeding from the bottom up. A derivation
"converges" if it meets the minimum requirements of both interfaces, and "crashes"
otherwise.
(1 7)

A second development of this early work in the Minimalist Program (MP) is in the

nature of syntactic constraints. In CIS, constraints are absolute; a derivation is grammatical
if it satisfies all constraints, and ungrammatical (or at least marginal) if it violates any. In
Chomsky (1993), the syntax is subject to economy conditions, which can be violated if
necessary to ensure convergence. Based on a restricted comparison set, these conditions
select the derivation that best satisfies their requirements. This kind of comparison among
derivations introduces a degree of computational complexity that later developments of MP
strive to eliminate.
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A reflex of the Case Filter survives under MP, but the details differ considerably.
Chornsky (1993) introduces the notion that each DP entering the derivation has a Case
feature, which must be "checked" against an appropriate head in order to yield a wellformed derivation. The need to satisfy Case requirements is subsumed under a general
requirement, Full Interpretation, which requires all "uninterpretable" features to be
checked. This requirement drives all syntactic rnovemetlt, not just movement for Case, As a
special. property of DPs, the Case Filter reduces to the requirement that evev DP is
generated with a Case feature.
Chomsky (1993) also proposzs to eliminate the notion of "government." He argues
that grammatical relations between an XP and a head is canonically established in the
specifier-head configuration. Consequently, he proposes that both the subject and object
raise (overtly or covertly) to check Case in the specifier of a higher functional projection.
Case checking involves the deletion of both an uninterpretable Case feature 011 the DP, and
a corresponding uninterpretable Case feature on the Case-checking head. Case is checked
by Tense (T) and the verb (V), but each of these heads can adjoin to a higher functional
head Agr (associated with agreement), to check Case against the specifier of AgrP. For
example, the subject of a transitive clause in English raises overtly to the subject AgrP
(AgrSP), while the object raises covertly to the object AgrP (AgrOP) (18).T adjoins

overtly to AgsS to check nominative Case on the subject, and V adjoins covertly to AgrO to
check accusative Case on the object. The overt movement of the subject in (18) precedes
covert movement of the object, which occurs in the second (LF)cycle.
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AgrSP

/"-.
AgrS'
fi

acat
A

AgrS

TP

'TqgrOP

n
AgrO'

t r \
A@
I 4
I

-A
I

VP

A
- - .V
saw

Archy
I

' - - - - - - - - - - - - - I

Covert adjunction of V to AgrO renders spec-VP and spec-AgrOP "equidistant" from the
base position of the object, allowing it to move past the base position of the subject into
spec-AgrOP. If the verb adjoins to AgrO overtly, the object can leapfrog overtly over the
subject in spec-VP (19). AgrO must then adjoin to a higher position (T or AgrS) in order
for the subject to leapfrog over the object.
AgrSP

fi

Given equidistsnce, then, the "closest" argument is not necessarily the onc that raises to the
subject position. Equidistance makes it possible for a lower argument to raise past a higher
one without violating locality (Shortest Move).
The account just presented assumes a "leapfrogging" derivation, in which the object
checks Case above the base position of the subject. On the other hand, a number of authors
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present evidence for the "split-VP or "stacking" hypothesis, whereby the logical subject of
a transitive clause is generated in the specifier of a verb phrase above the base VP, with

AgrOP sandwiched between the two VPs (Bobaljik 1995, Carnie 1995, Koizumi 1995).
Under this story, an object shifts to a position below the base position of the subject (20).
The logical subject is always the highest argument, so locality is sufficient to ensure that it
raises to the subject position.

'- - - - saw
-----I

2.2

I

1

Attract F

One objection raised to the Economy theory of Chomsky (1993) is that it assumes
extensive computational resources. Recall that violations of an Economy condition need not
rule out a derivation, unless the condition is better satisfied by a competing convergent
derivation. For example, the Economy principle Greed requires an element to check a
feature at each step of movement. However, this principle can be violated if necessary to

ensure convergence. In (21), the embedded object raises through spec-TP to allow the EPP
feature of the embedded T to be checked, although no features of the argument are checked
by this step of movement; this DP does not check Case until the finite matrix clause.
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(21)

,[ [Archy] seems,[ t to have been ,,[ seen t ] ] ] .
I

I

I

The need for comparisons among derivations adds to the computational complexity of the

model. Chornsky (1995) moves away from the Economy framework with the introduction
of Attract F. Under Attract F, movement is driven by an absolute condition of "Suicidal
Greed" (Chomsky 1998): at each step of movement, a feature of a head attracts a feature
that checks and deletes it. In (21), for example, movement to the embedded subject
position is directly driven by the EPP feature of the embedded T.
According to Chomsky (1995, 1998), a checking relation can be established in
three ways: Merge, Attract, or Move. The simplest operation is Merge, which inserts a new
element from the Numeration, an array of lexical items to be used in the derivation. For
example, the EPP feature of T can be satisfied by merging an expletive in the specifies of
TP. Likewise, the theta-property (theta-"feature") of a head is satisfied by merging an
argument with it. Attract involves movement of a feature directly to the attracting head
(Chornsky 1995297):
(22)

K attracts F if F is the closest feature that can enter into a checking relation
with a sublabel of K.

In this definition, we can treat K as the attracting head, and a sublabel of M as a feature of
that head.' In Chornsky (1995), feature-attraction is treated as a second cycle of movement,
following all operations of Move. However, I will adopt the revision of Chomsky (1998),
in which there is only a single cycle of movement, with Move and Attract interleaved.
Feature-attraction is "covert," having no effect on pronunciation. Overt movement
(Move) is a combination of three operations. The head K attracts a feature F; a feature in the
bundle of formal features to which F belongs identifies a category a to be "pied-piped"
along with F; and a is merged to K or a projection of K. Thus Move displaces the attracted

In context, actually, K is the root node-the highest projection at a given point in the derivation-and a
sublabel of K is (roughly speaking) a feature of the head of K. The description given here fits better with
the revisions of Chomsky (1998).
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category so as to affect pronu~lciation.~
In checking the features of P, given head, the
simpler operation Merge is preferred to the more complex operation Move. One
consequence is that a feature that can be satisfied by either Merge or Move is satisfied by
Move. Another consequence is that if a head has one feature checked by Merge, and
another checked by Move, the one checked by Merge is checked first.
Though Attract is driven by
process) can be forced by propertie

es of the attracting head, Move (as an additional
the attractor or the attractee. For instance,

EPP can be checked only by Merging a DP. If an expletive is available in the Numeration,
it can check the EPP feature of T via bare Merge. Checking features of T by merging a
semantically contentful DP leads to an uninterpretable derivation, since each DP requires a
theta-role, and T has no theta-feature. Thus, if no expletive is available, a DP already
merged in the structure must move to check the EPP feature of T. In this case, Move is
driven by the EPP feature of the attractor. However, Chomsky (1998) proposes that a
ceature of the attractee is responsible for identifying the phrase a to be pied-piped along
with the attracted feature. We can exploit this proposal to capture an alternation between
clitic objects, which check Case by Move, and nonclitic objects, whicb can check Case by
Attract. Let US suppose that when the Case feature is being attracted, the feature [clitic]
idetifies the phrase a as the full clitic XP, which then merges in a specifier of the attracting
head. If the [clitic] feature is missing, the phrase a either is not identified, or is identified as
mull, so only the Case feature is attracted.
Along with the Attract F theory of movement, Chomsky (1995) adopts the notion
that a single head can have multiple specifiers (cf. Ura 1994). Meanwhile, he proposes that
semantically contentless heads such as Agr should be eliminated from the syntax. Chomsky
assumes a split VP, where the logical object of a transitive clause is the complement of the
base verb V, while the logical subject is an "external" argument, receiving its theta-role in
-

-

%is division is probably too simplistic. Pesetsky (fall 1997 class lectures) and Fox (1998) argue that
Move can be covert.
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the specifier of a higher verb (v). Instead of checking Case on AgrO, the object checks
Case on v, either by feature-attractionor by overt movement to a second specifier of v.
Subject Case and EPP are checked directly on T. Casechecking deletes uninterpretable
Case features on both the DP and the head, but EPP-checking deletes only the EPP feature
on the head. The attracted D feature is interpretable, so it is not deleted by checking. Thus
a DP can check EPP successive-cyclically on more than one head.
In the derivation of a simple transitive clause, the base verb V Ijegins by merging
with the direct object DP, Archy in (23). V then projects to create a VP,which merges with

v. The logical subjcct (here a cat) merges with vP,and v attracts the Case feature of the
object. vP then merges with T. T attracts the Case and D features of the logical subject,
then the full DP moves to satisfy the Merge requirement of EPP.'

t

v

VP

saw

$V

Archy

------

Note that in this theory, covert feature-attraction of the direct object to v precedes the overt
movement of the subject to spec-TP.
As noted above, where the object moves overtly to a Case position, 1assume that

overt movement is driven by a feature of the DP. Overt shift of definite objects is possible
in Icelandic, as shown in (24).

' There is some evidence that the main verb raises overtly to adjoin to v in English, based on its ordering

with respect to multiple complements (Collins 1997:15). For example, we find the order Mehitabel seemed
[to Archy] [to be quite peevish], not *Mehitabel [to Archy] seemed [to be quite peevish]. Since the position
of DPs is my main concern in this thesis, however, I will generally omit traces of verb movement.
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(24)

a.

J6n las ekki bakurnar.
J. read not the books
'John did not read the books.'

b.

J6n la

bakurnar] ekki t.

J . read the books not
'John did not read the books.'

(Collins & Thdinsson 1996)

It has been argued that object shift involves movement of the object into the specifier of its
Case-checking head.' When v is added to the derivation, the logical subject first merges to
check the theta-feature of v. Then v attracts the Case feature of the [+definite] object, which
can opt to identify the full DP as the phrase to be pied-piped along with the Case feature. If
it does so, the object shifts to spec-vP. At this stage of the derivation, both the logical

subject and the direct object occupy specifiers of v?. However, only the logical subject can
become the syntactic subject. Zaenen, Maling Bs Thrfinsson (1985) give a number of tests
for subjecthood in Icelandic. For example, if another constituent precedes the verb, the
syntactic subject immediately follows the verb. In a transitive clause, ~ n l ythe logical
subject can immediately follow the verb under these circumstances, as shown in (25).

(25)

a.

,[ t

1111,

ekki dlahr ,[ t

1111.

Medbessari byssu skaut ,[ blafur [, refinn ekki

t
I

with this shotgun
shot Olafur
the fox
'Olafur didn't shoot the fox with this shotgun.'
b.

* LC,

Med bssari byssu skaut ,[ refinn [,

t

with this shotgun
shot the fox
'Olafur didn't shoot the fox with this shotgun.'

not

not Olafur
(0.
Jonsson, p.c.)

The claim that the moved object and the base position of the logical subject are both in
specifiers of vP raises the theoretical possibility that the two arguments are equidistant for
localitypurposes. If so, locality cannot be responsible for ruling out the "inverse" derivation
for a transitive clause, in which the logical object moves to the syntactic subject position,

However, I argue in Chapter 3 that not all object shift involves movement to a specifier of vP
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while the logical subject occupies the syntactic object positionn9Since this derivation is illfolmed, the grammar must have some way to mle it out.
Chornsky (1995) suggests two possible ways of blocking the inverse derivation. If

a shifted object checks Case in the lower s p i f i e r of vP, below the position where the
logical subject is merged, locality might be sufficient to ensure that the logical subject raises
to the specifier of TP (26a). On the other hand, if the object shifts to a position above the
logical subject, movement of the logical subject to spec-TPcannot be forced by locality
alone, since the object is closer to T (26b). In this case, the two specifiers of vP would
have to be equidistant from T in order for the lower specifier to be attracted at all.
b.

A

T

A
+ vA,VP

A
A

obj

subj

n
I

v

I

Note that in an Attract theory, equidistance is a property of potential attractees for a given
head; this formulation differs from that in Chomsky (1993), where equidistance is a
property of potential landing sites for a given argument. To ensure that only m e of two
equidistant arguments can raise to spec-TP, reference must be made to the features of the
two arguments. For example, the object, but not the subject, has checked its Case feature
by the time T is added to the derivation.
Jonas (1996) provides evidence for the latter, equidistance-based approach. She
argues that the object can shift to a position above the base position of the logical subject.1°

'Marantz (1995) shows in detail how the theory of Chomsky (1993) blocks the inverse derivation.
"'ForJonas, the adverb aldrei in (27) marks the left edge of the VP, with the shifted object occupying the
specifier of a higher AgrOP. If the shifted object occupies a specifier of vP,the adverb car! be treated as
occupying another specifier. Since it has no Case or D-feature to satisfy the Case or EPP features of T, the
adverb does not interfere with attraction of the logical subject.
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In the transitive expletive construction in (27),an expletive is merged in the specifier of TP.

The logical subject is in its base position, and the direct object has shifted to a position
above it from within vP.Nevertheless, the indefinite "associate" is the logical subject,

neinir stddentar. Assuming that the associate checks Case on T, (27) is an instance of
(26b), with the subject and object equidistant from T.
(27)

,[ Pad

I&u,[ r [, [Nssar baekur] aldrei neinir stlidentar ,[ t i fyrra]]]].

there
read
these books
never any students
'No students ever read these books last year.'

last year

Further arguments for the equidistance-based approach will be given at the end of the
chapter, based on evidence presented in the following section. I will assume, then, that
specifiers of a given head are equidistant for the purposes of attraction by a higher head."
However, attraction obeys the stipulation in (28).
(28)

Once an argument has checked Case, it cannot undergo further movement to
check EPP.

This principle can in part be derived from the definition of Move, by saying that the Case
feature of a DP is responsible for identifying the phrase to be pied-piped in attraction to
check EPP (Chomsky 1998).12 Once the Case feature has been checked and deleted, it
cannot identify a phrase for pied-piping, so Move is blocked. I will call this mechanism
Case Identification. The object of a transitive clause cannot raise to spec-'IT, because it has
already checked its Case on v by the time T is added to the structure. Thus the inverse
derivation is blocked by Case Identification. Even if it is generated with the wrong
morphological case, the object must check its abstract Case feature on v. A morphological
case mismatch between the DP and the head cancels the derivation (Chomsky 1995: 370).

" At least, a higher specifier that cannot bc attracted does not b!ock attraction of a lower specifier. Richards
(1997b) argues that locality does in fact prefer attraction of a higher specifier, if possible.
Chomsky (1998) does not explicitly limit the application of this principle to EPP-checking, as I do here.
However, an argument can undergo other kinds of overt movement after it has checked Case, including Ascrambling (see Chapter 3).
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Since Case Identification requires no comparison between derivations, it is
computationally simpler than a propsal made by Chomsky (1995) for ruling out the
inverse derivation. This earlier propsd involves an economy principle that minimizes the
number of operations in a derivation. Suppose that the direct object checks its Case in

spec-vP. If it then raises to spec-TP, it can check the EPP feature of T, but not the Case
feature, since its own Case feature has already k e n checked and deleted. h the theory of
Chomsky (1993), where ad1 (overt or covert) movement is phrasal, the unchecked Case
feature of T would be sufficient to rule out this derivation. However, Attract F allows T to
attract a Case feature from one element, while another checks EPP. For example, in the
expletive construction (27) above, the expletive checks the EPP feature of T, but the Case
feature of T is checked by the indefinite associate, which then triggers verb agreement. The
same is true in English (29).
(29)

There we= three typewriters on the table.

If not for Case Identification, then, an object that has checked Case on v could raise and
check the EPP feature of T, with the logical subject checking Case on T by bare Atuact. In
the theory of Chomsky (1995), however, the inverse derivation requires an extra operation.
According to this theory, the EPP feature of T attracts the highest DP, whose Case feature
is attracted along as a "free rider," Thus, instead of a single operation checking both Case
and EPP,the inverse derivation would need one operation to check EPP (movement of the
object) and another to check Case (attraction of the logical subject's Case feature).
Chomsky (1995) proposes that the shorter derivation blocks the longer one, in accordance
with an economy principle we can cdl "Minimize Operations."
Although (29) also requires two operations to satisfy the Case and EPP features of
T, there is no "shorter" alternative to this derivation. If the expletive were absent, the

associate could check the Case and EPP of T. However, Chomsky proposes that only
derivations with the same lexical items are compared for economy purposes, so no
comparison can be made between derivations with and without expletive there. If the
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expletive is present in the derivation, it checks EPP, but not Case; thus the associate must
check Case via Attract.
Notice that Minimize Operations would have to be understood as a global economy
condition." Lscd economy is computationally simpler, since it merely compares
alternatives for the next step to be taken at a given point in the derivation (Collins 1997); a
global economy condition requires more computation, since it must take earlier or later
steps into consideration as well. Consider the ungrammatical derivation in (30),with the
inverse derivation taking place in a nonfinite embedded clause. Even in a language where
the object can raise overtly to spec-vP, as in Icelanhiic, such a derivation is ill-formed; yet
no single step of movement violates Minimize Operations. The embedded T has only EPP
to check, not Case, so once the object shifts, both specifiers of v are equally eligible to
check this feature, If the object raises to the specifier of the embedded T, it then must raise
to the specifier of the matrix T. At this point, attraction of the lower logical subject is not a
possibility, since the two arguments are no longer equidistant. Nevertheless, the matrix T
can attract the Case features of the embedded logical subject, so all uninterpretable features
are checked off.
(30) *[,The

ook T
' [, seems,[ ,[
r

I

Evaluated globally, this derivation is less economical than one in which the logical
subject raises to tine embedded spec-TP, then checks the Case and EPP features of the
matrix spec-TP simultaneously; however, each step in (30) individually obeys Minimize
Operations. Under Case Identification, on the other hand, the object cannot check EPP on
the embedded T, since it first checks Case on the embedded v. In the interests of avoiding
global constraints on derivations, therefore, we will keep to the Case Identification account.
By this account, once the object has checked Case in the embedded clause, it cannot check
the EPP feature of T even if T lacks Case features.
" Thanks

to Noam Chomsky for raising this point.
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According to the account adopted here, then, the inverse derivation of a transitive
clause is blocked by Case Identification, rather than by locdity. However, Chomsky
(1995) also argues that locality plays a key role in constraining A-movement. Consider a
situation in which the highest DP argument is alone in a checking domain, If this argument
has an unchecked Case feature, it can raise to check Case or EPP. For example, it is
assumed that the subject of a raising construction checks EPP, but not Case, in the specifier
of the embedded infinitival T (31a). It then raises again to check the Case and EPP features
of the finite T. However, if the highest argument has checked its Case feature, it canriot be
attracted further. In (3 lb), the subject checks its Case within the embedded finite clause, so
it cannot raise again to check the Case or EPP feature of the matrix T. These features
remain unchecked, and the derivation crashes.
(3 1)

a.

,[

b.

*,[

[Threetypewriters] appear,[ t to be [, t on the table]]].
[Arfhy] seems,[ (that) t wrote a novel]].

In (31), locality again plays no role. In (3 la) the DP that raises is the only one that has not
checked Case, since the only other DP, the table, checks Case within its PP. In (31b), no

DP can raise, since both Archy and the table check Case within the embedded clause.
On the other hand, suppose that a lower DP has an unchecked Case feature. Even if
the highest DP cannot itself raise, it can block this lower DP from raising. For example,
expletive it in (32a) checks Case in the embedded finite clause, so it is blocked from raising
to the subject position of the higher finite clause (cf. 31b). However, the subject of the
lower embedded infinitival, Archy, has an unchecked Case featwe. Nevertheless, it cannot
undergo "superraising," moving past the expletive to the matrix subject position. Such a
derivation is impossible under feature-based locality. The expletive is a DP, so it blocks
attraction of any lower DP. Meanwhile, Case Identification prevents the expletive from
moving itself. The only well-formed derivation with the desired interpretation has Archy
raised into the subject position of the embedded finite clause, and the expletive merged in
the matrix clause (32c).
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(32)

a.

* [It] seems,[

b.

* [%hy]

c.

(that),1 t is likely,[ Archy to have written a novel]]].

seems,[ (that),[ it is likelyt,,[

to have written a novel]]].

It seems ,[ (that),[ [ k h y ] is likely ,[ t to have written a novel]]].

Of course, locality is not the only possible explanation for the ill-fomedness of
(32b). An alternative explanation would be that the expletive can be inserted only when no
well-formed movement is possible (Marantz 1991). In (32a-b), movement of Archy is
possible, so insertion of the expletive would be ruled out. However, Chomsky (1995946)
argues that Merge is preferred to Move generally. Thus the expletive must be inserted in
the subject position of the embedded clause in (33a), instead of moving the DP three
typewriters, as in (33b).

(33)

a.
b.

Qere] appear,[

* There appear,[

f

to be [, three typewriters on the table]].

[three typewriters] to be [,

,t on the table]].

If this line of argument is correct, then the ill-fomedness of superraising in (3%) is most
straightforwardly viewed as the result of a locality violation. In the next section, I will
present further evidence for locality in A-movement.

3

Cross-linguistic variation

The previous section went in detail througll the derivation of a simple active transitive
clause. The traditional view of a passive (without a by-phrase) is that the external argument
is absent and the object Case feature (here, the Case feature of v) is suppressed. Instead,
~
the full picture is
the object checks subject Case (here, the Case feature of T ) . ' However,

by no means so simple. In a number of constructions, there is not only v and V but also an
additional head, R. I will use this label to designate a class of heads that assign "indirect"
theta-roles, including goal, benefactive, and experiencer. In this section, I propose that
" In a well-known paper, Baker, Johnson & Roberts (1989) have argued that the external argument of a
passive is syntactically present, and that it has the accusative Case usually associated with the object. This
account is not compatible with the theory of locality and Case prcsented in this dissertation.
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Case in a "nonactive" (passive or unaccusative) can be suppressed either on v or on R,with

consequences for movement possibilities. I also sketch out a view of morphological and
abstract Case licensing that plays an important role in determining which argument moves
at a given step in the derivation. I assume that both abstract Case and morphological case
(m-case) features are checked in the syntax, though not necessarily at the same time
(SchiOtze 1997). The facts presented here provide evidence that both Case and locality
constrain A-movement.

3.1

Case suppression

Let us consider the derivation of a ditransitive clause. Asymmetries between direct and
indirect objects (Barss & Lasnik 1986) have led to the conclusion that the indirect object
asymmetrically c-commands the direct one. I will assume that a &transitive verb is
decomposed into an articulated stnrcture like that of (34), with the direct object (DO)
receiving a theta-role from the base verb V, and the indirect object (10) receiving a thetarole from a higher "applicative" verb, here called R (Marantz 1989, 1993, Ura 1996).
(34)

VP

n
someone v '
n
RP
&e

A

Archy R'

n
VP
n
V a book

R

u

When both objects have structural Case, the DO checks Case on R, and the 1 0 checks Case
on v, while the external argument checks its Case on T.
In passives and unaccusatives, a Case feature is suppressed. For concreteness, I
will assume that the choice of v is responsible for the active or passive "voice" of a clause,

as well as for the transitive/unaccusative distinction (Harley 1995, Kratzer 1996, Marantz
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1997). Transitive clauses are associated with a causative v that assigns a theta-role to an
agent, while unaccusative v means something more iike 'be' or 'become,' and assigns no
theta-role. I make no attempt here to decide the issue of whether or not a theta-role is
assigncd to an external argument in the passive (see Embick 1997 for discussion).
Syntactic evidence suggests that this argument is absent; if it is present, however, it lacks
Case, cannot antecede a pronoun or anaphor, and does not block movement of the object to
subject position. Elsewhere, I will argue that such an external argument does exist in
reflexive clitic constnictions; there v assigas its theta-role to a highly underspecified nonDP argument, which lacks Case and cannot be attracted to spec-TP. Thus it is theoretically
possible that the causative v of a passive clause has its theta-feature checked by an
underspecified non-DP argument. On the other hand, it is also possible that the external
argument of a passive is simply not syntactically projected." A number of languages have
an "aebitrary agent" construction, in which the verb is active in form, but the syntax is
passive, with a lower argument raising to subject position. I will refer to the range of
constructions with such "passive" syntax (including unaccusatives) as nonactives.

In some languages, nonactive v always lacks a Case feature. For example, we have
seen that the object of a passive transitive clause in English checks Case on T, not on v . In
American English, the Case feature of v is also suppressed in a passive ditransitive. -4s a
result, the I 0 checks Case on T instead. In such a language, only the higher object of a
passive ditransitive raises to the subject position. Other languages of the same type include
Chichewa, Tzotzil, and Danish. (35)shows a simplified structure, omitting Part?.

l 5 The theta-role of the external argument can be assigned to an argument by-phrase (cf. Marantz 1984,
Goodall 1998, among many others), but therc is little evidence that the by-phrase is itself "external."
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n
T'

Archy

was g i v e n .

Yv+
a book

The Case feature of R is still intact, so the DO checks Case there as usual. We predict: that
the "inverse" derivation of a passive will be blocked in these languages, just like the inverse
derivation of an active transitive. That is, the DO should not be able to cross over the SO,
because it checks Case on R. Once the DO has checked Case, Case Identification prevents
it from raising to check the EPP feature of T, so the I 0 raises instead. In English,
moreover, the object does not move to ~pec-RP.'~
Thus the inverse derivation of a passive
is also blocked by locality: the I 0 is the only DP close enough to raise to spec-TP.
As we noted before, Lethal Ambiguity prevents an anaphoric dependency between
two arguments in specifiers of the same head. However, as in the simple transitive, the
direct object c m check Case by feature-attraction, so the DO and I 0 need not occupy
specifiers of the same head. In English, for example, R attracts only the features of the DO,
so no Lethal Ambiguity arises.
(36)

a.

,[ [A cat] [yp t sho,wed ,[ Archy [,, himself]] (in the photograph)]].

b.

,,[ [Archy] [,, was shown [ t

3

I,, himself]] (in the photograph)]].

Evidence that the DO still checks structural Case in the passive can be found in Chaga
(Rresnan & Moshi 1990). Chaga is a Bantu language that shows object agreement with one
or both objects of a ditransitive verb, via "pronoun incorporation" into the verb (37a). This
agreement is taken to indicate that both objects have structural Case. In the passive below,
'"If it did, we would expect the order I gave a book Archy, where a book has raised to a specifier of RP
above Archy.
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the I 0 raises to the subject position, triggering subject agreement. Note, however, that the
DO can still trigger object agreement (37b).
(37)

a.

N-a-i-ki-m-lyi-i-a.
FOC-SP-prs-OP-OP-eat-APPL-FV
'He is eating it for himher.'

b.

M-ka n-a-i-ki-lyl-i-o.
wife FOC-SP-prs-oP-eat-APPL-pass
'The wife is being affected by someone's eating it.'

Chaga has what are known as "symmetric" passives, in which either object of a
ditransitive clause can raise to the subject position." When the DO raises to the subjecl
position, the I 0 can still trigger object agreement on the verb (38). I will call this the "long
passive," by contrast with the "short passive" in (37b).
(38)

K-i-m-lyi-i-o.
SP-prs-OP-eat-~pp~-pass
'It (i.e., the food) is being eaten for/on himiher.'

We have argued above that if an argument checks Case, there is no way for it to raise
further to the subject position. If this view is correct, then the fact that the DO raises to the
subject position in (38) shows that it does not check Case on R in this derivation. I propose
that in Chaga, passive v can retain its own Case feature, but co-occur with an RP
complement headed by an R whose Case feature is suppre~sed.'~
As a result, v has a Case
feature for the I 0 to check, while the DO raises and checks Case on T. In accordance with
feature-based locality, T cannot attract the DO unless it is the "closest" DP. If the DO
remains in its base position prior to attraction by T, the closest DP would then be the 10,
which has already checked its Case. For the DO to be accessible to T, it must raise into a
specifier of FW,so that it is as close to T as the 10. Thus I assume that when the Case
feature of R is suppressed, it instead has an EPP feature, which attracts the DO into its

" The symmetric/asymrnetric difference also has consequences for wh-movement (Marantz 1993), which I
leave aside here.
'"ra (1996) makes a similar suggestion.
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specifier. From this position, the DO can move to check its Case in the subject position

(39).19

'

T

A
VP

n
RP

v
EPP,
Case

A
VF

R
EPP

A

v

k-i-m-lyi-i-o
Notice that for the derivation of (38) to converge, the I 0 must not raise to spec-vP. If it
does, the I 0 and DO an: no longer equidistant from T, and the closer I 0 then blocks the DO
from being attracted to spec-TP. Thus we can conclude that the 1 0 in (38) checks Case on

v by bare Attract.
Note, too, that the EPP feature of R cannot be checked by the 10, which checks the
theta-feature of R by Merge. Of course, EPP can be checked by bare Merge, alone or
simultaneously with another feature (i.e., Case). Uniike a theta-feature, however, the Case
feature of a head does not require Merge. We can suppose that each feature of a head that
requires Merge must be checked by a di.fferentinstance of Mergen20Thus EPP, which

''

Notice that at the point at which v is added to the derivation, the I 0 and the DO are both in specifiers of
R. Either argument could then be attracted to check the Case of v , while the other argument raises to specTP.This may genuinely constitutes a free option, or the passive v with Case in Chaga may be required to
attract the I 0 to satisfy its morphological case requirements, as in Albanian (see below).
2'1 Alec Marantz (p.c.) rnakes the intriguing suggestion that the same element cannot check the EPP feature
and the theta-feature of R because what I am calling the theta-feature is actually an EPP feature. This
proposal has extensive ramifications for the theory presented in this thesis. One simple consequence has to
do with the c-command relation between specifiers of RP. In Chapter 3 I adopt the proposal of Richards
(1997b) that a head attracts the highest element of a particular kind, while later movements to specifiers of
the same head "tuck in" underneath the first specifier. However, I argue that tucking-in occurs only when
both specifiers check the same type of feature. If the theta-feature and EPP are the same feature, the second
(moved) argument-here, the D9-should tuck in under the first (merged) argument, here the KO. The
proposal has more serious consequences for my claim that reflexive clitic corlstructions have a categorially
( . , . ~ O t l jf .
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requires Merge, cannot be checked by the same argument that merges to check a thetafeature. Since Merge precedes Move, the theta-feature of R is checked fust by merging the
10, then the EPP feature by moving the DO. If the DO checks the theta-feature of R, and
the merged elemcnt checks the EPP feature of R, the derivation will be uninterpretable,
since then one argument will have two theta-roles, and the other only onem2'

3.2

Varieties of Case

In the last section, we saw that certain cross-linguistic differences in A-movement arise
from the option of suppressing Case on v or R in a nonactive. Up until this point, we have
assumed only one type of Case, namely structural Case, which is checked on a functional
head. In this section, I will argue that Case can also be checked when a DP merges with its
theta-assigner. This type of Case-checking corresponds to the traditional notion of inherent
Case (cf. Chomsky 1986). The availability of structural or irierent Case on heads gives
rise to additional cross-linguistic differences in A-movement.
Cross-linguistic variation also arises from morphological case requirements. I
assume that m-case is dissociated from abstract Case (Harley 1995, Sckutze 1997).This
dissociation can be seen perhaps most clearly in the phenorr~enonof "quirky case." A
quirky argument checks Case by attraction to a functional head, but its m-case is
determined inherently by its theta-assigner. We can say that the head assigning a theta-role
to the quirky argument has an inherent m-case feature, which must be checked by a
matching m-case feature cin the argument that checks its theta-feature.22I will argue that a
head can also specify the m-case feature of the DP that checks its theta-feature, even if this
(...conr.)

underspecified (non-DP) external argument. Since such an argument cannol check the EPP feature of T, it
should also be unable to check an EPP (theta-) feature on a head. That is, the non-DP external argument
should only appcar where it can receive a theta-role without checking a theta-feature, perhaps only in the vVP configuration. I leave this line of inquiry for further research.
However, it is possible that the EPP feature of R can be checked by merging an expletive in spec-RP,
which then raises to spec-TP. To my knowledge, this possibility has not yet been tested.
I2 See Schutze (1997) for an account of the distribution of m-case.

''
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m-case feature is checked structurally on another head. In particular, R can specify dative
m-case on an argument that checks both Case and m-case on v.
In this section we will focus on variations in the Case-checking properties of R.
Different variants of R have structural or inherent Case features and/or m-case
specifications. The EPP and Case features of T can also be checked by Merge (of an
expletive), though not "inherently," since T assigns no theta-role. It is unclear whether or
not v can check Case or m-case inherently. In general, the agent of a transitive clause has
structural Case, even in a language with quirky subjects (Zaenen, Maling 6r ThrAinsson
1985). Nash (1993, 1995) proposes that ergative agents bear a "lexical" (quirkylinherent)
Case, but she argues that the ergative DP is merged internal to the base VP, not in spec-vP.
The different types of v and R to be assumed for ditransitive constructions are
summarized in (40) and (41).
(40)

Types of v

Tywes of R

Examples (Ditransitive)

Examples (Ditransitive)

These charts are of course far from complete. For example, there may also be instances of
v that assign a theta-role, but have no Case feature to check. This type of v may be present
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in unergative clauses, where there is an overt agent but no overt object. On the other hand,
it has been argued that an unergative verb has a null cognate object (Hale & Keyser 1993).
In some languages there is evidence that this null object checks structural Case (Bobaljik

1993, Dobrovie-Sorin 1998). At least in these languages, unergative v presumably has a
structural Case feature for a null object to check. There are also other combinations of
features for R that are not considered here. A logical next step would be to develop a
constrained theory of the features of v and R, and of the combinatorial constraints on
different variants of these heads. No such theory is attempted in this dissertation.

In the last section, we saw instances where the Case of R is satisfied by Attract, not
by Merge. For example, in an English ditransitive, the Case feature of R is satisfied in both
actives and passives by attracting the Case feature of the DO. Thus the theta-specifier of R
(the 10) checks Case, not on R, but on a higher functional head, v or T. The same is true in
Icelandic, except that the I 0 checks m-case by Merge with R,so its m-case is the same
whether it checks abstract Case or. I*, as in the active (43a), or on T, as in the passive
(4%). Zaenen, Maling, & Thrhinsson (1985) argue in detail that a dative subject, such as

the one in (43b), occupies the same structural position as a nominative subject, like that in
(43c).
(42)

v and R in Icelandic ditrmsitives

(43)

a.

,[

[Cg]

gaf ,[

,t [, f ,[

konungi ,[ ambhttina sins]]]]].

1 . ~ gave
0 ~
a king.^^^
'1 gave a king, his, maidservant.'

b.

maidservant.~ccself s

,[ Um veturinn voru ,[ [konunginum] gefnar [, ,[ r ,[ ambAttir]]]]].

in the winter were

the king.^^^ given.^^^.^^
'In the winte~,the king was given maidservants.'

slaves.~~~
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c.

i, t ,[
u

,[ Mebkssari byssu skaut ,[ blafur

refinn ;]]I.

with this shotgun
shot
O l a f u r . ~ o ~ the f o x . ~ c c
'Olafur shot the fox with this shotgun.'
(ZMT 1985)

I assume that the DO in (43a-b) checks its Case on R.Note that in (43b) its m-case
is nominative, triggering agreement on the verb.23This caselagteement pattern night be
taken to indicate that the DO is in a checking relation with T. A nominative DP is generally
possible only in the context of a finite T. On the other hand, the nominative object in
Icelandic is clearly not a syntatic subject. These observations motivate Schiitze (1997) to
propose that a nominative argument checks, not Case, but nonlinative m-case on finite T.
However, nominative m-case is not exactly the same for objects as it is for subjects. For
example, a nominative object in Icelandic must be third-person (44a), while a nominative
subject can be frrst- or second-person (44b). Moreover, nominative case is not universally
associated with verb agreement . The nominative subject of an embedded infinitival clause
can be first- or second-person (44c), but only triggers agreement on the matrix verb if it is
third-person (44d). Even a third-person nominative object in Icelandic reportedly does not
h:;gger agreement when a quirky zrgument intervenes behveen this object and finite T

(44)

a.

b.

Konunginum var gefinn
h6n. / .. .* vdvarst gefinn
bli.
king.~AT
w a s . 3 given
~ ~ her.No~/ w ~ ~ . ~ s Ggiven
/~sG
you.NOM
'The king was given her/*you.'

Pli

varst
gefinn konunginum.
e r e . 2given
~ ~ king.^^^
'You were given to the king.'

YOLI.NOM ~

(Olafur Jonsson, p.c.)

c.

MCr
pykir/?pykja/*bykjib [bib
Vera gtifadir].
me.DAT t h i n k . 3 ~ ~ / 3 ~ d 2you.NOM
~~
to be gifted
(Taraldsen 1994)
'I consider you to be gifted.'

d.

M&r virbast/*virdist [hi. Vera skemrntilegir].
me.DAT think.3~U3s~ they.^^^ to be interesting
'It seems to me that they are interesting.'
(Sigurdsson 1989)

George & Kornfilt (1981) are often cited for the claim that case and agreement are reflexes of the same
relation.
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e.

Mdr
virdist.*?virdast [straknum &a
bssir bflar].
me.DAT s e e r n . 3 ~ ~ / 3the
~ ~~ O Y . D A T to like these c a r s . ~ o ~
'The boys seem to me to like these cars.'
(Watanabe 1993: 417418)

There is also a certain class of verbs in Georgian that do not agree with a nominative object,
for example as in (45a), though these verbs do agree with a nominative subject (45b) ( U a
Nash, p.c.; cf. Aronson 1990:345).Thus the connection between nominative case and verb
agreement does not hold in all cases. The issue of how to capture the relation between finite
T and nominative Case is a complex one, which I leave aside here.
(45)

a.

Nino-s
cigneb-i
da-e-karg-a.
N~~O-DAT
books-NOMPV-V+R-~OS~-AOR,~SG
'Nino lost the books.'

b.

Cigneb-i da-e-karg-nen.
books-NOMPV-v+R-lose-AOR.~PL
'The books are lost.'

We will maintain the view that a nominative object checks Case on R,not on T.
This view appears to have desirable consequences. We have seen evidence that an object
can shift to a second specifier of vP. Let us assume that a shifted nominative object can
likewise move to a second specifier of RP.If so, then the dative argument and shifted
nominative argument are equidistant from T. However, only the dative argument can raise
to the subject position (46).24This restriction follows from Case Identification, if we
assume that the nominative object has already checked Case on R by the time T is added to
the derivation. Otherwise, the nominative object should be able to raise and check Case on
T instead.*'

~.~I.DA
was
T

given.~s~
'He was given the book.'

the book.^^^

l4 If the DO-I0 order is possible in the active, the DO can raise to the subject of the passive (Falk 1990).
Only the DAT-ACC case combination allows reordering in the active, yielding a DAT-NOMcombination
in the passive. Some restrictions apply even in this combination, however, as (46b) shows.
" The argument here is not as strong as it might be, because I have seen no examples of the object-subject
order with a dative subject, parallel to the example with a nominative subject in (27).
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the book.^^^ was g i v e n . ~ o~~% ~ . D A T
'The book was given to Rim.'

(Falk 1990)

Note that Icelandic passives allow Case suppression on v only, and not on R, as in
American English. Thus the DO must check Case on R in a passive as well.
Further evidence that the quirky subject checks Case on T can be seen from
expletive constructions in Icelandic. It has been claimed that an expletive like English there
checks the EPP feature of T, while the Case feature of T is checked by the indefinite
associate. In (47), the associate sumum mdrfr~dingumhas dative rn-case, yet this argument
presumably checks the Case feature of T. Note that the quirky argument is the indefinite
associate even though the nominative argument Jdn triggers verb agreement-singular

in

(47a), and plural in (47b) (Jonas 1998),
(47)

a.

Paa viraist sumum miilfraedingum ,[ J6n Vera duglegur].
there seem-SG some l i n g u i s t s . ~ ~ ~ J.NOM be intelligent
'Jon seems to some linguists to be intelligent.'

b.

Pab virbast sumum mdfrredingum ,[ bssir stlrdentar Vera duglegir].
there seem-PL same 1inguists.D~~ these s t u d e n t s . be
~ ~intelligent
~
'These students seem to some linguists to be intelligent.'

In fact, the quirky argument is the only possible associate in this structure; if it is definite,
the structure is ill-formed, even if the nominative argument is indefinite (48). Although the
verb agrees with the nominative argument, this argument checks Case on R, not on T,so it
cannot act as the associate.

(48)

* Paa

virdast bssum mdfrabingum ,[ margir stddentar
Vera drlqlegir].
there seem-PLthese l i n g u i s t s . ~ ~ ~ many students.NoM be intelligent
(Jonas 1998)
'Many students seem to these linguists to be intelligent.'

Where Case is suppressed on v, as in Icelandic, only the highest DB can raise to the
subject position. However, if Case is suppressed on R, a lower argument can leapfrog over
the DP that receives its theta-role from R. In some languages, leapfrogging is obligatory. In
Albanian, for example, only the lower object of a passive ditransitive can raise to the
subject position. What I will suggest in these cases is that the Case of the higher argument
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must be checked on v for morphological reasons, so only the lower argument can check
Case on T.
(49)

v and R in Albanian ditransitives (and in Greek ditransitives with a DAT clitic)

Consider the Albanian examples below. h the active, the I 0 c-commands the DO, as is
shown by the fact that an I 0 quantifier can bind a pronoun in the DO (50). In the nonactive,
the opposite binding pattern holds (51) (Massey 1990, 1992).
(50)

a.

b.

dha secilit djaie
pagen e tij.
A.NOMCL give each ~ O Y . D A T p a y . ~ c his
c
'Agim gave each boy his pay.'
Agimi

ia

*A

m ia ktheu secilin liber
autorit te tij.
A.NOM CL return each book.~cc author.^^^ its

'Agim returned to its author each book.'
(51)

a.

§mi$ liMr

iu kthye

autorit tk! tij

f.
I

each book.^^^ CL retumed.~Acr author.^^^ its
'Each book was returned to its author.'
b.

* Secilit djale

iu dha

t

paga i tij.

each boy.^^^ CL gave.NAcr pay.NoM his
'Each boy was given his pay.'
The proposed derivation for (5 la) is given in (52). The nominative object merges
with V to check its theta-feature. R merges with the resulting VP. In the active, K has a
Case feature, which is checked by attracting the Case feature of the DO. As noted above,
when the Case feature on R is suppressed, it has an EPP feature. Recall that this feature
requires Merge, and cannot be checked by the same argument that merges to check the
theta-feature of R (the 10). As a result, the DO moves to a second specifier of RP.Thus,
when passive v is merged, there are two arguments in specifiers of RP, neither of which
has checked Case. In the correct derivation, the I 0 checks Case by feature-attraction to v,
leaving the DO to check the Case and EPP features of T.Since the two arguments are
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equidistant, however, locality cannot prevent v from checking the Case of the DO instead. I
propose that in Albanian ditransitives, R specifies dative m-case on the argument that
checks its theta-feature. Assuming that dative m-case can be checked by v, but not by T,
the I 0 must check Case (and m-case) on v, while the DO raises to the subject position and
checks Case on T. If the DO checks Case on 8, and the I 0 on T instead, the m-case
features of the I 0 cannot be successfully checked; the derivation crashes due to unchecked
or mismatched m-case features on the I 0 andlor T.

A

secili liber T '
A

n

T

EPP,

A

Cnse

R
El'p

VP

n
t

v

L

Recall that only the highest DP can check Case or EPP at a given stage in the
derivation. Thus the DO cannot simply skip over the I 0 to the subject position in (52). The
DO can raise to the subject position only by leapfrogging through the same checking
domain as the 10. As discussed in section 1, two specifiers in the same checking domain
are subject to Lethal Ambiguity. We predict that Lethal Ambiguity will prevent an anaphoric
dependency between the raised DO and the I 0 in the Albanian passive. This prediction is
confirmed (53).
(53)

a.

,[ Secili djale iu tregua

[, ,[ t baWs t6 tij

,[ t ] ] ] ]

father h i s . ~ ~ r
each boy.^^^ CL S ~ O W . N A C T
'Each boy was shown to his father.'
b.

",[

Drip

iu tregua

[, ,[

vetes ,[ t (prej artistit)]]]]

D r i t a . ~ oCL
~ s k o w . ~ ~ c r se1f.D~~ by thenartist
'Drita was shown to herself by the artist.'
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Unlike Chaga, which allows suppression of Case on either v or R, Albanian allows
suppression of Case only on R. Ln a passive where R specifies its theta-specifier as having
dative m-case, suppressing Case/m-case on v leads to ungrammaticality, since there is then
no appropriate head to check the dative m-case of the 10. Again, unchecked or mismatched
m-case features cancel the derivation. In some situations a dative m-case specification on R
can be suppressed in the nonactive; I defer discussion of these examples to Chapters 3 and

4.
AS

noted in the discussion of the long passive in Chaga, the I 0 in a long passive

cannot raise to spec-vP, though its Case feature is attracted by v. If the I 0 raises to specvP, it is then the closest argument ta T, so it blocks the DO from being attracted to spec-

TP.The I 0 itself is ineligible to check tine Case or EPP features of T, since it has already
checked Case on v. As a result, these features of T remain unchecked, and the derivation
crashes.
A similar case of blocking can be seen in passive ditransitives in Modem Greek
(Anagnostopoulou 1997, 1998). Well-formed passive ditransitives in Greek have a clitic or
clitic-doubled 10, specified by R as having dative m-ca~e.*~
The derivation is then the same

as an Albanian passive ditransitive. In the passive, the Case feature of R is replaced by an

EPP feature, which is checked by moving the DO to spec-RP. The I 0 checks Case and
dative m-case by feature-movement to v, and the DO raises again, this time to check Case
and EPP on T (54). Anagnostopoulou argues that the dative clitic represents formal features
of the 10, which raise to T. I proposed above that object clitics in French check Case in
spec-vP; in Greek, however, I assume that clitics check Case by Attract, rather than by
movement to a specifier. The attracted features are spelled out in their head-adjoined

'' Anagnostopoulou notes that what she calls dative case is morphologically identical to genitive case.
27 The reason for this claim is that in Greek, unlike French, object clitics do not give rise to Lethal
Ambiguity effects. See Iatridou (1988) and Chapter 3 for relevant facts and discussion. Anagnostopoulou
argues that the clitic in Greek includes D-features, since clitic-movement affects binding relations.
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(54)

a.

To vivlio

tu

dothike

[t t [ t ] apo tin Maria]].

M
was given
the ~ O ~ . N Ohirn.DAT
'The book was given to him by Mary.'

To vivlio

b.

tu

dothike

by the M.ACC

[t tu J m i [ t ] apo tin Maria]].
I

the book.^^^ h i r n . ~was
~ ~given the LDAT
'The book was given to John by Mary.'

by the M.ACC

A dative I 0 is not necessarily doubled by a clitic (55). I take the absence of the clitic to

indicate that the I 0 checks Case nos structurally, by attraction to v, but rather inherently, by
merging with its theta-assigner.
(55)

(

)

edosa

tu Janni
to vivlio.
I

h i r n . ~gave-1
~ ~ the J.DATthe b 0 o k . A ~ ~
'I gave the book to John.'
In this case, R has two Case features. One is checked under Merge with the 10, and the
other is checked by attracting features of the DO. There is no way for the DO to check Case
on a higher head, such as v, because the I 0 intervenes between the DO and any head higher

than R.
(56)

v and R in Greek ditransitives with no DATclitic

2
Active
Passive

theta

-

v

R
Case (ACC); inherent Case (DAT)
inherent Case (DAT)

In a passive, one of the Case features on R is suppressed. The remaining Case
feature is specified as being checked by Merge (of the 10). As a result, Case Identification
prevents the I 0 from raising out of spec-RP to check EPP.In order for the derivation to
converge, therefore, the Case and EPP features of T must be checked by the DO.
However, R has no EPP featurea2'The DO remains in a lower checking domain than the

Although one Case feature of R is suppressed, the inherent Case feature remains. This remaining Case
feature may be related to the absence of the EPP feature in the passive. Where suppressed Case on R is
replaced by an EPP feature (i.e., in long passives), R has no Case features.
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10.There is no way for T to attract the DO past the 10, so its Case and EPB features remain

unchecked, and the derivation crashes (57).

(57) *To vivlio
dothiice tu Janni apo tin Maria.
the ~ O O ~ . N O Mwas given the J.DATby the M.ACC
'The book was given to John by Mary.'

The DO cannot check the inherent Case feature of R instead of the 10, since this feature
must be checked along with the theta-feature of R. The DO cannot check a second thetafeature after checking that sf the base V, without giving rise to an uninterpretable structure,
Thus when d ~ clitic
e
is absent, indicathg that the I 0 checks inherent Case, the Greek
ditran~:Live passive is ungrammatical. The derivation of (57) is shown in (58).

TP
(58)

vP

'Lqk
T

Case,

0

A

V

to vivlio

If the inherent Case feature on R could be suppressed instead of the structural Case feature,
we would expect the passive to have roughly the same derivation as tin English. The Do
would check the remaining Case fepture of R, while the 10 would raise and check Case and

EPP on T. Since there is no well-formed derivation corresponding to (56),we can
conclude that only the structural Case feature of R can bc suppressed in a Greek passive.

4

Equidistance and superraising revisited

In this chapter I have sketched an overview of the theory to be presenied in the rest of this
dissertation. Both Case and locality play crucial roles in my account of A-movement crosslinguistically. In this section, we will review two sets of facts that clearly illustrate the
effect,^

of Case and locality. The first set of facts concerns the influence of Case in
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determining which argument@)can raise out of a multiple specifier configuration. The
second concerns the roles of Case and locality in blocking a new kind of "superraising"
configuration.
As noted in section 2, there is evidence from Icelandic that Case, rather than
locality, determines A-movement out of a multiple specifier configuration. On the basis of
word order facts from Icelandic, Jonas (1996, 1998) argues that when the object of a
transitive clause shifts to the specifier of its Case-checking head, it is above the merged

(base) position of the subject. Ln the theory of Chomsky (1995, 1998), the Case-checking
position of the object is in a specifier of the head that assigns a rheta-role to the subject.
Chomsky proposes that Merge always precedes Move, so the merged subject must be
lower than the moved object.29Locality done cannot ensure that the logical subject raises
past the logical object to spec-TP; for this derivation to be possible, the two arguments
must be treated as equidistant. On the other hand, the Case properties of the equidistant
specifiers can be used to ensure that the logical subject raises to spec-TP. I have adopted
the claim that the Case feature of an argument identifies the phrase to be pied-piped to a
specifier to check EPP. This mechanism, Case Identification, blocks the object: from
raising to spec-TP after it has checked Case.

Ccse

29

The Case-checking object does not "tuck in" under the theta-checking subject (see footnote 20).
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The typology of Case-checking and A-movement in the preceding section provides
additional evidence that Case, rather than locality, regulates A-movement out of a multiplespecifier configuration. In fact, this evidence is independent of the claim that Merge
precedes Move. Assuming that the moved and merged specifiers of the same head are
always in the same c-command relation, locality cannot ensure movement of the higher
argument in one case, and the lnwer argument in mother. Case, or some other mechanism,
is needed to distinguish between the two specifiers. As we saw in Icelandic, the merged
argument in spec-vP (the logical subject) can be raised out of a multiple-specifier
configuration, leaving the moved argument (the logical object) behind. The evidence from
section 3 suggests that there are also cases in which the moved specifier can be raised out,
leaving the merged specifier behind.
Example (59) can be contrasted with the Albanian passive (6O), in which the DO
moves into a specifier of RP,to check an EPP feature on R. R lacks Case in an Albanian
passive, so the DO does not check Case in spec-RP. From this position, it can move on to
spec-TP. In fact, this is the only alternative that yields a well-formed derivation. The mcase specifications of R require the I 0 to check Case and m-case on v. If the 1 0 raises to
spec-TP instead of the DO, the m-case specifications of the 10 will not be checked
successfully, and the derivation wiil crash.
(60)

TP

n
secili liber T '
n
T
A

A
R
EPP

VP

A

v

t

h a l i t y and Case
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As we saw above, there is evidence that the DO moves into a specifier of RP.
Under Attract F, the only way for a lower DP to be attracted past a higher DP is to leapfrog
through a specifier of the same checking domain. Otherwise, the higher DP will block
attraction of the lower one. Moreover, Lethal Ambiguity blocks an anaphoric dependency
between this DP and the 10. Feature-attraction into the same checking domain and
movement skipping over a checking domain do not interfere with anaphoric dependencies;
the restriction applies only to arguments occupying specifiers of the same head.
It should be noted that the difference in attracting the merged specifier in (57) and
the moved one in (58) does not arise merely from the distinction between RP and vP.In
some languages the merged specifier of RP does raise to the subject position, as we saw in
English, Icelandic, and Ckaga. Nevertheless, we do not observe the same range of
alternations for vP and RP. Generally, only the merged specifier of v can r a i s ~to the
subject position. In the story presented here, the possibility of raising the moved specifier
of RP depends on R having EPP,but crucially not having Case. In a passive, R can lack
Case, but still assign a theta-role to a DP specifier. A lower argument can be attracted to
check an EPP feature on R,then on T, leapfrogging over the theta-specifier. By contrast,
the Case feature of v is generally suppressed only when v lacks a DP external arg~rnent.~'
Thus there is generally no way for a DO to leapfrog over a DP external argument, to yield
the "inverse" derivation.
Though Case may determine which of two equidistant arguments can raise further,
locality also plays a crucial role in A-movement, there is some overlap in the explanatory
power of Case and locality, since the most local argument for attraction is often the only
one that has not yet checked Case. In some situations, however, an argument [hat has not

"' There are apparently exceptions to this generalization, as in the Bantu "inverse" construction (Ndayiragije
1996, 1997; Zwart 1997). Here the direct object raises to the subject position triggering subject-verb
agreement, although the clause contains an overt logical subject. This construction will be discussed in
Chapter 2.
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checked Case is "trapped" below one that has. A familiar example of this kind involves
superraising out of a finite clause.
(61)

a.

* [It] seems I,, (that),[

b.

* [Archy] seems ,[

c.

* Seems,[

t is likely,[ Archy to have written a novel]]],

(that),[ it is likely,[ t to have written a novel]]].

(that),[ it is likely ,[ Archy to have written a novel]]].

Case Identification prevents the higher argument from raising to check Case or EPP
features in the matrix clause (61a), while locality blocks the lower argument from doing so

(61b). As a result, the only possible derivation leaves both arguments in an embedded
clause (61c). This derivation crashes, due to the uninterpretable Case and EPP features that
remain unchecked.
Section 3 provides an additional case of ill-formed "superraising," which does not
involve movement across a finite c!ause boundary. Unless it is doubled by a clitic, an I 0 in
a Greek ditransitive has inheren.t Case, which is checked via Merge with R. Because of
Case Identification, this argument cannot be attracted out of spec-RF to check EPP.When

R has a structural Case feature for a lower argument to check, the derivation is fine (62a).
When the structural Case feature is suppressed, as in a passive, the DO is trapped below
the I 0 without having checked Case (6%).

(62)

a.

b.

Edosa tu Jmni to vivlio.
gave-I the J.DATthe book.~cc
'I gave the book to John.'

* Dothike

tu Janni to vivlio
apo tin Maria.
was given the J.DATthe book.^^^ by the M.ACC
'The book was given to John by Mary.'

Locality prevents T from attracting the DO, so the Case and EPP features of T also remain
unchecked. Unchecked uninterpretable features violate Full Interpretation, so the derivation
crashes.
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Outline sf the Thesis

In the account presented here, both locality and Case have crucial effects on A-movement.
The remainder of this dissertation examines such effects in more detail. Chapter 2 shows a
range of cases where two arguments occupy different checking domains, and the higher
argument is the one that raises to an available subject position. In Chapter 3, I present cases
where a lower argument raises past a higher one by leapfrogging through the same
checking domain. This movement is in accord with locality, but gives rise to Lethal
Ambiguity if an anaphoric relationship is established between the two arguments. Finally,
Chapter 4 is devoted to cases where a lower argument skips over a higher one without
moving through the same checking domain. Such movement is possible only when the
higher argument has no features that can satisfy a requirement of the attracting head. I
conclude by pointing out some remaining challenges f ~the
r theory presented here.

Chapter 2

Advancing
In the previous chapter, I set out the definition of syntactic movement that will be adopted
here. By this defmition, movement is driven by feature-attraction, and an attracting head
attracts the most local argument with a feature that can check some feature of the head. In
this chapter I present cases in which the argument that raises to the subject position is the

DP argument that is merged highest in the structure. This is advancing, the simplest case of
A-movement.
I will present several subcases of advancing. In the first subcase, both Case and
iocality require the highest argument to move to the subject position. A simple example of

this kind is a transitive clause in English, in which v attracts just the Case (and phi-features)
of the lower argument to check Case before T is merged, while the external argument has
not yet checked Case. The external argument is then both the closest argument to spec-TP
and the only argument that has not checked Case (la), According to the mechanism of
Case Identification, the Case Feature of an argument identifies which phrase pied-pipes for
checking EPP. Thus an argument cannot successfully check EPP if its Case feature has
already been checked and deleted.
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A second subcase of advancing (lb) arises when a lower argument checks Case by

moving into the checking domain occupied by a higher argument. In this situation, 1ocaia;Ity
does not determine which argument raises out, since the two arguments are equidistant for
purposes of attraction. However, Case Identification prevents the argument with a checked
Case feature from raising to check EPP. One example of chis kind is a case sf object shift
in Icelandic, where a definite object can check Case by moving to spec-vP, with the
external argument checking the theta-feature of v in another specifier of vP, as in the
example below. Since the object checks Case in spec-v?, only the external argument can
raise to check the EPP feature of T. It was suggested in Chapter 1 that when two arguments
occupy specifiers of the same head, Lethal Ambiguity rules out an anaphoric dependency
between them. We will explore this prediction at greater length in Chapter 3.'
The final subcase to be discussed in this chapter is one in which only the features of
the highest argument can be attracted, but Case Identification prevents this argument from
moving. An example of this kind is the Greek ditransitive passive already discussed in
Chapter 1. There I proposed that in Greek, unless the indirect object is a clitic or cliticdoubled, it checks Case inherently, via Merge with its theta-assigning head. As a result,
is attracted to T, Case Identification prevents the DP from being
although its D-feat~~re
identified as the phrase for pied-piping to spec-TP. EPP can only be satisfied by Merge, so
the derivation crashes. T cannot attract the direct object across the more local indirect
object, even though this lower argument has not checked Case.

' In cases like (Ib), the lower argument moves to check Case. It was proposed in Chapter I that EPP can
likewise attract a lower argument into the checking domain occupied by a higher argument. This proposal
predicts a third subcase of advancing, in which a lower argument first moves into the same checking domain
as a higher argument to check EPP, then has its Case feature attracted by a higher head. At this point,
according to Case Identification, only the other argument-the one that originated higher--can advance to
the subject position. I will discuss this subcase further in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.2.

Advancing

TP

(2)

n
T
vP

Case.

e
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V
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As noted, this chapter concerns cases in which the argument generated highest is
attracted to the subject position. We will see two kinds of evidence for the structural
position of the arguments before movement to spec-TP. One kind comes from correlations
between movement to the subject position, and c-command in parallel cases without such
movement. A second type of evidence for structural position comes from proposed
semantic/syntactic universals. Evidence of both kinds will be presented for A-movement in
a range of different clause types.

1

Transitives

I have claimed above that transitive clauses involve movement from an argument in the
specifier of vP to the subject position in the specifier of TP. In this section, I review some
of the evidence for this claim.
Familiar binding asymmetries indicate that the external argument is in a position
structurally higher than the object. For example, a subject quantifier can bind a pronoun in
the object (3a), and a subject antecedent can bind an object anaphor (4a). In each case, the
opposite binding relation is impossible. Moreover, an R-expression in the subject can
corefer with a pronominal object (5a), but coreference between a pronominal subject and an
R-expression in the object gives rise to a Condition C violation.
(3)

a.
b.

Each boy, treated his, cat differently.
W e , treated each boy,'s cat differently.
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(4)

a.
b.

(5)

ab.

My cat treats itself badly.

* Itself treats my cat badly,
Elissa,'~cat treated her, like a cockroach.

* Shei treated Elissa,'~cockroach like a cat.

These asymmetries in binding and interpretation are enough to establish that the
subject c-commands the object from its raised position in the specifier of TP. However,
they do not show that the subject is generated above the object. It has been argued that the
subject sf a transitive clause is semantically (i.e., universally) "external" to the event
described by the VP (Marantz 1984,1997; Kratzer 1993,1996). One type of evidence that
has been used to argue for semantic constituency arises from the availability of special
meanings within a certain syntactic domain. In a transitive clause, the verb and direct object
can form a special meaning to the exclusion of the subject (6), but the subject and the verb
cannot form a special meaning to the exclusion of the object, as in (7).

(6)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

take a leap
(7)
take a leak
take a break
take the cake
take five
take cover, issue, heart.. .

a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

The suicidal lemming took DP.
The elephant took DP.
The performers took DP.
ThatreallytakesDP.
Take DP!
You'd better take DP.. .

This asyrnnletry has been taken as evidence that the logical subject is not a. true argument of
the verb, and so is generated external to the constituent containing the verb and its
arguments (Marantz 1984).
Bresnan (1982:291) and Grimshaw (1990) point out that combining the subject last

does not logically require that it should be excluded from the argument structure of the verb
(the 1-syntax). Rather, they note that the order of application of arguments can be specified
in the verb's semantic representation. This point is taken up by Kratzer (1993, 1996), who
argues that external arguments cannot be excluded from the domain of special meanings
simply by specifying that they are semantically combined last. Kratzer notes that in certain
theories of logical form (e.g. Davidson 1967, Parsons 1990), a transitive verb like buy is
treated as a three-place predicates, taking as its arguments the event, the agent, and the
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theme. A possible lexical representation of the verb would be as in (8a). I the specid
meanings of a verb could be defined over the arguments in its lexical entry, there would be
no principled way to exclude the agent from their domain of application. Mratzer argues
instead that the lexical entry for buy should look more like (8b). The external argument is
added to the interpretation by syntactic combination with the verb and its other arguments.
(8)

a.
b.

buy:
buy:

hxhyhemuying(e) $t Theme(x)(e) & Agent(y)(e)]
&Duying(e) & Theme(x)(e)]

If the external argument is not an argument of the main verb, it must be the
argument of some other head. Following the recent literature, I assume hat an external
argument is generated outside the verb phrase headed by the main verb, in the specifier of a
light verb (Bowers 1993, Harley 1995, Kratzer 1996, Collins 1997, Nishiyarna 1998).
Marantz (1997) proposes that the light verb (v) defines the domain in which special
meanings are possible (9).2
boundary for Gi~~nain
of special meaning

(9)

(head projecting agent)

If the external argument is in the specifier of UP,it not only c-commands the internal
argument(s), but also originates in a position more local to the attracting head T.
In accordance with locality, then, the external argument should advance to the
subject position, provided the object remains in a lower checking domain. In English, for
example, the external argument is attracted from the specifier of vP to the specifier of TP,
and blocks any lower arguments from raising instead.

* Marantz (1984, 1997) points out that apparent clausal idioms such as the shit hit the fan do not involve
an agent, and thus do not cross the boundary marked in (9).
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V
petted

him

Case Identification also ensures that the direct object will not raise to spec-TP. By the time

T is added to the derivation, the object has checked Case on v.
In some languages, the object can shift overtly to a position above the base position
of the subject, as shown in (11) for Icelandic (Jonas 1998). When the subject is left in its
base position, as in an expletive construction, the object shifts to a position above it.
However, a shifted object cannot leapfrog over the external argument to the subject

bzkur] aldrei neinir stddentar [,,
there
read
these books
never any students
'No students ever read these books last year.'

last yew

In this case, movement of the object to the subject position is ruled out by Case
Identification alone. Having checked the Case feature of v, the object DP cannot be piedpiped to spec-TP to check the EPP feature of T. Since the external argument is equally
local, and can check both the Case and EPP features of T, it is successfully attracted to

2

Double Object Constructions

In the previous section, we saw evidence that the subject of a transitive clause is generated
in a higher checking domain than the object. C-command tests were of little use in
Jonas argues that the object can also shift to a position above the subject in Irish (McCloskey 1997),
Breton (Schafer 1994). and Belfast English (Henry 1995), among other languages.
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determining the base position of the subject, since they could be largely attributed to the fact

that the subject c-commands the object from the specifier of TP.In double object
constructions, however, the c-command relation between the two objects can be determined
from the structure in the active voice. Assuming that the same c-command relations obtain
in the passive counterpart, we can determine whether the higher or lower argument raises to
the subject position of the passive.

2.1

Short passives

In some languages, only the higher argument can advance to the subject position in the
passive of a double object construction. We will call such passives "short" passives, to be
distinguished from "long" passives, where the lower argument leapfrogs to the subject
position (see Chapter 3). According to the theory proposed here, a short passive can occur
when the 'higher argument has an unchecked Case feature.
Binding asymmetries like those between subjects and objects also arise between
direct and indirect objects ( E m s & Lasnik 1986).For instance, an indirect object quantifier
can bind a direct object pronoun, but not vice versa,

(12)

a.
b.

* I read itsi author each book,.

I read each author, his, book.

(13)

a.
b.

I showed Mary herself in the mirror.
* I showed herself Mary in the mirror.

(14)

a.
b.

1 read Tolstoy his most famous book.

* I read him, Tolstoy,'~most famous book.

We can conclude that a DP indirect object c-commands the direct object. The opposite
situation arises when the indirect object is a PP. In this case, the direct object c-commands
the indirect object.
(15)

(16)

a.
b.

* I read his, book to each author,.

a.
b.

* I showed herself to Mary in the mirror.

I read each book, to its, author.

I showed Mary to herself in the mirror.
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(17)

a.
b.

* I read iti to the author of War mrd Peace,.
I read War and Peace to its author.

Ba.rss 8r Lasnik provide a number of additional c-command tests, including anaphor and
reciprocal binding, weak crossover, superiority, and negative polarity licensing.
These asymmetries have been taken to indicate that the two objects are generated in an
articulated structure such as the one in (18a), rather than a flat structure like (18b) (Marantz

Barss & Lasnik suggest that asymmetries such as those in (12-14) may arise from
differences in linear order, rather than in structural position (see also Jackendoff 1990,
Larson 1990). However, cross-linguistic evidence suggests that structural position is the
relevant factor. For example, in Albanian, an indirect object quantifier binds a direct object
pronoun, but not vice versa, as shown in (19). Here it is impossible to tell whether linear
order or c-command is the relevant factor.
(19)

a.

b.

Agimi
ia tregoi
secilit djale
baben e tij.
Agirn.NOM CL showed each boy.DAT his father.~CC
'Agim showed each boy, hisi father.'

* Agirni

ia tregoi
babait te tij
secilin djale.
A ~ ~ ~ . NCL
o showed
M
his father.~ATeach boy.ACC
'Agim showed his, father each boy,.'

However, Albanian also allows the direct object to scramble to an Pi-bar position to the left
of the indirect object. The difference in linew order does not affect the options for
quantifier-pronoun binding, which depends only on the highest A-positions of the
arguments (20).
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(20)

a.

Agirrmi

ia tregoi

[secilit djale]

b a k n e tij

f.

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Agim.NOM CL showed his father.^^^ each boy.DAT
'Agim showed each boy, his, father.'
b.

* Agimi

ia tregoi

[secilin djale] babit

tij {.

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

P.gim.NOrd CL showed each boy.ACC his father.DAT
'Agirn showed his, father each boy,.'

(Massey 1990)

Of course, c-command asymmetries alone do not motivate the assumption in (18a)
that the two objects are generated in separate checking domains. Marantz (1993) argues that
at least some indirect objects are semantically external to the event described by the VP,
though not in precisely the same way as the external argument. Marantz proposes that a DP
goal or benefactive argument is merged in the specifier of a light applicative verb, while a
theme or patient is merged in the checking domain of the lower base verb. The term

applicative is taken from the literature on Bantu languages. These languages have a highly
productive use of what are known as "applied" verbs, which have an argument added to the
clause and an affrx added to the verb, which Marantz takes to be a verbal head involved in
assigning a theta-role to the added argument. Such arguments include goals, benefactives,
locatives, and instmmentals.
Marantz argues that a goal or benefactive is merged above the base VP for
interpretive reasons: the event described by the base VP forms a separate compositional
unit, denoting an event that is semantically prior to the effect on the goal or benefactive. By
contrast, an il~strumentalargument can occur either above or below the theme, since the
two can be simultaneously involved in a single eventa4This difference has consequences
for Bantu double object constructions, as described in Marantz (1993), and can also be
seen in other phenomena, such as the formation of adjectival passives in English.

The claim that these structures are semantically determined is equivalent to the clairn that they are
universal. It is of course not a yriori obvious that an instrumental can be combined in a single event with
the verb and direct object any more than a goal can.
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(21)

a.
b.
c.
d.

handmade cookies
spoon-fed children
* children-baked cookies
* boss-given flowers

'cookies made with one's hands'
'children fed with a spoon'
'cookies baked for children'
'flowers given to the boss'

Passives incorporating instrumentals are fine (21a-b), while those incorporating
benefactives are out (21c-d). Marantz argues that this contrast arises because an
instrumental can be a complement of the verb, while goals and benefactives must be
merged in the specifier of a higher applicative verb.' If this view is correct, a goal or
benefactive originates in a higher checking domain than the theme, as shown in (18a).
One case in which the higher argument raises to the subject position of a passive
ditransitive can be seen in American English. As we saw in (12-14), a non-PP indirect
object in English c-commands a direct object. In a passive, only the indirect object raises to
subject position, blocking movement by a lower argument (22). If the indirect object is a
PP, however, the direct object c-commands it, and so raises to the subject position of a

passive.
(22)

a.
b.
c.

We were given a book.
* A book was given us.
A book was given to us.

Another possible view is that the PP in (22c) originates higher than the direct object, but is
not eligible for attraction to T, so the direct object is the closest eligible argument for
atti-action. Under this view, the direct object raises overtly past the PP in the active I gave a
book to John. This approach is taken by Takano (1997), among others. Nothing in my

proposals rules out this possibility, but I leave the issue aside here.
A similar correlation between c-command and movement can be found in Danish
ditransitives (Herslund 1986). The possessive anaphor in Danish generally takes the
subject of the clause as its antecedent. However, many speakers also allow an indirect
object to bind a possessive anaphor in the direct object, as shown below.6

Marantz notes that agent incorporation (e.g.,in God-given talent) is possible for other reasons.
"n addition to the facts cited here, which indicate c-command, indirect objects in Danish pattern with
subjects in a number of other ways, for instance in preventing extraction out of complex NPs. Herslund
( ~ ! O l l l ,. , )
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(23)

a.

Drengen viste rnig sin bamse.
'The boy, showed me his, teddy-bear.'

b.

Filmen Intemezzo gav Ingrid Bergman sit folkelige gennembrud i Sverige.
'The film Intemezzo gave Ingrid Bergman her popular breakthrough in
Sweden.'

Herslund notes several other phenomena supporting the view that the indirect object is
structurally higher than the direct object, including the fact that the indirect object binds a
reflexive sig selv within the direct object. Like English, then, Danish has the indirect object
c-commanding the direct object in an active double-object construction. In the passive
counterpart, only the indirect object can raise to the subject position.

(24)

a.

Han blev tilbudt en stilling.
'He was offered a job.'

b.

* En stilling blev tilbudt ham.
'A job was offered to him.'

The same asymmetry between direct and indirect objects can be observed in certain
Bantu ditransitive constructions as well. As noted above, the light applicative verb shows
up in these languages as an affix on the verb, here glossed R. The examples in (25) are
from Chichefla (Sam Mchombo, p.c.). (25a) shows a benefactive applicative, with a
benefactive quantifier binding a pronoun in the direct object. The opposite binding pattern
is not possible, as shown in (25b), indicating that the benefactive argument is structurally
higher. If the applicative construction is not used, and the indirect object appears instead as
a PP, it can contain a pronoun bound by a direct object quantifier, just as in English.
(25)

a.

b.

Ndi-na-mu-wereng-er-a buku lake mlembi ali yense.
1-PST-OP-read-R-N
book his author every
'I read for every author hisher book.'

* Ndi-na-mu-wereng-er-a

buku lili lonse rnlembi wake.
1-PST-OP-read-R-FV
book every
author its
'I read every book for its author.'

(...conr.)

implies that the properties he attributes to subjects and indirect objects do not hold for direct objects, but I
have not yet been able to test this implication.
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c.

Buku lili lonse ndi-na-li-wereng-a kwa rnlembi wake.
book every
1-PST-OP-read-FV to author its
'I read every book for its author.'

Word order facts in Chichefla can reflect c-command as well. Chicheaa allows a
benefactive argument to be doubled by a pronominal affix on the verb. When no doubling
takes place, word order in the double object construction corresponds to c-command, again
as in English.
(26)

a.
b.

Chitsiru chi-na-glil-ir-a atsikha mphfitso.
fool
SP-PST-buy-R-fvgirls
gift

* Chitsiru

chi-na-glil-ir-a
mph8ts6 atsikina.
f~ol
SP-PST-buy-R-fv gift
girls
'The fool bought a gift for the girls.'
(Alsina & Mchombo 1993)

The fact that the benefacuve argument can be doubled in Chichefla has been taken as
evidence that it has structural Case in the active (Baker 1988b, Alsina & Mchombo 1993,
Bresnan & Moshi 1993, Marantz 1993).
The c-command asymmetry in Chichefla correlates with a movement asymmetry in
the passive of a benefactive applicative. Like other Bantu languages, Chichefla shows
agreement with different nou9 classes, as indicated by numerals in the glosses of (27). The
higher benefactive argument raises to the subject position, triggering subject agreement on
the verb, and blocking the lower direct object argument from moving and/or triggering
subject agreement.
(27)

a.

b.

Atsikina a-na-glil-ir-idw-8
mphitso
2-girls
~ S - P S T - ~ U ~ - R - P A S - F!&gift
V
'The girls were bought a gift.'

(ndi chitsiru).
by 7-fool

* Mphitso

i-na-glil-ir-idw-6
Atsfkina (ndi chitsiru).
%gift
9s-PST-buy-R-PAS-FV 2-girls by 7-fool
(Alsina & I'vIchombo 1993j
'A gift was bought for the girls.'

Under my proposals, the Case feature of v is suppressed in the passive, so the benefactive
argument has an unchecked Case feature when T is merged. By locality andlor Case
Identification, the benefactive argument raises to thz subject position.
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Advancing also arises in Tzotzil, a Mayan language of Mexico with ergative
morphology. Aissen (1987) notes that several properties of the direct object In a transitive
clause are assumed by the indirect object in a ditransitive clause. 1 will call these "primary"
object properties. It should be noted that constructions with an indirect object in 'Tzotzil
have an additional verbal affix, -b(e).I have glossed this affix as R, since its distribution
resembles that of the applicative affix in Bantu; I assume it is the morphological realization
of the light verb involved in assigning a theta-role to the indirect object. Ergative and
absolutive arguments in Tzotzil do not bear overt case marking, but the highly inflected
verb includes affixes cross-referencing these arguments. Affixes cross-referencing the
absolutive argument appear only when this argument is first- or second-person, and the
ergative argument triggers a separate agreement marker.
(28)

a.

b.

Ch-a-j-mil-be-ik.
ICP-~.ABS-1ERG-kill-R-PL
'I'll kill hirnfthem for you (pl).'
* 'I'll kill you (sgipl) for himlthem.'

(Laughlin 1977:131)

7i-y-ak'-be
s-ba
li niayoletike.
cP-3ERG-give-~ 3-self
the police
'The police gave it to themselves.'
* 'He gave himself to the police.'

In a transitive clause, the direct object triggers absolutive agreement on the verb. By
contrast, note that in (28a), only the indirect object triggers absolutive agreement. The
second-person plural argument can only be interpreted as the direct object, showing that the
affixes in bold must cross-reference the benefactive. (28b) shows that only the indirect
object can be bound by the subject. (28b) cannot have an interpretation involving
coreference between the subject and the direct object. Again, if only a single direct object is
present, it can be bound by the subject. In Aissen's (1987) Relational Grammar approach,

an indirect object such as this that takes on primary object properties is considered to have
undergone 3-to-2 advancement. Marantz (1989) argues instead that primary object
properties are associated with the, object that occupies the higher structural position. I will
continue to assume the structural account.
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Under this view, the indirect object is higher than the direct object in Tzotzil. The
fact that it triggers agreement on the verb also suggests that it has structural Case. As in the
languages d.iscussed above, this higher argument advances to thr: subject position of the
passive. The benefactive triggers absolutive agreement on the verb, as shown in (29).
(29)

Ch-i-yak'-b-at
jun tzeb.
ICP-1A B S - ~ ~ V ~ - R - P A aS girl
'I'm being given a girl.'

(Laughlin 1977:66)

The first-person absolutive agreement in (29) can only be understood as cross-referencing
the indirect object, so (29) cannot mean 'I'm being given to a girl.' The fact that the
agreement is absolutive, rather than ergative, suggests that the direct object has not
assumed primary object status. If it did so, this passive would be formally transitive, with

an ergative subject and an absolutive direct object. Instead, the structure is formally
intransitive, with the subject triggering absolutive agreement.

In this section, I have presented ditransitive constructions in which the argument
generated higher checks Case on v in an active clause, and on T in a (finite) passive clause.
Case is suppressed on v in the passive. This claim has implications for the lower object as
well. If a Case feature were present on v in the passive, we would expect the more local
indirect object to be able to check it. Instead, however, this argument always raises and
checks Case in spec-TP. Nevertheless, if all DPs are generated with a Case feature, the
direct object must also check Case. Since no Case feature is available on v in the passive,
we conclude that this object checks Case on a lower head, namely R, which preserves its
Case feature in the passive, at least in the examples discussed here. Thus a book checks
Case on v in (30a), and on R in (30b),
(30)

a.
b.

I read a book.
I sent him a book.

A similar account is proposed by Ura (1996), following earlier work by Collins &

Thrhinsson (1995), Koizurni (1995), and others.
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2.2

Passive alternations

So far we have mainly considered cases in which the indirect object is generated most local
to the subject position. However, there are also cases in which the direct object can be in a
higher A-position before movement to spec-TP. One example of this kind was the English
double object construction in which the indirect object is in a PP ( 2 2 ~ ) .
Another example can be seen in Icelandic. An indirect object that precedes a direct
object in Icelandic c-commands it, as shown in (3 1). Here, the dative indirect object can
bind a possessive anaphor in the accusative direct object, but not vice versa.
(31)

a.

b.

E~
h&i gefib konunginum arnbLtina sina.
I.NOM had given the king.^^^ the maidservant.^^^ self s
'I had given the king, his, maidservant.'

* E~

h&i gefid konungi sinum arnbiittina.
I.NOh4 had
given king.^^^ self s the maidservant.~CC
'I had given her, king the maidservant,.'
(Collins & Thrtiinsson 1996)

In general, only the indirect object raises to the subject position of a passive, as shown

below. This argument keeps its dative m-case even when it raises to the subject position,
while the object is nominative and triggers verb agreement. Dative subjects will be
discussed further in ths next section.
(32)

a.

Konunginum voru gefnar t arnbiittir.
the king.D~Twere given
maidservants.NOh4
'The king was given maidwrvants.'

b.

Henni

var skilad t peningunum.

I

her.D~Twas returned the money.NOM
'The money was returned to her.'

(ZMT 1985)

In some cases, however, verbs associated with DAT-ACC case marking for the objects can
also allow the opposite c-command relation as a marked option, as noted by Rognvaldsson
(1982) and discussed further by Zaenen, Maling & Thrainsson (1985, henceforth TLMT),
Falk (1990), Holmberg (1991), Holmberg & Platzack (1995), Ott6sson (1991), md
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Collins & ThrCnsson (1996).' In this order, the direct object (DO) can bind a possessive
anaphor in the indirect object (10).
(33)

E~

gaf

arnbgttina
konungi sinum.
the maidservant.ACC king.DAT self's
'I gave the maidservanti. to heri king.'

I.NOM gave

There are certain restricti,onson the DO-I0 order. I will not be concerned here with
the reasons behind these restrictions; the reader is referred to Falk (1990) for further
discussion. Falk proposes that when the DO-I0 order arises, the indirect object is actually a

PP. This analysis assimilates the DO-I0 structure to constructions where the direct object ccornrnands a PP indirect object, and only the direct object raises to the subject position, as
in the English (22c). The main point of interest for our purposes is that only those
constructions allowing the DO-I0 order in an active clause allow the direct object to raise to
the subject position of the corresponding passive.
Let us consider these restrictions in turn. First, the DO-I0 order is possible only for
ditransitive verbs with a dative indirect object and an accusative direct object. Icelandic also
has ditransitive verbs with dative or genitive case on the direct object, and dative or
accusative case on the indirect object. Such verbs do not permit the DO-I0 order. Only
double-object constructions with a dative indirect object and an accusative direct object in
the active counterpart allow the direct object to raise to the subject position in the passive
counterpart. Thus the same restriction holds in both cases.
Secondly, the DO-I0 order is possible only when the indirect object is a stressed,
non-pronominal DP. Likewise, movement of the direct object to subject position is possible
only if the indirect object is stressed and non-pronominal.
(34)

a.

* E~

gaf b6kina
honurn.
I.NOM gave the book.~CChim.D~T
'I gave the book to him.'

' Collins & Thrhinsson show that the DO-I0 order does not arise from object shift of the direct object over

the indirect object. Unlike object shift, the DO-I0 order is compatible with an auxiliary verb and with
indefinite atguments. It could still be supposed that the lower argument raises over the higher one by some
other process. Falk (1990) and Ott6sson (1991) give opposing arguments on this point.
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b.

B6kin
var gefin
Olafi*honum.
the book.NOM was given.NOM o l a f . D ~ T / h i m . ~ ~ ~
'The book was given to Olaffirn.'

Finally, the DO-I0 order is impossible with certain kinds of direct objects. Falk
argues that these are cases where the direct object and the verb form a compositional
semantic unit that affects the interpretation of the indirect object.

(35)

a.

Bg

b.

fig

gaf Mkinaf*Aminningu
einhverjum str6ka.
I.NOM gave book.~CC/remirlder.~CCsome ~ O Y . D A T
'I gave a book/*a reminder to some boy.'
syndi
b6kina/*umhyggju
einhverjum straka.
I.NOM showed book.ACC/concern.A~Csome boy.DAT
'I showed the booW*concern to some boy.'

Such objects cannot raise to the subject position in the passive, just as they cannot be
higher than the indirect object in the active.

(36)

a.

B6kin,*hinning
var gefin
einhvefjum strhka.
the book.NOM/reminder.NOM was given.NOM some boy.DAT
'The bmk/*A reminder was given to some boy.'

b.

B6kin/*Umhyggja
var synd
einhverjum strdka.
the book.NOM/concern.NOM was shown.NOM some b 0 y . D ~ ~
'The booW*Concern was shown to some boy.'

Thus, although there appear to be "symmetrical" passives in Icelandic, there is evidence
that these passives do not involve leapfrogging of the lower argument past the higher one.
Rather, the DO appears to raise to the subject position only when it is generated above the

In this section we have seen evidence for advancing in double object constructions
from a wide range of laiiguages. When Case is suppressed on v in a passive, the Case
feature of the higher argument goes unchecked. Lccality andlor Case Identification then
ensure that this argument raises to the subject position. As we will see later in this chapter
and in Chapter 3, ditransitive passives show considerable typological variation regarding
which argument raises to the subject position. 1 attribute this variation to the proposal that,
unlike v, R can check Case or m-case inherently, or can inherently specify the m-case of its
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theta-checker. These options allow a range of possibilities for movement to the subject
position.

3

Dative Subjects

As noted in the discussion of Icelandic, not d l subjects have the nominative m-case usually
associated with an argument that checks Case on T. The m-case feature of some subjects is
determined in the theta-position, rather than in the Case-checking position. ZMT (1985)
argue that such "quirky" subjerts are indeed true syntactic subjects. Like nominative
subjects, dative subjects in Icelandic undergo raising under ECM (37a), antecede subjectoriented reflexives (37b), and immediately follow the verb under topicalization (37c), as
well as having other subject properties.
(37)

a.

E~ tel kim hafa veria hjalpaa i profinu.
'1 believe them to have been helped in the exam.'

b.

Honum var oft hjalpabaf foreldrum sinum/*hans.
'He was often helped by his parents.'

c.

I profinu var honum vist hjalpa8.
'In the exam was he apparently helped.'

In Chapter 1, I proposed that both quirky and nominative subjects Case and EPP on T,
however, a quirky argument checks m-case inherently-that

is, when it checks a theta-

feature. Because agents appear never to have quirky Case, it has been proposed that dative
subjects are not generated in a specifier of the same head as an agentive external argument,
namely v; rather, I will assume that they iue generated in a specifier of R, in a checking
domain below vP.A norninatlve lower argument, if one is present, checks Case on R.
Thus constructions with a dative subject are essentially the same as normal transitives, for
purposes of Case and locality: the higher (here, dative) argument has an unchecked Case
feature, so locality and/or Case Identification ensures that it is attracted to subject position
even if the lower (here, nominative) argument first raises into the same checking domain to
check Case.

Advancing

The quirky experiencer of a raising construction in Icelandic also raises to the
subject position. Suppose that the clausal complement of a raising verb is infinitival; I
assume that the structure is as below.

(38)

RP

n
exper.
R'
n
R
VP
,n
.V

TP

n

emb. subj.

T'

n

This structure is similar to that of a double object construction, except that the lower object
is an infinitival clause (TP) rather than a DP. The expriencer is the higher argument, in the
specifier of RP.I assume that the syntactic subject of an infinitival clause is in the specifier
of TP.
Although the experiencer has quirky dative m-case in Icelandic, it does move to the
subject position of the raising clause. The subject of the embedded infinitival can raise to
the subject of a matrix clause (39a). However, if the matrix clause contains an e~perience~r,
it is the experiencer that raises to subject position (39b). Thr6insson (1979) points out a

number of properties indicating that the nominative argument in such cases is not the
subject. Although it can appear to the left of the verb, in this position it is interpreted as a
fronted topic (39c). Other constituents can also appear in this topicalized position, including
adverbs and PPs.
(39)

a.

Haraldur
virdist [tI hafa
I

gert

b t t a vel].

H.NOM seems
to have done this
'Harald seems to have done that well.'
b.

MCr

virdist

t

[Haraldur hafa

L

well
(Andrews 1982)
gert

me.DAT seems
H.NOM to have done
'Harald seems to me to have done that well.'

btta

vel].

this

well
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c.

Haraldur viraist mdr

[t

hafa

gert

H.NOM seems me.DAT
to have done
'Harald seems to me to have done that well.'

Ftta vel].
this well
(Thrtiinssor~1979:426)

Moreover, unlike a raised subject, the nominative argument cannot occur in the preverbal
position of an ECM clause (40a). By contrast, the dative argument can occur in this
position (40b). If no higher dative argument is present, the nominative argument does
occur in this position, where it receives accusative case (40s).
(40)

a.

* J6n

telur [Harald virbast mCr
hafa gert ktta vel].
J.NOMbelieves H. ACC toseem me.DAT to.have done this well
('Jon believes Harald to seem to me to have done this well.')

b.

J6n
telur [mCr
viraast Haraldur hafa
gert btta
J.NOMbelieves me.DAT toseem H.NOM tomhavedone this
'Jon believes Harald to seem to me to have done this well.'

c.

J6n
telur [Harald viraast hafa
gert ktta vel].
J.NOMbelieves H.ACC toseem to.have done this well
('Jon believes Harald to seem to have done this well.')

vel].
well

These examples demonstrate that the local experiencer argument moves to the subject
position of a raising clause in Icelandic, blocking movement by the embedded subject.
There is typological variation in raising constructions, to be discussed later in this
dissertation. This variation results in p a t from the options for Case and case-checking, and

in part from the options for Case suppression in raising clauses. Further variation results
from the possibility of generating an experiencer within a PP.
Like Icelandic, Albanian also has dative experiencers. Quantifier-pronoun binding
relations can be used to determine which argument occupies a higher A-position. The
examples in (41) show that a quantificational dative experiencer can bind a pronoun in the
nominative object, but not vice versa. These judgements hold regardless of word order.
(4 1)

a.

b.

Secilit djale i
kujtohet baba i tij.
each boy.DAT CL remember father.NOM his
'Each boy remembers his father.'

* Secili djale

i kujtohet
babes te tij.
each boy.NOM CL remember father,DAT his
'His father remembers each boy.'
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Evidence for dative subjects can also be found in Georgian. The dative argument in (42a) is
the subject, as can be seen from the fact that it can bind the nominative direct object. The
opposite binding relation is impossible, as shown in (42b) (Harris 1981). Marantz (2989)
proposes that dative experiencers in Georgian are added to the structure by means of a light
verb, R,often morphologiciuly realized as u-. This affix also appears in the presence of a
dative indirect object.
(42)

a.

b.

Vano-s tavisi tav-i u-qvars.
V.-DAT self-NOM R-loves
'Vano loves himself.'

* Tavis tav-s

vano
u-qvars.
self-DAT
V.-NOM R-loves
'Himself loves Vano.'

Other binding evidence supports the view that the dative argument is above the
nominative one. (42) shows an example of binding in Georgian involving the complex
anaphor (tavis) tav '(self s) self.' Georgian also has a po!;sessive anaphor, tauis. This
anaphor can also be bound only by an argument in a higher A-position. For example, the
nominative subject of an active transitive clause can bind a possessive anaphor in the
accusative direct object (43a).' However, if the possessive anaphor appears in the subject,
it cannot be bound by a direct object to its right (43b). This contrast is shown below.
(43)

a.

b.

Nino

tavis deida-s
idceb-s.
N.NOM self s aunt-DAT praise-PRES
'Nino, is praising her, aunt.'

??Tavisi deida
nino-s akeb-s.
self s aunt.NOM N.-DAT praise-PRES
Wer, aunt is praising Nino,.'

An object can be scrambled to an A-bar position above the subject and appearing to its left
(Nash 1995, McGinnis 1995). The subject can still bind a possessive anaphor in an object
scrambled to this position, as shown in (44a), since it still c-commands a trace of the
object. There is also evidence that the direct object can occupy an A-position above the

" Accusative and dative rn-case are morphologically collapsed in Georgian. However, R appears with
(dative) indirect objects and experiencers, and not with (accusative)direct objects (cf, Marantz 1989).
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subject: an object in a higher position, on the left, can bind a possessive anaphor in the
subject.
(44)

a.

[Tavis, deidas] nino, t akebs. 'Nino, is praising her, aunt.'

b

Ninos, [tavisi, deida] t akebs. 'Her, aunt is praising Nino,,'
I

I

Exactly the same facts hold for dative-subject constructions. If the nominative
object occupies a position below the dative subject, the subject can bind a possessive
anaphor in the object, but the object cannot bind a possessive anaphor in the subject. If the
object scrambles to an A-bar position above the subject, a possessive anaphor embedded
within it can still be bound. Finally, if it occ~~pies
an A-position above the subject, it can in
turn bind into the subject.
(45)

(46)

a.

Vano-s tavisi deida
u-qvar-s.
V.-DAT self s aunt '4OM R-love-PRES
'Vano, ioves hisi aunt.'

b.

??Tavis deidas
van0 u-qvar-s.
self s aunt-DAT V.NOM R-love-PRES
'His, aunt loves Vane,.'

a.

[Tavisi deida] vancrs t uqvus.

'Vano, loves his, aunt.'

b.

Vano [tavis deidas] t uqvars.

'Hisi aunt loves Vano,.'

L

I have assumed that the dative argument in these cases is generated in spec-WP,
above the nominative argument. Evidence for this claim can be found in Georgian and
Japanese malefaclive constructions. A malcfactive dative argument in Georgian is
associated with the same agreement pattern as any other dative subject, as distinct from that
of a dative object. The key difference is shown in (47).
(47)

a.

Deideb-s
gela
u-qvar-t.
aunts-DAT G.NOM R-1ove.PRES-PL
'The aunts love Gela.'

b.

ecxuteba(*-t).
Deideb-s gela
aunts-DAT G.NOM fight.FUT(-PL)
'Gela will fight with the aunts.'

Advancing

The plural suffix -t on the verb indicates that the dative experiencer is the subject (47a).yA
third-person argument is associated with -t only if it is a dative subject; -t is not associated
with a dative third-person object, as in (47b).
The plural -t is triggered by a malefactive dative argument, as shown below. These
are cases in which the malefactive argument is added to an unaccusative structure, generally
marked by the affix i-, which I assume is unaccusative v , following Nash (1995). When R
and unaccusative v are both present, the combination is spelled out as e-.
(48)

a.

Deideb-s nino
da-e-karg-a-t.
aunts-DAT N.NOM P~~V-R+UNACC-~OS~-AOR-PL
'The aunts had Nino lost on them.'

b.

Dedeb-s
Svileb-i
da-e-Cr-a-t.
mothers-DAT sons-NOM PreV-R+UNACC-cut-AOR-PL
'The mothers had the sons wounded on them.'

Further evidence that the dative argument is the subject is that the nominative
argument fails to trigger number agreement, as it would if it were the subject. In (49a), the
single nominative argument raises to the subject position, giving rise to plural subject
agreement on the verb. In (49b), the dative argument raises to the subjcct position,
blocking the nominative argument from raising to the subject position, and even from
triggering number agreement on the verb.''
(49)

a.

BavSveb-i
da-i-karg-nen.
children-NOM lost-UNACC-AOR.3PL
'The children are lost.'

b.

Deideb-s bavSveb-i
da-e-karg-a-t.
aunts-DAT children-NOM ~OS~-UNACC+R-AOR.~SG-PL
'The aunts had the children lost on them.'

'When the -t suffix appears with first- and second-personarguments, i t is par; of a pronominal clitic spelled
out as a circumfix on the verb (Nash-Haran 1992). If the same i s true here, then - I i s clitic-doubling the
dative argument. Alternatively, Noam Chomsky (p.c.) suggests this may be a rare instance of a verb
agreeing with an argument that checks m-case inherently, contrary to the predictions of George & Kornfilt
(1981).
Constructions of this kind were brought to my attention by LCa Nash. Similar cases are also mentiorred
i t 1 the corrected 199 1 edition of Aronson's grammar. Note that the tensdaspect marker can show p e ~ s o r ~
agreement if the object is first- or second-person. This situation can be contrasted with that of nominative
objects in Icelandic, which in some contexts trigger number agreement, but not the person agreement
associated with a nominative subject.

"'
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This suggests that the nominative object is checking case on malefactive R, which is not
associated with the same kind of agreement."
Japanese adversity passives provide evidence that malefactives are generated higher
than themes (Kubo 1990, McGinnis 1998). In the Georgian examples we have seen, the
malefactive argument is added to an unaccusative construction, X be lost or X be wounded.
In the Japanese adversity passive, a malefactive argument can also be added to a clause
with an external argument (50bj.

(50)

a.

Suugaku-no sensei-ga Jiroo-o home-ta.
math-GENteacher-NOM J.-ACC praise-PST
'The mathematics teacher praised Jiro.'

b.

Taroo-ga suugaku-no sensei-ni Jiroo-o home-rare-ta.
T.-NOM math-GEN teacher-DAT J.-ACC praise-PAS-PST
(Kubo 1990)
'Taro had the math teacher praise Jiro on him.'

The malefactive not only bears nominative case, but also can bind the subject-oriented
anaphor zibun, as shown in (5 la). Zibun cannot be bound by a non-subject, such as the
by-phrase Taroo-ni in the direct passive (5 Ib). Note that the malefactive is not the only
argument that can bind zibun in (5 la); the agent can also do so.

(5 1)

a.

Taroo-ga Hanako-ni zibun-no heya-de uta-o
utaw-are-ta.
Taro-NOM Hanako-DAT self-GENroom-at song-ACC sing-PAS-PST
'Taro, had Hanako, sing a song in hisfier, room on him.'

b.

Hanako-wa Taroo-ni zibun-no oya-no moto-ni
nokos-are-ta.
Hanako-TOP Taro-DATself-GEN parent-GEN care-in leave-PAS-PST
'Hanako, was left by Taro in her,4*hisi parents' care.'

As we have seen, the presence of an external argument blocks a lower argument from
becoming the subject, a generalization which is apparently not subject to typological

" Some additional evidence that the malefactive argument is a subject comes from facts relating to focus
and word order in Georgian. Nash (1995) shows that, in general, the immediately preverbal position
contains existentially asserted material. For example, the object is interpreted as unmarked new information
in the SOV order. Howevsr, the subject differs from the object In that it need not be existentially focused in
the immediately preverbal position, as in the SVO order. In the order OSV, the subject has contrastive
rather than existential focus. In DAT-NOM-Vexamples with a malefactive argument, like (51b), the
nominative argun~entis interpreted as unmarked new information, like an object, .ather than contrastively
focused, like a subject ( U a Nash, p.c.). According to this evidence, then, the dative malefaciive argument is
the subject.

Advancing

variation. However, the added malefactive argument in (5 la) does becomes the subject.
Unless there is some reason why the generalization breaks down in this case, we can
co~lcludethat the malefactive argument is added above the external argument. The facts in

(5 1) thus suggest that the structure is biclausal, with the agent as the subject of the lower
clause and the malefactive as the subject of the higher one.I2
The Japanese adversity passive has certain similarities to let- and make-causatives
(52). In causatives of both kinds, the long-distance subject-oriented reflexive zibun can
have as its antecedent either the the causer/"letter" or the causee/"lettee" (Kitagawa 1986).
(52)

a.

Calvin-wa Hobbes-o zibun-no kuruma-de paatii-e ik-ue-ta
C.-TOP H.-ACC self-GENcar-by
p q - t o go-CAUS-PST
'Calvin, made Hobbesj go to the party in hisficar.'

b.

Calvin-wa Hobbes-ni zibun-no kuruma-de paatii-e
(2.-TOP H.-DAT self-GEN car-by
pmy-to
'Calvin, let Hobbes, go to the party in hisQcar.'

ik-ase-ta
go-CAUS-PST

(Harley 1995)

These facts have been taken as evidence that causatives are biclausal. For Harley (1995), a
biclausal structure is one with two EventP projections-vP projections, in our termshaving the two possible antecedents for zibun as their specifiers. Since the same binding
options hold in adversity passives, I conclude that the Japanese adversity passive also has
two vP projections. We can represent both structures as in (53), where v stands in for a
causative, permissive or malefactive verb.

''

The malefactive subject cannot bind an anaphoric argument in Japanese (i) or Geoigian (ii), perhaps for
semantic 1 pragmatic reasons. It can, however, bind the possessive zibuti in Japanese or tavis in Georgian
(not shown). Thanks to Kazuko Yatsushiro and Takako Aikawa for discussion of the Japanese facts.
(i) *Taroo-ga zibun-ni Jiro-o home-rare-ta.
T.-NOM self-DAT J.-ACC praise-PAS-PST
Taro had himself praise Jiro on him.'
tavianti tav-i daehg-a-t.
(ii) "Deidebs
aunts-DAT selves-NOM lost-AOR.3SG-PL
'The aunts had thenrszives lost on them.'
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v'

NOM

I\

v

vP,
A
DAT v '
."\
ACC

V

Japanese adversity passives differ In some respects from the Georgian malefactives

we have been consideling. Recall that the malefactive dative argument in Georgian occurs
in an unaccusative clause with a single nominative argument, not with a lower transitive
clause, as is possible in Japanese adversity passives. We may suppose that the Georgian
adversity constructions discussed above are monoclausal, by contrast with the biclausal
adversity passives in Japanese. Otherwise, however, we expect the same structural relation
between the malefactive and the verb phrase denoting the event that adversely affects it. If
our account of Japanese adversity passives is correct, the malefactive argument is merged
outside this verb phrase. Qehrle & Nishio (1981) argue that the structure of adversity
constructions is semantically determined and thus universal. If so, the malefactive argument
should always be merged outside the event that adversely affects it--even in a monoclausal
adversity construction, as in Georgian. Under this view, Georgian unaccusatives with a
malefactive argument constitute another case of advancing, with the higher malefactive
argument checking Case and EPP in spec-TP.

4

Absolute Locality

The cases considered so far in this chapter involve the highest argument advancing to the
subject position. In these cases, the highest argument not only is attracted by T, but also
pied-pipes into a specifier of TP. In this section I will present cases in which the highest
argument is attracted by T, but cannot pied-pipe to check EPP because it has already
checked Case. Nevertheless, it does block a lower argument from being attracted instead.

Advancing

These examples are analogous to the superraising violations discussed in Chapter 1 (e.g.
*It seems that t is likely Archy to have written a novel). In such cases, a DP that has
checked Case in spec-TP (it) cannot be attracted to check EPP in a higher clause, but also
blocks movement of a lower argument that has not checked Case (Archy). The supendsing
violations to be presented in this section do not involve attraction out of a finite clause, but
rather attraction of a DP that has checked inherent Case.
Let us begin by considering raising constructions. Recall that raising in Icelandic
involves movement of the highest argument to the subject position. If no experiencer is
present in the raising clause, the highest argument is the subject of the embedded clause, as
in (54a). If an experiencer is present in the matrix clause, it raises to the subject position
(54b).
(54)

a.

Haraldur viraist [t hafa

-

gert

ktta vel].

H.NOM seems
to have done this
'Harald seems to have done that well.'
b.

MCr

virdist t [ Haraldur hafa

gert

well
btta vel].

me.DAT seems
H.NOM to have done this well
'Harald seems to me to have done that well.'
(Thrhinsson 1979:426)
I have proposed that, although the dative experiencer checks its m-case inherently when it

checks the theta-feature of R, it checks Case by attraction to a higher head. When T is
merged in the derivation of (54b), the Case feature of the experiencer has not yet been
checked. Thus when the EPP feature of T attracts the D-feature of the experiencer, the
whole DP can pied-pipe into spec-TP. Meanwhile, attraction of the embedded subject to
the matrix subject position in (54b) is blocked both by locality and by Case identification,
since this argument checks Case on R before T is merged in the derivation,
In a number of languages, however, the situation is different. In French, raising an
embedded subject to the subject position can also be blocked by an intervening experiencer.
However, advancing the experiencer itself leads to a crashing derivation. Consider the
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examples in (55).13 The embedded subject can raise, as in (55a). If an experiencer
intervenes, the embedded subject is blocked from raising, as in (55b). The experiencer
itself also cannot raise to the subject position (5%).
(55)

a.

Jean semble [t avoir
I

du talent].

I

J.
seems
to have of talent
'Jean seems to have talent.'
b.

??Jean semble h Marie [t avoir
I

I

du talent].

J.
seems to M.
to have of talent
'Jean seems to Marie have talent.'
c.

* A Marie

semble t [Jean avoir

du talent].

to Marie seems
J.
to have of talent
'Jean seems to Marie have talent.'
In Chapter 1 I proposed that the difference between Icelandic and French can be attributed
to the Case properties of R. In Icelandic, as I have said, R checks the m-case of the thetachecking DP. In the French examples with an experiencer (55b-c), R checks the Case
feature of the experiencer inherently when it merges in spec-RP. As a result, when T
attracts the D-feature of the experiencer, Case Identification prevents the DP from piedpiping to spec-TP, and the EPP feature cannot be checked. Nevertheless, the lower
argument cannot be attracted to spec-TP. I conclude that in these examples, there is no EPP
feature on R that can attract the embedded subject into the checking domain occupied by the
experiencer. The embedded subject presumably fails to check Case at all, in fact, since a
Case feature is generally suppressed in a nonactive. The experiencer checks inherent Case,
so I assume that the Case feature suppressed is a structural Case feature on R. Thus neither
EPP nor the Case feature of the embedded subject is checked, and the derivation crashes.

l 3 Speakers disagree on the grammaticality of examples like (55b). My own consultants are divided on this
point, and different judgements are reported in Rouveret & Vergnaud (1980: 146) and Chomsky (1995:305),
For speakers who accept (55b), I assume that these structures are like the parallel examples in English,
discussed in Chapter 4. My thanks to Marie-Claude Boivin, Marlyse Baptista, Marie-HCl2ne C8t6, Johan
Rooryck and Philippe Schlenker for helpful discussion of these facts.
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Another source of ungrammaticality in (55) might be that an overt subject is left
within the infinitival clause, an option that appears to be impossible in certain languages.14
Even if the embedded clause is finite, however, the experiencer cannot raise to the subject
position in French, as shown in (56a). On the other hand, the experiencer is grammatical if
it remains below the subject position, as in (56b), where the EPP and Case features of T

are checked by an expletive. Here the experiencer checks Case in spec-W, the expletive in
the matrix spec-TP, md the embedded subject in the embedded (finite) spec-,TP.On the
other hand, if the embedded clause is non-finite, the embedded subject again has nowhere
to check Case, and the derivation crashes ( 5 6 ~ ) .
(56)

a.

b.

c.

* A Marie semble

[ que Jean a

du talent].
to M. seems
that J .
has of talent
'It seems to Marie that Jean has talent.'

11 semble 8 Marie [ que Jean a du talent].
it seems to M.
that J . has of talent
'It seems to Marie that Jean has talent.'

* II

sernble 8 Marie [ Jean avoir du talent].
it seems to M.
J . to have of talent
'It seems to Marie that Jean has talent.'

Since the embedded clause in (56a) is finite, there is no problem with an overt embedded
subject. However, only the expletive can satisfy the the EPP requirements of T. If the
expletive is absent, the result is ungrammaticality.
Parallel facts alsc hold in Italian (Rizzi 1986)." The Italian equivalent of (55) yields
the same judgements as in French: the embedded subject of an infinitival can raise to the
subject position of the matrix clause (57a). If the matrix experiencer is a (postvel-bal)DP, it
blocks the lower subject from raising, and the derivation crashes (57b). If the experiencer
itself raises, the derivation crashes nonetheless (57c).
14

Marantz (1991) argues that this gap is due to restrictions on the distribution of the expletive, rather than a
Case violation. The restriction he proposes is that explelive it cannot be inserted if movement is possible.
This restriction would rule out I1 sen~ble[Jean avoirdu talent], but not (55c), which lacks an expletive. In
support of this view, note that Icelandic allows an overt subject to remain within an infinitival i n (54b).
I also thank Sveva Besana and Michela Ippolito for their Italian judgements.
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(57)

a.

Gianni sembra [t

fare

il suo dovere].

G.
seems
to do the his duty
'Gianni seems to do his duty.'
b.

??Gianni sembra a Piero [t fare

il suo dovere].

G.
seems to P.
to do the his duty
'Gianni seems to Piero to do his duty.'
c.

* A Piero sembra
I

t [Gianni fare
I

il suo dovere].

to P. seems
G.
to do the his duty
'Gianni seems to Piero to do his duty.'
These facts have the same analysis as in French: the experiencer blocks the embedded
subject from raising, but cannot itself check the EPP feature of T. However, it should be
pointed out that a difference arises between Italian and French if the embedded clause is
finite. In (58a), with a finite embedded clause, the experiencer a-phrase occurs in the
preverbal position. My consultants judge (58a) as grammatical, by contrast with its French
counterpart in (55c).
(58)

a.

A Piero sembra t

u

[che Gianni faccia il suo dovere].

to P.
seems
that G .
does the his duty
'It seems to Piero that Gianni does his duty.'

h.

Sembra a Piero [che Gianni faccia il sus dovere].
seems to P. that G .
does the his duty
'It seems to Piero that Gianni does his duty.'

c.

A Piero

Gianni sembra t [t fare

il suo doverc].

I
I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

to P.
G.
seems
to do the his duty
'To Piero, Gianni seems to do his duty.'
If the experiencer occupies the subject position in (%a), then the ungrarnmaticality
of its counterpart with an infinitival complement cannot be attributed to the impossibility of
raising the experiencer to the subject position. However, it should be noted that the
equivalent to (58a) with 2 postverbal experiencer is (58b)' where the subjsct positiorl is left
unpronounced. This again contrasts with the French equivalents in (56)' where the subject
position must be occupied by the overt expletive if. Since the subject position is left
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unpronounced in (58b), it is reasonable to suppose that the same occurs in (%a), with the
a-phrase in a higher A-bar position. The experiencer occupies an A-bar position above the
subject in (58c), so it oughi to be able to do likewise in (58a).I6Thus we can assume that
the Case and EPP features of T are again checked by an expletive, but in Italian this
expletive is phonologically null. We may suppose that the expletive can also check Case
and EPP of T in (57c), but the embedded subject is still left with an unchecked Case
feature, so the derivation crashes.
Raising constructions with an experiencer in Spanish also lead to a crashing
derivation (Torrego 1996, Soriano 1997).
(59)

a.

parece
estar cansado].
'
this taxi driver seems
tobe tired
Estetaxista

[t

'This taxi driver seems to be tired.'
b.

c.

Me
parece [que este taxista
esta cansado].
me.DAT seems that this taxi driver is tired
'It seems to me that this taxi driver is tired.'

* Este taxista

me

parece [r estar cansado].

to be tired
this taxi driver me.DAT seems
'This taxi driver seems to me to be tired.'
Raising from the embedded clause is fine if there is no experiencer, as in (59a), and an
experiencer is fine if the complement clause is finite, so that no raising occurs, zs in (59b).
Raising with an experiencer, however, is ungrammatical even if the experiencer is a clitic,
as in (59c). We can apply the same analysis to these facts as to those from French. The
experiencer checks Case inherently, so it cannot be attracted to spec-TP. A lower argument
also cannot be attracted past the experiencer. On the other hand, I will propose in the next
chapter that once a clitic has adjoined to T, it cannot block attraction of a lower argument to
'"he well-forrr~ednessof raising with a topicalized experiencer seems to pnt:arn with the well-fonnedness
of raising with a clitic experiencer, to be discussed in Chapter 3. Wh-movement of the experiencer also
permits raising, as shown in the well-formed French example below.
(i)
A qui
est-ce que Jean semble t [ I avoir du talent]]?
seems
to hove of talent
to whom is i t that J .
'To whom does Jean seem to have talent?'
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spec-TP. Even if an experiencer clitic checks Case in spec-RP, it should still cliticize to T,
and therefore should not block attraction of a lower argument to spec-TP. Spanish,
however, has clitic-doubling; in fact an overt experiencer in a raising constructioa is always
clitic-doubled (Torrego 1996). I propose that the expriencer clitic always doubles a full
DP, even if this DP is phonologically null. Attraction of the embedded subject in (59c) is
thus blocked, not by the clitic, but by the null experiencer DP. Since the Case of this
experiencer is checked inherently, it cannot itself raise to spec-TP.
An experiencer can also block raising of the embedded subject in Modem Greek
(Anagnostopoulou 1997). In (60b), for example, a dative DP experiencer blocks raising
out of an embedded predicate.
(60)

a.

0 Jannis fenete

[t

eksipnos].

the J.NOM seems
intelligent
'John seems intelligent.'
b.

* 0 Jannis
I

fenete tis M a r i a

[f

eksipnos].

the J.NOM seems the M.DAT
intelligent
'John seems to Mary intelligent.'
(ma) shows that the embedded subject can raise to the subject of the higher clause, if no
experiencer is present. Anagnostopoulou proposes that the intervening dative experiencer in
(60b) blocks raising under feature-based locality. In our terms, T attracts the D-feature of
the experiencer, but the DP cannot pied-pipe to spec-TP, so the EPP feature goes

unchecked and the derivaticn crashes. As we will see in the next chapter, examples like
(60b) are grammatical in Greek if the experiencer is a clitic or clitic-doubled.
Anagnostopoulou shows that the same situation arises in Greek ditransitives, as
noted in Chapter 1. It can be demonstrated that the indirect object c-commands the direct
object in Modern Greek. Although the direct object may precede the indirect object linearly,
a quantifier in the direct object may not bind a pronoun in the indirect object, as shown in
(61a). However, the opposite binding pattern is acceptable, as shown in (Blb).
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(61)

a.

*?Estila to kathe vivlio,
tu sigrafea tu,.
sent.1 the every buok.ACC the author.^^^ its
'I sent its author every book.'

b.

Estila tu kathe sigrafea,
to vivlio tui.
sent.1 the every author.DAT the book.~CChis
'I sent every author his book.'

This asymmetry indicates that the indirect object is generated higher, in the specifier of the
light verb R,while the direct object is the complement of the base verb.
As we saw in the Greek raising constructions, the EPP feature of TP cannot be
checked by an argument that has already checked Case. Assuming that the indirect object
checks Case inherently on R when it merges, the ill-formedness of the passive in (62a) is
explained. This construction is ill-formed even if neither zrgument raises overtly to the
subject position (62b). As in the French and Italian cases with an expletive subject and a
nonfinite complement clause (56c, 57c), we can assume that such examples are ill-formed
because the lower argument cannot check Case. Even if (62a) contains an expletive
checking the Case and EPP features of T, the Case feature of the direct object goes
unchecked.
(62)

a.

*?To vivlio
dothike tu Janni apo tin Maria.
the book.^^^ was-given the J.DAT by the M.ACC
'The book was given to John by Mary .'

b.

*? Dothike

tu Janni to vivlio
apo tin Maria.
was.given the J.DAT the ~ O O ~ . N Oby
M the M.ACC
'The book was given to John by Mary .'

A dative argument that checks inherent Case can also lead to a crashing derivation in
Greek unaccusatives. The unaccusative construction in (63a) has only a single 'theme'
argument, which raises to the subject position. The sane verb can also occur with a dative
argument, which is interpreted as a recipient. If the dative argument is a full BP, the
sentence is ungrammatical, as illustrated in (63b). As in the passive ditransitive, the dative
argument cannot move to the subjzct position, yet it blocks T from attracting the lower
argument. Again, the same contrast holds even if the dative argument remains in its base
position overtly, as in (63c), siiize the theme is unable to check Case.
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(63)

a.

b.

To gramma irthe t me megali kathiskrisi.
I
1
the 1etter.NOM came
with a big delay
'The letter came with a big delay.'

'

* To gramma

irthe tis Marias

t me megali kathisterisi.

the letter.NOM came the M ~ . D A Twith a big delay
'The letter came to Mary with a big delay.'
c.

* Irthe

tis Marias
to gramma
me megali kathisterisi.
came the M ~ . D A the
T letter.NOM with a big delay
'The letter came to Mary with a big delay.'

Greek also has double-object cons~ctionswith a PP indirect object. In passives
and unaccusatives with the indirect object in a PP, the direct object can raise to the subject
position."
(64)

a.

Edosa to vivlio s-ton Janni.
gave-I the book to-the J.
'I gave the book to John.'

b.

To vivlio dothike s-tin Maria.
the book was given to-the M.
'The book was given to Mary.'

b.

Togranma irthe s-tinMaria
me megali kathisterisi.
the 1etter.NOM came to-the Mary.~ccwith a big delay
'The letter came to Mary with a big delay.'

We can assign to these examples the structure already proposed for cases in other
languages with a PP indirect object. The PP is generated below the nominative argument,
which is then the most local argument to the subject position. Sinse this argument has an
unchecked Case feature, it can successfully move to check the EPP feature on T. Similarly,

an unaccusative has a well-formed derivation if the indirect object is a PP."

Anagnost~poulou(1998) notes that the PP indirect object may either precede or follow the direct ob.ject.
Here linear precedence seems to correlate with c-command; a quantifier PP can bind a pronoun in a direct
object to its right, and a quantifier direct object can bind 2 pronoun in a PP to its right. The same is not
true if the indirect object is a DP; in this case it tends to precede the direct object, but even when the
opposite order is possible, the binding relations are not reversed.
In Anagnostopoulou (1997) reports that a PP experiencer is not possible at all in Greek raising
constructions. I take this fact to result from selectional properties of the verb.
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To gramma irthe s-tin Maria
me megali kathisterisi.
the 1etter.NOM came to-the hfa.ry.~cCwith a big delay
'The letter came to Mary with a big delay.'
All things being equal, we expect double-object passives to behave in the same way
in French and Italian. This would mean that an indirect object DP with inherent Case blocks
the direct object from raising tc subject position, but cannot itself check the EPP feature of

The examples in (66) illustrate the French double object construction. As in Greek,
the indirect object cannot raise to the subject position of the passive.
(66)

a.

b.

Philippe a offert
un cadeau h Michel.
P.
has given a gift
to Mchel
'Philippe gave a gift to Michel.'

* A hiiichel

a Ct6 offert
un cadeau.
has been given a gift
to M.
'Michel has been given a gift.'

(66b) suggests that the indirect object cannot check the Case or EPP features of T,like the
experiencer in a raising construction. This view is supported by the observation that an
indirect object is blocked from raising to the subject position even when there is no other
potential subject in the clause. The examples in (67) show an unergative verb with an
indirect object. Impersonal passives of unergatives are possible in French, as shown in
(67b). In this example, the EPP and Case features of T are checked by the expletive. If the
expletive is absent, the indirect object cannot check the Case or EPP features of T, so the
derivation crashes (67c).
(67)

a.

Le juge

b.

Il

c.

prockdera
i une enqugte.
the judge will proceed to an inquiry
'The judge will conduct an inquiry.'

sera procCdC
ii une enquete.
it
will be proceeded to an inquiry
'An inquiry will be conducted.'

* (A) une enqukte

sera procCdC(e).
to an inquiry
will be proceeded
'An inquiry will be conducted.'
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As these examples show, French resembles Greek in that an indirect object cannot
be attracted to the subject position. However, French does allows the direct object to raise

to the subject position. Examples like (68a) suggest that the &-phrasecan spell out a PP as
well as a quirky DP (cf. Rouveret & Vergnaud 1980). The same case arises in Italian

(68)

a.

Un cadeau a Ct6 offert
i Marie.
a gift
has been given to M.
'A gift was given to Mary.'

b.

Gianni & stato affidato
a Maria.
G.
has been entrusted to M.
'Gianni was entrusted to Maria.'

As in Greek, a PP indirect object seems to be generated below the direct object. Snyder
(1992) reports that an indirect object quantifier can precede the direct object in French and
bind a pronoun in it, as in (69a). However, a direct object quantifier can also precede and
bind a pronoun in the indirect object (69b). In fact, my consultants prefer (69b). Again,
the facts of Italian are parallel.
(69)

(70)

a.

Jean a attribub
h chaque mot, son, symbole.
has attributed to each word its symbol
J.
'Jean attributed to each word its symbol.'

b.

chaque mot, B son, symbole.
Jean a attribu6
J.
has attributed each word
its symbol
'Jean attributed each word to its symbol.'

a.

Sveva ha attribuito a ciascuna parola, il propriolsuo, simbolo.
S.
has attributzd to each word
the own/its symbol
'Sveva attributed to each word its symbol.'

b.

Sveva ha attribuito ciascuna parola, al propriolsuo, simbolo.
S.
has attributed each word
to the own/its symbol
'Sveva attributed each word to its symbol.'

These facts suggest that either argument can c-command the other, as in the parallel
constructions for Icelandic and English, discussed above. When the direct object ccommands the (PP) indirect object, it can move freely to spec-TP.
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In this chapter, I have presented cases of advancing. Advancing can occur when the highest
argument has an unchecked Case feature, so that it can check both the Case and EPP
features of T. I have argued that in the cases presented here, movement to the subject
position correlates with c-command and semantic compositionality: the argument generated
in +hehighest checking domain is the one that raises, while raising of a lower one is
blocked by locality andfor Case Identification. The cases presented in Section 4 suggest that
locality must be respected, even when the resulting derivation crashes. These
"superraising" violations constitute new evidence that locality plays a role in A-movement.
Less direct evidence for locality can be found in the contrast between leapfrogging
and skipping, to be presented in the following chapters. I will argue that one DP can be
attracted past another DP only by leapfrogging through the same checking domain. Lethal
Ambiguity then ensures that the two arguments cannot be linked by an anaphoric
dependency. On the other hand, if the highest argument is not a DP, a lower argument can
skip over it without first occupying the same checking domain. Note that if Case alone
were responsible for determining which argument raises to the subject position, there
would be no reason to distinguish between movement past DP arguments that have checked
Case and movement past non-DP arguments. In neither case would the higher argument be
eligible to check Case, so in both cases the lower argument should simply raise to the
subject position. In fact, however, locality prevents a lower DP from being attracted past a
higher DP, unless it first moves into the checking domain occupied by this higher DP.
Examples of this kind will be the topic of the next chapter.

Chapter 3

Leapfrogging
This chapter is devoted to cases in which a lower argument leapfrogs over a higher one by

moving through the same checking domain. A case of this kind is shown in (1). In an
active double object construction in Albanian, the indirect object c-commands the direct
object, so a direct object quantifier cannot bind a pronoun in the indirect object (la). In the
passive, however, the direct object raises to the subject position, where it c-commands the
indirect object. The binding relation that was ruled out in the active is permitted in the
passive ( 1b).
(1)

a.

b.

* Agimi

kthcu secilin liber
autorit te tij.
A.NOMCL return each book.ACC author.DAT its
'Agim returned to its author each book.'
ia

Secili lib&
I

iu kthye

autorit te tij It.

each book.NOM CL r e t u r n e d . N ~author.D~T
~~
its
'Each book was returned to its author.'

(Massey 1992)

In the previous chapter, I argued that a lower argument cannot move to the subject
position by first checking Case in the checking domain occupied by the higher argument. In
this situation, Case Identification blocks the lower argument from moving on to check

EPP. In this chapter, we will see that a lower argument can leapfrog over a higher one by
first moving into the same checking domain to check an EPP feature, as shown in (2).
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As we will see, the argument generated higher (a)
can check Case by Attract, without
moving into a higher checking domain. Once the argument generated lower (P) moves into
the same checking domain, the two DPs are equidistant. Since P does not check Case in
spec-YP, it can be attracted further to check EPP and Case. However, leapfrogging
configurations are subject to the restriction on the distribution of anaphors we have called
Lethal Ambiguity: if one argument leapfrogs over another, no anaphoric dependency can be
established between them.
Before we can discuss leapfrogging to the subject position, however, I will argue
that leapfrogging does indeed involve movement into the checking domain occupied by a
higher element. In Section 1 of this chapter, I present evidence for this view from Ascrambling in Japanese. In Section 2, I show that arguments occupying specifiers of the
same head at some stage in the derivation are subject to Lethal Ambiguity. We then return
in Section 3 to leapfrogging in movement to the subject position. Finally, in Section 4, I
argue that Lethal Ambiguity also arises when a lower argument raises into the checking
domain occupied by a higher argument (e.g. to check Case), and the higher argument raises
ta the subject position.

1

A-Scrambling

A-scrambling provides us with independent evidence for the connection between
leapfrogging and Lethal Ambiguity. A-scrambling does not involve Case or EPR checking,
but can create new binding relations. It is a separate operation from A-bar scranlbling
(Mahajan 1990), which instead changes word order without affecting the range of available
options for binding. An A-scrambled argument can also rziise to a higher A-position. A
classic case of A-scrambling arises in Hindi, where an object can scramble over a subject
via either A-movement or A-bar movement (Mahajan 1990).' The examples in (3) show the

' Mahajan's judgements differ from those reported in Srivastav (1993) and Jones (19931, where only subjectoriented reflexive anaphors are possible. Binding in Hindi will be discussed further in Section 2.3.
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effect of scrambling an object to an A-position above the subject. From below, an object
quantifier carmot bind a pronoun within the subject (3a). However, if the object scrambles
to a position above the subject, it can bind into the subject, as shown in (3b). If the object
could only undergo A-bar scrambling, we would expect (3b) to be ungrammatical, as a
weak crossover violation.
(3)

a.

b.

* Unkii, bahin

sab-ko, pyaar kartii thii.
their sister everyone love do.1MP.~be.PST.F
'Their, sister loved everyone,.'
Say-ko,

unki, bahin

f

pyaar kartii thii.

everyone their sister
love do.1Mp.F be.PST.F
'Their, sister loved everyone,,'
Hindi also allows A-bar scrambling to a position above the subject, as shown in
(4). These examples illustrate that long-distance scrambling is A-bar movement. When an
object scrambles out of a finite embedded clause to a position above the matrix subject, it
cannot bind into this subject, as shown in (4a). If the object could undergo A-movement to
this ?osition, binding would be possible, just as in (4b). Binding is ruled out because there
is no way for the object to undergo long-distance A-movement into the higher clause, and

binding from an A-bar position is impossible. Note that the scrambled object can bind the
subject of its own clause, even if it undergoes long-distance scrambling into a higher clause
(4b). This example shows that the object can first A-scramble within its own clause, then
A-bar scramble into the higher ~ l a u s e . ~
(4)

a.

* Sab-ko,
L

uskii, bahin-ne socaa

[(ki) raam-ne t dekhaa thaa].

1

everyone his sister
thought that Ram
'Hisi sister thought that Ram had seen everyone,,'
b.

Sab;koi

raam-ne sacaa

[(ki) t

saw be.PST

uskii, bahin-ne t dekhaa thaa].

L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

everyone Ram
thought that
his sister
'Ram thought that his, sister has seen everyonei.'

saw be.PST

' Thanks to Rajesh Bhatt for discussion of these examples. As in English, it is slightly odd, but possible,

to use the possessive pronoun in the matrix subject to occrefer with the embedded subject (raanz-tie),but the
bound variable reading is impossible.
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Another familiar instance of A-scrambling arises in German (Webelhuth 1984,
1989, Grewendorf & Sternefeld 1990). German is a verb-second language, in which
various different types of elements can occupy the preverbal "topic" position. If this
position is occupied by an adverb, the subject usually precedes the direct object. However,
the object can A-scramble to a position above the subject, as shown in (5).

(5)

a.

b.

* Vemutlich

haben
seine Kinder jeden
gesehen.
presumably have.3P~his children everyone.ACC seen
'Presumably, everyonej's children Rave seen him,,'

Vennutlich haben

jeden
I

seine Kinder t gesehen.

presumably h a v e . 3 ~everyone.ACC
~
his children
'Presumably, everyonei's children have seen him,.'

I

seen

When a direct object quantifier remains below the subject, it cannot bind a pronoun in the
subject. When it scrambles above the subject, however, binding is po~sible.~
The first question that arises with A-scrambling is how it is possible under the
locality condition on Attract. We can ask, for example, why the subject@rmits the object
to scramble past it in the German and Hindi examples above. One possible answer is that
A-scrambling is not subject to locality. This approach is suggested by the view taken in
Saits (1989) and Takano (1997); however, Richards (1997b) provides arguments that Ascrambling does obey locality, as we will see below. A second proposal, which I will
adopt, is that A-scrambling involves movement of a lower argument into the checking
domain occupied by the higher argument. An argument in the specifier of a given head
cannot block movement of a lower argument to a second specifier of that head. Moreover,
once the lower argument has scrambled into the same checking domain as the higher one, it
can leapfrog over it to a higher position.
The derivation I will propose for the cases above is given in (6). The direct object
-.
.

- . -. -

- .-

.
. .-.
.

.
.
- .-.

- -.-

.--

- .. .-... .- ... - - - . . . .... .- . .- .

first checks Case by Attract to v. There is no feature of either v or of the object itself to
There appears to be some variability in these judgements. Reportedly, at least for some speakers, (5b) is
acceptable only if jeden is heavily stressed. Thanks to Martin Hackl, Uli Sauerland, and Susi Wurmbrand
for judgement and discussion of these examples.
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force pied-piping into a specifier of vP, so Attract alone suffices for Case-checking. The
external argument is attracted to check the Case and EPP features of T. At this point, I
propose that a scrambling feature on T (Scr) attracts the direct object to a higher specifier of
Ta4I. assume that Scr, like EPP, is satisfied only by Merge.' Scr cannot attract the subject,
since a head cannot attract an argument already in its specifier. Thus attraction of the object
to an A-position above the subject does not violate locality.

object
t

T'

n

subject T '

Scr

n
Case,

EPP

V

VP

caw^

n
I

Note that under this proposal, an argument that has checked Case can nevertheless raise to

an A-position. Since Case Identification applies only to EPP-movement, and not to Ascrambling, the object can move to check Scr on T even though its Case and phi-features
have already been attracted to vm6
A few remarks are in order about the proposed derivation. I have suggested that, the

feature on T that motivates A-scrambling is a feature distinct from Case and EPP, namely
Scr. Miyagawa (1997) argues instead that the attracting feature is Case. He proposes that
the heads checking the Case features of the subject and object (in our terms, v and T) can
fuse in the overt syntax in Japanese. When fusion occurs, the subject and the shifted object
Richards (1997b) argues that movement to multiple specifiers of the same head "tucks in," while here
instead we see the second attracted argument moving into a higher specifier than the first. This point is
raised directly below, and addressed in detail in Section 1.2.
As far as I know, merging an expletive to satisfy Scr does not lead to a convergent derivation, probably
because the expletive (or its associate) is left with an unchecked Case feature.
"hornsky (1995) proposes a similar derivation for wh-movement of an object in English, though whmovement is to the specifier of a head higher than T (C). An objectwh-moved to spec-CP need not leapfrog
through spec-TP, since C attracts its wh-feature, which a (non-wh) subject lacks.
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check Case in multiple specifiers of the fused head. However, according to Takano (1997),
-- -

-- -

-_

_elements-other than Dpcan A-scramble to a positinn above the subject. The examples in

(7)show a scrambled PP binding a possessive anaphor in the subjectm7
(7)

a.

? [, John-to Bill-kara] otagai-no hahaoya-ga t

b.

? [, John-to Bill-nituite] otagai-no hahaoya-ga

hon-o

karita.
each other-GEN mother-NOM book-ACC borrowed
J.-and B.-from
'From John and Bill, each other's mothers borrowed books.'
I

I

Mary-ni t tazuneta.
I
J.-and B.-#about
each other-GEN mother-NOM M.-DAT asked
'About John and Bill, each other's mothers asked Mary.'

Since there is no reason to suppose that a PP checks Case on a functional head, it would
appear that A-scrambling is not driven by Case checking. Takano concludes that
scrambling is an optional, non-feature-checking movement operation. However, such a
proposal fails to account for the evidence, presented below, that scrambling obeys locality.
I conclude that object scrambling is indeed forced by a feature-checking requirement on T.
However, I propose that the feature to be checked is not Case, but rather a scranlbling
feature, Scr, which attracts a categorial feature of DP or PP-perhaps

a feature shared by

both categories, such as the [-V] feature of Chomsky (1981). The apparent optionality of
scrambling arises from the fact that T can be inserted into the derivation either with or
without Scr. When Scr is present, scrambling is obligatory; when it is absent, scrambling
is impossiblc. In this respect Scr differs from EPP, which is always obligatory in the
context where it appears.
As we have seen, once the subject itself is in a specifier of T, it no longer blocks
attraction of a lower element to check a feature on T. Of course, this means that the subject
itself does not check both Scr and EPP. As mentioned in Chapter 1, I propose that each
attracting feature that require Merge must be checked by a separate instance of Merge. Thus
the Merge requirement of EPP and the Merge requirement of Scr must be satisfied by
-

'

- -

The exact position of the trace in these examples is irrelevant for our purposes, though rclevant for
Takano. I have reproduced his examples here verbatim.
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separate Merge operations. First the subject merges to check EPP; then, since a head cannot
attract the features of an element already in its checking domain, a lower argument is
attracted to check the Scr feature of T. The order of feature-checking is simply stipulated:
EPP first, then Scr.

In the remainder of this section, I first consider evidence that A-scrambling in
Japanese involves movement into multiple specifiers of a single head. I present two kinds
of evidence for this view. First, Kuroda (1988) argues that A-scrambling over the subject
exploits the same basic mechanism as the "multiple subject" construction in Japanese, in
which two arguments appear in specifiers of the head with nominative Case. Secondly,
Miyagawa (1997) points out an interaction between the two specifiers: object scrambling is
possible only when the subject is nominative or triggers honorification. This interaction
suggests that T is directly involved in A-scrambling.
Having argued that scrambling involves movement into a multiple-specifier
configuration, I then argue that A-scrambling obeys locality. Richards (1997b) notes that
A-scrambling in Japanese falls under a broader generalization regarding multiple
specifiers-namely, that they obey featural cyclicity, or "tucking in." That is, the most local
element is attracted first; if another element is also attracted, it moves into a lower specifier
than the first. We will adopt a finer-grained version of Richards' proposal, whereby
tucking in applies only to elements checking the same type of feature on a given head.
Given this account, we will see that scrambled arguments do obey locality.

1.1

Movement i n t ~Multiple Specifiers

To begin, let us consider the evidence for A-scrambling in Japanese. In Japanese, as in
Hindi and German, an object can scramble over the subject (8). Various tests indicate that
this so-called "IP-adjunction scrambling" can be A-movement (Saito 1992). For example,
scrambling can repair a weak crossover violation. An unscrambled object wh-word cannot
bind a pronominal variable embedded in the subject, as s h ~ w nin (8a). However, if the
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object scrambles over the subject, the sentence is considerably improved (8b), The
improvement is predicted if the object scrambles to an A-position, If it scrambled to an Abar position, the sentence should still be a weak crossover violation.'

(8)

a.

b.

?* Soitu-no hahaoya-ga
dare-o
aisiteiru no?
the guy-GI3 mother-NOM who-ACC love
Q
'His, mother loves who,?'
? Dare-o
I

soitu-no hahaoya-ga

t
I

aisiteiru no?

who-ACC the guy-GEN mother-NOM love
'Whoi, his, mother loves?'

Q

Further evidence for A-scrambling in Japanese comes from restrictions on
scrambling idiom chunks. Idiom chunks in Japanese can only scramble to a position within
their own clause, as illustrated in (9) (Miyagawa 1997). If the object scrambles to a
position above the subject, the idiomatic interpretation is fine, as in (9a). If an object
undergoes long-distance scrambling out of a finite clause, then the idiomatic interpretation
is impossible. This contrast niakes sense if we assume that idiom chunks can only undergo
A-scrambling. Note that the contrast in these examples parallels the contrast in the
acceptability of binding under local and long-distance scrambling in Hindi ((3-4) above).

(9)

a.

Te-o

John-ga hoteru-gyoo-ni

t nobasita.

hand-ACC J.-NOM hotel-business-DAT extended
'John became involved in the hotel business.'
(lit. 'John extended his hand to the hotel business.')
b. ??? Te-o

Mary-ga [John-ga hoteru-gyoo-ni

F

nobasita] to hookokusita.

l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - d

hand-ACCM.-NOM J.-NOM hotel-business-DATextended that reported
'Mary reported that John became involved in the hotel business.'
Like Hindi, Japanese also allows A-bar scrambling ta a position above the subject
objects containing
(Kuno 1973, Saito 1989). For example, (10) shows A-bar sc~~ambled
As Yoshimura notes, long-distance scrambling in Japanese also repairs weak crossover violations, unlike
long-distance movement in Hindi. This seems to suggest that A-movement out of finite clauses is possible
in some cases, an option that may be linked to the possibility of well-formed superraising (Ura 1994).
(i)
Dare* soitu-no hahaoya-ga
[Hanakega t aisiteirul-to omotteru no.
who-ACC the guy-GEN mother-NOM H.-NOM
loves that thinks Q
'Who,, his, mother thinks that Hanako loves t?'
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anapkors bound by the subject. The anaphor zibun in (10a) is a "long-distance" anaphor
which can be bound either within its clause or across a finite clause boundary, while the
anaphor kurezisin in (lob) is a "local" anaphor, which must Lre bound within its clause.
Both of these anaphors can be bound by the subject, even if they scramble to a higher
position. These facts show that the scrambled object is in an A-bar position. The object
reconstructs at LF to an A-position k l o w the subject, where it can be bound. These
examples are from Saito (1989) and Kazuko Yatsushiro, p . ~ . ~

(10)

a.

Zibun-no bahaoya-o

John-ga 5 aisiteiru (koto)

b - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J

self-GEN mother-ACC J.-NOM
'John loves his mother.'
b.

loves

fact

Karezisin-qo hahaoya-o John-ga { aisiteiru (koto)
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J

self-GENmother-ACC J.-NOM
'John loves his mother.'

loves

fact

We can ask what makes it possible for one argument to A-scramble over anothe~r
argument. A promising explanation has been suggested in the literature. Kuroda (1988)
proposes that the object can A-scramble past the subject because T allows multiple
specifiers in Japanese, a proposal adopted and extended hy Ura (1994) and Miyagawa
(1997). When the object scrambles over the subject, both the object and the subject move to
specifiers of TP. Independent evidence that the subject and the object can occupy multiple
specifiers of TP in Japanese comes from the multiple-"subject" construction, discussed by
Kuno (1973) and much subsequent work. In this construction, both specifiers of TP are
marked with nominative case (1 1).
(1 1)

a.

Yanla-ga
ki-ga
kirei desu.
mountain-NOM tree-NOM pretty be
'It is the mountains where the trees are beautiful.'

(Kuno 1973)

Saito uses koto 'the fact that' in his examples because a matrix sentence without a topic is unnatural. He
argues against a reconstruction account of these facts. I assclme reconstruction here simply for expository
purposes; nothing in particular hinges on this assumption.
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b.

Zoo-ga
hana-ga
nagai.
elephant-NOM nose-NOM long
'Elephants' noses are long.'

(Ura 1994)

The existence of h e multiple-subject construction can be taken as evidence that T in
Japanese can have more than just the unique Case and EPP features present on T in
English. Examples like (1 1) seem to involve multiple Case and EPP features; I propose that
Japanese T also allows a scrambling feature, Scr, to cooccur with the usual Case and EPP
features. Of course, not all languages with A-scrambling appear to allow multiple-subject
constructions. The force of the claim is simply that if a language allows multiple subjects,
it will allow A-scrambling.
Miyagawa (1997) provides additional evidence that A-scrambling involves
movement of the object into a second specifier of the head whose Case feature the subject
checks, in our terms T. Specifically, he notes that there is an interaction between the
morphological case and agreement associated with the subject, and the possibility of Ascrambling the object. Ln relative clauses and complex DPs, Japanese allows either a
nominative or genitive subject. An accusative object is possible in either case." However,
the object can A-scramble over the subject only if the subject is nominative. Miyagawa
gives two types of examples to illustrate this effect. First, he shows that an idiom chunk
can scramble above a nominative subject, but not above a genitive subject. As we saw
above, idiom chunks can only undergo A-scrambling, which is clause-bound, so this
distribution indicates a relationship between A-scrambling and the m-case of the subject.
(13a) shows that unscrambled idiom chunks are possible with a nominative or genitive
subject. A-scrambling the idiom chunk over the subject is grammatical if the subject is
nominative (12b), but not if it is genitive (12c).

"' Miyagawa notes that there is variation in these judgements, with some speakers finding ar, accusative
object marginal with a genitive subject (cf. Harada 1971, Watanabe 1994). Crucially, however, Miyagawa
reports that both these speakers and those who find the geciiive-accusative combination acceptable agree
with the contrast between object A-scrambling with a genitive subject and with a nominative subject.
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(12)

a.

[Tanaka-ga/no hotcru-gyoo-ni
te-o
nobasita] uwasa
T.-NOM/GEN hotel-business-DAT hand-ACC extended rumour
'the mmour that Tanaka became involved in the hotel business'

b.

[te-o
I

Tanaka-ga hoteru-gyoo-ni

t
I

nobasita] uwasa

hand-ACC T,-NOM hotel-business-DAT extended rumour
'the rumour that Tanaka became involved in the hotel business'
c.

* [te-o

Tanaka-no hoteru-gyoo-ni

t

nobasita] uwasa

hand-ACC T.-GEN hotel-business-DAT extended rumour
'the rumour that Tanaka becarrle involved in the hotel business'
More accurately, as Miyagawa points out, an object can A-scramble over a genitive
subject only if the a verb is in the honorific form (13). The honorific form is used in
Japanese if the subject is understood to be of higher social rank than the speaker (Hmada

(13) ? [te-o

Tanaka-kyoozyu-no hoteru-gyoo-ni t o-nobasi-ni natta] uwasa

hand-ACC Prof. T.-GEN
hotel-business-QATextended.~O~
'the rumour that Tanaka became involved in the hotel business'

rumour

Subject-honorification is plausibly associated with T as a type of subject agreement. We
can suppose that, when subject honorification does not arise, genitive subjects are
associated with the "default" agreement that usually goes with quirky subjects. Although
nominative subjects in Japanese trigger no special agreement on the verb, crosslinguistically nominative subjects are generally associated with verb agreement. Toribio
(1993) argues that both nominative case and subject honorification indicate specifier-head
agreement with the subject. Thus we can say that object scrambling is impossible when T
has default agreement.
The connection between A-scrambling and m-case/agreement can also be observed
from binding possibilities. As we have seen, an object can bind into a subject only if it first
scrambles into a higher A-position, A scrambled object can bind into a nominative subject
(14a), but not into a genitive one (14b), unless it triggers honorification (14c). Again, these

facts show that default T is not consistent with A-scrambling.
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(14)

a.

[[karyra-o] otagai-no sensei-ga

kiratteiru] riyuu

them-ACC each other-GEN teacher-NOM hate
'the reason that each other,'^ teachers hate them,'
b.???/* [[karera-o] otagai-no sensei-no

t

kiratteiru] riyuu

them-ACC each other-GEN teacher-GEN hate
'the reason that each other,'^ teachers hate them,'
c.

? [[karera-o] otagai-no sensei-no
I

f

reason

reason

o-home-ni natta] riyuu

t hem-ACC each other-GEN teacher-GEN p r a i s e d . ~ ~ ~ reason

'the reason that each otherj's teacher's praised them,.'
The interaction between the m-caselagreement properties of the subject and the
possibility of A-scrambling the object supports the view that the scrambled position of the
object is in a specifier of T, where the subject checks Case (and nominative m-case) and
triggers subject agreement. This interaction can then be formally expressed in terns of cooccurrence restrictions on the features of T. For example, we can say that Scr cannot cooccur with default agreement on T.' '

1.2

A-Scrambling Obeys Locality

I have presented one approach to reconciling A-scrambling with locality-namely,

by

proposing that A-scrambling involves movement of one argument into the checking domain
occupied by a higher argument. The literature on Japanese scrambling also suggests
another approach. Saito ( 1989) maintains that Japanese scrambling is optional and
semantically vacuous. In keeping with this view, Takano (1997) proposes that scrambling
is free adjunction, rather than movement driven by features of an attracting head. Since
locality is a condition on feature-attraction, it plays no role where no feature-attraction is
involved. Under the adjunction hypothesis, scrambling need not obey locality, so there is
" Of course, the correlation between A-scrambling and subject m-case/agreement makes even mo1.c: sense
under Miyagawa's proposal that A-scrambling is for Case-checking. However, I do not adopt this proposal,
for the reasons mentioned above (cf. (7)).
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no reason why the subject should block A-scrambling of an object. However, a problem
for this type of mswer is raised by Richards (1997b). Richards demonstrates that Ascrambling does obey locality. Specifically, he provides evidence that the lower object of a
double object construction cannot A-scramble past the higher one to a position above the
subject, without leapfrogging through the checking domain occupied by the higher object.
The central point of Richards' discussion is that if two arguments scramble over the
subject, the second scrambled argument tucks in under the fust. An example is shown in
(16). The idiomatic interpretation of the verb phrase is available only when the indirect
object c-commands the direct object, as in (15a). Under the idiomatic interpretation, if only
one of the objects scrambles, it must be the higher one, as in (15b). If the lower one also
scrambles, it tucks in under the higher one, as shown in (15c).
(15)

a.

Taroo-ga hi-ni
abura-o sosoida.
T.-NOM fire-DAT oil-ACC poured
'Taroo made t,hings worse.'

b.

Hi-ni

Taroo-ga t aburn-o sosoida.

fire-DAT T.-NOM
c.

Hi-ni

abura-o

oil-ACC poured
Taroo-ga

f

t sosoida.

I

fire-DAT oil-ACC T.-NOM

poured

Under Attract F, Richards points out, cyclicity is reduced to the requirement that a
strong feature on a given head must be checked immediately upon merging that head in the
derivation. According to the revisions of Chomsky (1998), adopted here, all features of a
head must be checked immediately upon merging that head-including

features satisfied by

bare Attract. By this view of cyclicity, movement need not alwa-js obey the extension
condition of Chomsky (1993), where the moved element is merged with the root node of
the structure. Provided that overt movement is always into the checking domain of the
highest head, a second attracted element can move into a lower specifier of this head than
the first attracted element. The examples in (16) show tucking in for multiple wh-movement
in Bulgarian (Rudin 1988). Richards presents a number of other such cases, including
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other cases of multiple wh-movement, multiple object shik in Germanic, and multiple Ascrambling.

w h ~whom sees
'Who sees whom?'

whom who sees
Richards proposes that tucking in is always observed when two elements move into
specifiers of the same head. On the other hand, in the derivation I proposed in section 1.1,
an A-scrambled object does not tuck in under the subject. h such a case, I claimed, the

subject moves first, then the scrambled object moves to a higher specifier. Note, however,
that the two specifiers of spec-TP check different features; the subject checks Case and EPP
features, while the scrambled arguments checks Scr. By contrast, Richards concentrates on
cases where both element. :heck the same feature. We can suppose that ti~ckingin arises
whenever two elements check the same type of feature on a given head. As we saw in (151,
if a second Scr feature appears on T, the second scrambled object tucks in between the
subject and the first scrambled object, in a third specifier of T (17). We obtain the right
order if we suppose that specifiers checking features of different types do not tuck in, while
those that check features of the same type do tuck in. Of course, (17) is a simplification; I
will give the full derivation for (l5c) below.

TP

TP

n
EPP

n

objl

T'

PA

obji

AT '

obj2

n

subj

T'

0
"
\
T
.. .

As noted briefly in Chapter 1, restrictions on tucking in were already necessary to account

for object-subject order in Icelandic transitive expletive constructions. There we saw that an
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object checking Case in spec-vP moves to a higher specifier than the base position of the
external argument, which checks a theta-feature in spec-vP.
(18)

,[ Paa

Ihu ,[

t [,

[bessar baekur] a l k i neinir stlidentar ,[

there
read
these books
never any students
'No students aver read these books last year.'

t

i fyrra]]]].
last year

Assuming that Merge precedes Move, the external argument merges in spec-vP before the
object moves there; thus, tucking in is not observed when the object moves to a higher
specifier.This observation can be captured under the generalization that tucking in is
observed only in checking the same type of feature.

In the previous section, I argued that A-scrambling involves movement into the
checking domain occupied by a higher argument. If Richards is correct, then we can
assume that A-scrambling of multiple objects obeys tucking in. Tucking-in facts can then
be taken as evidence that A-scrambling obeys locality. Since an A-scrambled argument that

originates lower tucks in under an A-scrambled argument that originates higher, as shown
in (17), we can conclude that the higher argument moves first, in accordance with locality.
In the next sections, I will argue that this is indeed the case.

1.2.1 Advancing of idiom chunks
Recall that idiom chunks can undergo only A-scrambling, not A-bar scrambling. Now
consider the order of the two objects before scrambling occurs. In general, Japanese allows
either the 10-DO order or the DO-I0 order, as I will discuss more fully below. However,
on the idiomatic interpretation of the double object construction in (19), the indirect object
must be higher than the direct object.''
(19)

''

a.

Taroo-ga hi-ni
abura-o sosoida.
T.-NOM fire-DAT oil-ACC poured
'Taroo made things worse.'

The starred examples are fine on the non-idiomatic reading (Mazuko Yat$ushiro,p.c.). I assume that in
these cases an alternative derivation is available, to be discussed next. A-bar scrambling of non-idiomatic
arguments is also possible, making the picture even more complicated.
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b.

* Taroo-ga

a h a - o hi-ni
sosoida.
T.-NOM oil-ACC frre-DAT poured
'Taroo made things worse.'

We may suppose that movement is blocked in (19b) because the idiomatic interpretation is
available only with a DP indirect object. Miyagawa (1997) gives evidence, discussed
below, that a direct object can scramble over an indirect object only if the indirect object is a

PP. A DP indirect object may allow the idiomatic interpretation in (19a), but it blocks Ascrambling of the direct object.
When only one of the idiomatic objects scrambles, it must be the higher one,
namely the indirect object. The order 10-S-DOis possible on the idiomatic interpretation,
as in (20a). If the direct object undergoes A-scrambling first, yielding the DO-S-I0 order in

(20b), the idiomatic interpretation is impossible.
(20)

a.

Hi-ni

Taroo-ga t abura-o sosoida.

I 2

fire-DAT T.-NOM
oil-ACC poured
'Taroo made things worse.'
b.

* Abura-o

Taroo-ga hi-ni

f

sosoida.

oil-ACC T.-NOM fire-DAT poured
'Taroo made things worse.'
When both objects A-scramble, the scrambled order is the same as the base order. The
higher object scrambles first, as we saw in (20). Then the lower object scrambles to a
lower specifier of the same head, yielding the order in (21a). If the lower object moves
first, or the second moved object moves to a higher specifier of the same head, the
derivation is ill-formed (21b). Thus, both locality and tucking in must be observed.
(21)

a.

Hi-ni

abura-o Taroo-ga t t sosoida.

L----t==

fire-DAT oil-ACC T.-NOM
'Taroo made things worse.'
b.

* Abura-o

hi-ni

poured

Taroo-ga { t sosoida.

oil-ACC fire-DAT T.-NOM
'Taroo made things worse.'

poured

The first steps of attraction in (2 la) are shown in (22). The Case feature of R
attracts the Case and phi-features of the direct object, then the indirect object checks Case

RP
hi-ni

R'

The final stage of movement is attraction to T (23). Since EPP is checked first, the external
argument is attracted first to check Case and EPP on T. Locality and Case Identification
both prevent either of the lower arguments from checking EPP or1 T.However, these
arguments can be attracted by Scr. I assume that when both objects are scrambled, there are
two Scr features on T. The first Scr feature attracts the highest argument, namely the
indirect object. The second Scr feature attracts the direct object. Since the two objects check
the same type of feature, the second A-scrambled argument tucks in under the first. If only
one Scr feature appears on T, only the indirect object can scramble, since it is the closest
eligible element.
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hi-ni
4

AT'

abum-o

I t -

Taroo-ga T '

Scr

A

A

T

vP

n
t
v'
n
v

Scr

RP

n
t

R'

I
n

Thus, if the indirect object is higher than the direct object, the direct object cannot
A-scramble to spec-TP unless the indirect object moves there first. However, if the direct
object can move first into the checking domain occupied by the indirect object, it can
leapfrog over the indirect object and A-scramble into spec-TP. In the next section I present
evidence for such a derivation.

1.2.2 Leapfrogging of idiom chunks
It has been argued that Japanese allows "short" scrambling, where the direct object
scrambles over the indirect object below the syntactic subject position (cf. Saito & Hoji
1983, Hoji 1985, Yatsushiro 1997, among others). For excmple,Miyagawa (1997) argues
that the floated quantifier in (24a) marks the base position of the direct object, showing that
movement has taken place.
(24)

John-ga [pen-o] Mary-ni t ni-hon ageta.
I

J.-NOM pen-ACC M.-DAT 2-CLS sent
'John gave two pens to Mary.'

Takano (1997) argues that direct object scrambled over a coreferring indirect object can
gives rise to a Condition C violation (25b). These facts suggest that the direct object can
only A-move, not A-bar move, to this position.

(25)

a.

? Mary-ga subete-no gakusei-no sensei-ni

b.

* Mary-ga [soitu-o]
subete-no gakusei-no sensei-ni
I

soitu-o syookaisita.
M.-NOM all-GEN student-GEN teacher-DAT he-ACC introduced
'Maryintroduced him to every student's teacher.'
t
I

sysokaisita.

M.-NOM he-ACC all-GEN student-GEM teacher-DAT introduced
'Mary introduced him to every student's teacher.'

I propose that the direct object can A-scramble over the indirect object, an option which
allows the direct object to A-scramble to a specifier of T before the indirect object.

In the last section, we saw an idiom in which both objects contribute to the special
meaning of the verb phrase. This idiom can be contrasted with idioms like that in (26), in
which just the verb and the direct object contribute to the special meaning. In such a case,
the direct object can raise to a position above the indirect object, as in (26a). Here the
indirect object does not block the direct object from A-scrambling past it, because the direct
object raises frrst into the checking domain occupied by the higher object. Moreover, from
this position the direct object can leapfrog over the indirect object to check a Scr feature of
T, without violating locality.
(26)

a.

John-ga [te-o]
I

hoteru-gyoo-ni

t nobasita.
I

J.-NOM hand-ACC hotel-business-DAT extended
'John became involved in the hotel business.'
b.

re-o]

John-ga

hoteru-gyoo-ni

t nobasita.

hotel-business-DAT extended
hand-ACC J.-NOM
'John became involved in the hotel business.'
The derivation I propose for (26b) is shown in (27). Suppose that in (26) the
indirect object is in a BP, merged in the specifier of RP. The direct object checks Case on
R, which (optionally) has a Scr feature that attracts the direct object into a second specifier
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of RP.The direct object is now sufficiently local to check a Scr feature on T, regardless of
whether the indirect object is attracted first.
(27)

TP

n
te-o
T'
n
A

John-ga
Scr

T'

1 TTA
v

Epp,
Case

-

I

n
v
RP
n

-

R'

hotemCase

R

VP

n
v
t
I

1.2.3 Leapfrogging and Floated Quanhpers

Ln the previous two sections, I have argued that locality plays a key role in A-scrambling. If
a lower direct object cannot leapfrog over a higher indirect object, the lower argument
cannot A-scramble to spec-TP until the higher one does. On the other hand, if the direct
object can leapfrog over the indirect object, it can A-scramble to spec-TP before the indirect
object does.
So far, I have argued for locality in A-scrambling using evidence froin idiom
chunks, but further support can be found in anaphor binding. As noted above, Miyagawa
(1997) argues that a dircct object can move overtly over an indirect object. However, he
also points out that such movement is possible only with PP indirect objects. He notes that
a direct object cannot move over an indirect object associated with a floated numeral
quantifier (28a). When the direct object remains in its base position, the sentence is fine, as
shown in (28b).

Leapfrogging

(28)

a. (???)Mary-ga [CD-o] [tomodati-ni futa-ri] t okutta.

h4.-NOM cD-ACC friend-DAT2-CLS
'Marysent two friends a CD.'
b.

sent

Mary-ga [tomodati-ni futa-ri] CD-o
okutta.
M.-NOM friend-DAT2-CLS CD-ACC sent
'Mary sent two friends a CD.'

hliyagawa (1997) argues that an indirect object with a floated numeral quantifier is a DP,
while an indirect object that allows a direct object to scramble over it is a PP.I3Thus we
expect that a DP indirect object must A-scramble to spec-TP before the direct object, but a

PP indirect object allows the direct object to leapfrog over it, checking Case and Scr on R,
and A-scramble to spec-TP, even if the indirect object remains in situ.
Given the contrast in (28), then, we predict that a direct object cannot A-scramble to
spec-TP before an indirect object that is doubled by a numeral quantifier. This prediction
appears to be correct (Takako Aikawa, p.c.). First, consider scrambling of the direct object
to spec-RP. (29a) shows an example parallel to (28b), where the indirect object is
associated with a floated quantifier, and the direct object remains in its base position. The
sentence is grammatical. However, if the direct object A.-scrambles to spec-IPP when the
indirect object is associated with a floated quantifier, the resulting sentence is quite marginal
(29b).I4 Once the quantifier is removed, the sentence is perfect (29c). Binding of the
reciprocal anaphor is used as a diagnostic for A-movement in these examples.
(29)

a.

Taroo-ga [sensei-ni htari] gakusei-o
syookaisita.
T.-NOM teacher-DAT two student-ACC introduced
'Taro introduced the student to two teachers.'

l 3 As we will see in the next section, the direct object apparently must leapfrog-not
skip-over the PP
indirect object to a higher A-scrambled position. I assbme that this is because A-scrambling attracts the
closest element whose category is either D or P. Thus a PP indirect object blocks Scr from attracting a DP
in a lower checking domain. PP should not bloc! EPP-attraction, however, since EPP attracts only Dfeatures.
l4 Aikawa, p.c.:"For [(29b)] to be acceptable, we [would] need a context where we know that the students in
question are going to have more than two teachers, and today (for instance), Taro introduced the students to
two of each other's teachers. But given this context, it's still marginal."
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b.

??Taroo-ga gakusei-o
I

[otagai-no sensei-ni futari]

syookaisita.

t

I

T.-NOM student-ACC each other-GEN teacher-DAT two introduced
'Taro introduced the students to two of each other's teachers.'
c.

Taroo-ga gakusei-o

[otagai-no sensei-nil

t

syookaisita.

T.-NOM student-ACC each other-GEN teacher-DAT introduced
'Taro introduced the students to each other's teachers.'
In the terms suggested here, R cannot have a Scr feature unless its specifier is a PP.
However, The presence of the floated quantifier indicates that the dative argument is a DP,
so (29b) is out. Since a dative argument without a floated quantifier can be a PP, (29c) is
fine.
These cases can be compared with those in (30). In (30a), the direct object can
shift over the indirect object and then A-scramble to a position above the subject. In (30b),
the indirect object has a floated quantifier, indicating that is a DP. As a result, the lower
argument cannot leapfrog over it to an A-position.
(30)

a.

[Gakusei-o] [otagai-no adobaizaa-gal t
I

I

sensei-ni t syookaisita.
I

student-ACC each other-GEN advisor-NOM teacher-DAT introduced
'Each other's advisors introduced the students to the teacher.'
b.
- -- -.-- -

-

--

-- ..-

* [Gakusei-o]

[otagai-no adobaizaa-gal (t) sensei-ni futari t syookaisita.
I

I

student-ACC-each0ther-G~~-advisor-NOM
teacher-DAT two introduced
'The students, each other's advisors introduced to two teachers.'

.

These examples provide additional evidence that A-scrambling obeys locality. When a
lower argument can move into the checking domain occupied by a higher one, it can also
leapfrog over this argument to the specifier of a still higher head. Without leapfrogging,
however, the lower argument cannot be attracted p a t the higher one.

1.2.4 Against Skipping
1 proposed above that the contrast between movement with and without "tucking in" follow

from whether or not the features being checked are of the same type. An alternative view
would be that tucking In is always observed (Richards 1997b).Under this view, a

scrambled object is in a higher checking domain than the subject, rather than in a specifier
of the same checking domain. The subject would then have to be innerently ineligible for
attraction to the higher "scrambling" head, so that one or more elements could cross over it
without violating locality. However, A-scrambling of a direct over an indirect object
provides evidence that A-scrambling involves movement into the checking domain
occupied by a higher argument. A direct object can A-scramble to a position c-commanding
an indirect object, and can also leapfrog through this position to a higher one; it cannot skip
directly over the indirect object to a higher checking domain. Thus "tucking in" is not
observed in at least these cases.
Recall that the direct object can A-scramble over a PP indirect object. We can ask
whether this is movement into the checking domain occupied by the indirect object, or into
a higher checking domain. The proposal I have adopted is that the direct object is attracted
into a second specifier of R by an optionally present scrambling feature, yielding the DO-I0
order. Since R cannot attract the indirect object already in its specifier, no violation of
locality arises if it attracts the direct object. This construction involves multiple specifiers
without tucking in. I would argue that again, tucking in is not observed because the
arguments bear different relations to the same head. The first specifier, the indirect object,
is theta-related to the head. The second specifier checks a Scr feature on R. When tucking
in is observed, it arises because multiple specifiers bear the same kind of rclatio to the
head, for example checking multiple wh-features, or, as we saw above, multiple
scrambling features.
If, instead, we wish to maintain that tucking in always occurs, regardless of the

features to be checked, then we must conclude that the DO-I0order involves movement of
the direct object to a higher checking domain than the indirect object. If so, the direct object
must be moving past the indirect object. What would permit such movement is not at all
clear. One possibility that might be entertained is that the lower argument can skip over the
higher one because the movement involved is of a kind that fails to attrzct a PP. However,
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this explanation camot easily be maintained, since a PP can be attracted to a position above
the indirect object, as shown in (3 1b) (Takano 1997).
(3 1)

a.

John-ga Mary-ni ,[ Bill-nituite] tazuneta.
J.-NOM M.-DAT B.-about
asked
'John asked Mary about Bill.'

b.

John-ga [, Bill-iutuite] Mary-ni t tazuneta.
B.-about M.-DAT
'John asked Mary about Bill.'

J.-NOM

asked

A second possibility might be that a direct object raises into a higher checking domain by

leapfrogging through a specifier of RP.Although this is a possible approach to take, it
means that for each instance of scrmbling we must postulate two scrambling featuresone to move the scrambled argument into the checking domain occupied by a higher
argument, and one to move it into a higher checking domain. Barring further evidence,
such a proposal is un~notivated.Moreover, as noted above, the object-subject order in
Icelandic provides further evidence that tucking in is not always observed.

1.3

Summary

In this section I have provided evidence that there is independent evidence that Ascrambling involves movement into the checking domain occupied by a higher argument If
one argument scrambles over another to a higher checking domain, it can only do so by
leapfrogging through the same checking domain. The gist of the argcmerlt is this: Ascrambling can involve movement of one argument to a position c-commanding another
argument. If A-scrambling obeys locality, there are only two ways that the lower argument
could undergo such movement: (1) by moving into, or through, the checking domain
occupied by the higher argument, or (2) by skipping over a higher argument that is itself
ineligible for movement. I began by arguing in Section 1.1 that (1) is the correct view.
Arguments in favour of this view included the independent availability of multiple
specifiers in the Japanex multiple-subject construction, as well as correlations between

object scrambling and the Casehgreement features of the subject. In Section 1.2 I took a
step back and argued that either (1) or (2) is indeed necessary, because A-scrambling does
obey locality. Evidence for this claim came from the impossibility of A-scrambling a direct
object over an indirect object to spec-TP in cases where the direct object cannot first Ascrambled to spec-RP-specifically, where the indirect object is part of an idiom, or is
associated with a floated quantifier. These cases showed that the most l w d argument must
be attracted for A-scrambling before a lower argument can be.
It was necessary to make a slight modification to the theory of tucking in from
Richards (1997b), By this modification, tucking in applies only to elements checking the
s m e type of feature on a given head. If the original theory were to be maintained, then Amovement disobeying tucking in would have to involve movement of one argument past
another to a higher checking domain. In the final subsection I argued that this account
makes the wrong predictions. My argument was based on the observation that a PP can
also be attracted over an indirect object. If this movement were to a higher checking domain
than the indirect object, we would expect the indirect object itself to be attracted instead. If
instead it is movement into the same checking domain, as I maintain, then no locality
violation arises.
In Section 2 I will argue for the empirical generalization I have called Lethal

Ambiguity. When an argument moves out of a specifier in the same checking domain as
another argument, an anaphoric dependency between the two arguments is blocked. This
restriction on the distribution of anaphora will be used in Section 3 to identify leapfrogging
of a lower argument past a higher one in movement to the subject position. In Section 4 I
will argue that Lethal Ambiguity arises whenever a lower argument moves into the
checking domain of a higher argument, even if this higher argument is the one that moves
to the subject position.
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2

Lethal Ambiguity

In the previous section, I argued that A-scrambling involves movement of a lower
argument into the checking domain occupied by a higher argument. A-scrambling has
consequences for anaphora, as already noted in the literatuee (Snyder 1992, Miyagawa

1997, Yatsushiro 2997,among others). An A-scrambled argument can bind into the
argument it scrambles over, but cannot bind that argument directly. I propose that this
restriction falls under the generalization stated in Chapter 1 and called there Lethal
Ambiguity.

(32) An anaphoric dependency cannot be established between two specifiers in
the same checking domain.
Consider the Gcman examples in (33), A subject can bind an unscrambled object,

as shown in (33a). We saw examples above where an object scrambled to 2 position above
the subject can bind into i:; specifically, an object quantifier can bind a pronoun embedded
in the subject. On the other hand, a scrambled object cannot bind the subject itself, as
shown in (33b).

(33)

a.

b.

Vermutlich hat der Mann
sich selbst (im Spiegel) gesehen.
in-the mirror seen
presumably has the man.NOM himself
'Presumably, the man has seen himself (in the mirror).'

* Vermutlich

hat

[den Mann] sich selbst (im Spiegel)

in-the mirror
presumably has the man.ACC himself
'Presumably, himself has seen the man (in the mimor).'

t

gesehen.
seen

The derivation sf this structure is shown in (34). Note that both the anaphoric subject and
the scrambled object occupy specifiers of TP.This configuration is sufficient to give rise to
Lethal Ambiguity; no well-formed anaphoric dependency can be established between the
two arguments.

T'
n

&nMann

T

sich
selbst

TI

It might be objected that (33b) is ill-formed simply because German lacks
nominative anaphors. However, such a counterproposal cannot explain the ill-formedness
of parallel examples in other languages, where nominative anaphors are perfectly
acceptable. For instance, Japanese has a dative subject construction, associated with
experiencer verbs (cf. Shibatani 1977, Perlmutter 1984, Ura 1996, among others). The
dative argument is a true syntactic subject: it controls into adjunct clauses, triggers subject
honorification, and binds subject-oriented reflexives. It can also bind anaphors without a
strict subject-orientation, such as reflexive karezisin and reciprocal obagai. Since dative
subjects occur with nominative objects, these anaphors can be nominative, as shown
below.
(35)

a.

Taroo-ni karezisin-ga sinpai-da.
T.-DAT self-NQM
worry-be
'Taro worries himself.'

b.

Taroo-to Hanako-ni otagai-ga
sinpai-da.
T.-and H.-DAT
each other-NOM worry-be
'Taro and Hanako worry each other.'

Another language that allows the object to scramble over the subject is Georgian. Georgian
also has nominative anaphors. When the subject is ergative or dative, the object is
nominative, and can be anaphoric, as shown in (36). (36a) is a transitive verb in the aorist,
with an ergative subject, and (36b) is in the evidential, where the subject is dative.
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(36)

a.

b.

Vano-m da-i~mun-a
tavisi tav-i.
V.-ERG mvconvince-AOR self-NBM
'Vano convinced himelf.'

(Harris 198 1:41)

Gela-s turme
da-u-rvmun-eb-ia
tavisi tav-i.
G.-DAT apparently m V - R - c o n v i n c e - ~ s -self-WOM
~~~~
(Harris 198 1: 125)
'Gela apparently (has) convinced himself.'

In these languages, therefore, there is no ban on nominative anaphors. Nevertheless, a
scrambled object cannot bind a nominative subject in either of these languages.

2.1

Japanese

First, consider Japanese. As we have seen, an object that scrambles to a position above the
subject can bind a possessive anaphor in the subject.
(36)

a.

b.

?? [Karezisin-no hahaoyal-ga Hiroshi-o waratta.

self-GEN mother-NOM
H.-ACC
'His, mother laughed at Hiroshi,.'

laughed.~ST

Hirqshi-o [karezisin-no hahaoyal-ga

f

H.-ACC self-GEN mother-NOM
'His, mother laughed at Hiroshi,.'

waratta.
1aughed.PST

On the other hand, the scrambled object cannot bind the subject itself, as shown in (37).

The interactions between binding and scrambling in Japanese parallels the situation in

Geman, In Japanese, however, it is clear that the that the inability of the scrambled object
to bind the subject does not arise because there is no nominative anaphor. The nominative
anaphor is well-formed, but nevertheless the derivation crashes (Yatsushiro 1997 and

(37)

''

a.

Hiroshi-ga karezisin-o waratta.
H.-NOM self-ACC l a u g h . ~ S ~
'Hiroshi laughed at himself.'

Yatsushiro (1997) argues that the reflexive knrezisin, but not the reciprocal oragai, is subject to the
restrictions on anaphora I am attributing to Lethal Ambiguity. This contrast arises because of the complex
structure of the reciprocal (Lebeaux 1983, Heirn, Lasnik & May 1991). Nevertheless, Miyagawa (1997)
points out that examples like (37b) are also ungrammatical with oragai:
(i) ??? John-to Mary-o otagai-ga
t
mita.
J.-and M.-ACC each other-NOM saw
'John and Mary saw each other.'

b.

* Hiroshi-o
I

karezisin-ga t waratta.
I

H.-ACC self-NOM
1augh.p~~
'Hiroshi laughed at himself.'
The restriction on anaphora also cannot be attributed to a ban on nonsubject
binders. Note that karezisin can in principle be bound by a nonsubject. For example, we
have seen kurezisin bound by a scrambled object , when it occurs a possessive anaphor
embedded in the subject. It can also be bound by a nonsubject as an argument of the verb.
In (38a), for example, an indirect object can bind

;an accusative karezisiri. When

this

indirect object scrambles over the subject, it can bind into the subject (385). but still cannot
bind the subject itself (38c). The scrambled argument can in principle bind an argumental
karezisin; it simply cannot bind an anaphoric subject (examples from Yatsushiro 1997 and

(38)

a.

Hiroshi-ga (kagami-o tukatte) Osamu-ni karezisin-o miseta.
H.-NOM mirror-ACC using Osamu-DAT self.-ACC showed
'Hiroshi, showed Osamu, himself,, (using a mirror).'

b.

John-ni kmzisin-no hahaoya-ga
J.-DAT self-@ENmother-NOM
'His, mother showed John, Mary.'

c.

* John-ni
I

f

Mary+ raziseta.
M.-ACCshowed

kanzisin-ga ( Mary-o miseta.

J.-DAT self-NOM
M.-ACC showed
'Himself showed John Mary.'
It has been pointed out (Richards 1997a) that the distribution of anaphors in
Japanese suggests that they are in competition: where one anaphor is preferred, it prevents
the use of another. It might thus be objected that (38c) is ungrammatical because another
anaphor is preferred. In face, however, no anaphor is possible in this context. The
ungrammatical examples in (39) show the scrambled object binding zibunzisin, which must
be locally bound (39a), and zibun, which can be locally or long-distance bound (39b). The
ill-formedness of (39b) can be contrasted with the well-formedness of (39~)'where zibun
is long-distance hound by the subject of a higher clause. This example shows that there is
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no general ban on subject anaghors; such anaphors simply cannot be bound by a scrambled
element.
(39)

a.

* Hiroshi-o

zibunzisin-ga t waratta.

H.-ACC self-NOM
1augh.PST
'Hiroshi laughed at himself.'
b.

* Hiroshi-o
I

zibun-ga ,r waratta.

H.-ACC self-NOM
laugh.PST
'Hiroshi laughed at himself.'
c.

Ayumi-wa [zibun-ga utukusiil-to omotteiru.
A,-TOP
self-NOM beautiful that think
'Ayumi thinks that she is beautiful.'

Needless to say, the option of A-bar scrambling the object over the subject does not
improve the situation for binding the subject. Since an A-bar scrambl~dobject reconstructs
below the subject at LF, it is in no position to bind the subject in any case. The only
circumstances under which we expect the object to be able to bind the subject arise when
the object scrambles to a higher A-position, where it can at least bind into the subject. As
we have seen, Japanese does allow A-scrambling past the subject, but the scrambled
element cannot bind the subject.
As argued above, an object A-scrambled over the subject in Japanese occupies a

specifier of TP, while the subject is also in spec-TP. This multiple-specifier configuration
is subject to Lethal Ambiguity, so no anaphoric dependency can be established between the
diitct object and the subject. On the other hand, nothing prevents the direct object from
binding an anaphor embedded within the subject. Since the scrambled direct object ccommands the subject from its position as a higher specifier in the same checking domain,
it is in a position to bind the subject or anything embedded within it. Binding the subject
would give rise to Lethal Ambiguity, but no problem arises with binding into the subject.
Supposing that an A-scrambled object in Gennan also scrambles into a second specifier of
TP, the inability of the object to bind the subject also follows from Lethal Ambiguity.

2.2

Georgian

A similar array of facts arises in Georgian. Georgian also allows an object to A-scramble

over a subject, as shown in (40). The unscrambled object cannot bind the possessive
reflexive tavis embedded in the subject. When the object scran~blesto the left of the subject,
however, binding is acceptable.

(40)

a.

b.

?? Tavisi deida

nino-s xatav-s.
self s aunt.NOM N.-DAT draw-PRBS
'Her, aunt is drawing Nino,.'
Nino-s

tavisi deida

t

xatav-s.

N.-DAT self s aunt.NOM draw-PRES
'Her, aunt is drawing N i n ~ , . " ~
Again, this contrast cannot simply be attributed to linear order. In Georgian, the object can
A-bar scramble to a position above the subject. Thus a scrambled object can contain a

possessive anaphor bound by the subject, as shown in ($1 b).
(41)

a.

Nino
tavis deida-s
xatav-s.
N.NOM self s aunt-DAT draw-PRES
'Nino, is drawing her, aunt.'

b.

Tavis deida-s

nino

f

xatav-s.

L - - - , - - - , - - - A

self s aunt-DAT N.NOM draw-PRES
'Nino, is drawing her, aunt.'
In its A-bar scrambled position, the possessive anaphor linearly precedes its binder.
However, it is licensed by LF reconstruction to a position below its binder. In (40a), the
subject cannot reconstruct to a position below the object, so binding is ill-formed.

On the basis of scope judgements, Nash (1995) argues that the object cannot occupy an A-position above
the subject. In (i), for example, although the (nominative) object scrambles over the subject, the only
possible reading has narrow scope for the object (i.e. three particular students played all the sonatas). (i)
does not allow the wide scope reading (i.e.students can vary with sonatas).
(i) (Am konce*)
[qoveli sonata]
samma student-ma r vifluozulad geasrul-a.
this concert-at each sonata.NOM three students-ERG
virtuosically execute-AOR
'At this concert, three students virtuosicallyexecuted each sonata.'
Nash (1995:258 )
This suggests that the object must be in an A.bar position, and obligatorily reconstructs to a position
below the subject (I). On the other hand, a similar reconstruction of the object in (40b) would lead to
ungrarnmaticaliiy. It is not clear to me at present how these facts can be reconciled, though the definiteness
of the subject may be a relevant factor.
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As in Japanese, an A-scrambled object in Georgian cannot bind the subject itself.
(42a) shows the grammatical binding configuration, with the subject binding the direct
object. The anaphoric object can A-bar scramble to a position above its binder, as in (42b).

In the usual case, it can also undergo A-scrambling, but if the subject is an anaphor the
derivation crashes (42c). (42c) is also ungrammatical if the object A-bar scrambles to a
position above the subject, since it cannot bind the subject from its reconstructed position at

(42)

a.

Vano
tavis tav-s xatav-s.
V.NOM self-^^^ draw-PRES
'Vano is drawing himself.'

b.

Tavis ,taw Vano
I

--------

f

xatav-s.

- A

self-DAT V,NOM draw-PRES
'Vano is drawing himself.'
c.

* Vano-s

tavisi tav-i t xatav-s.

V.-DAT self.NOM
draw-PRES
'Himself is drawing Vano.'
Here again, the ill-formedness of (42c) cannot be attributed to the m-case sf the anaphor,
since Georgian has nominative anaphors. Rather, it is the stnictural configuration of the
anaphoric subject and the scrambled object that gives rise to ungrammaticality.
Constructions with a dative subject in Georgian also demonstrate the imelevance of
m-case. The facts described above are exactly parallel to those in a dative subject
construction. An unscrambled object cannot bind into a dative subject (43a). If the object
scrambles to a position above the subject, it can bind into the subject, as show11in (43b).
On the other hand, the object cannot bind the subject itself, even from a scrambled position.
(43)

a.

b.

-

??Tavis mama-s
vano
da-u-rcmun-eb-ia.
self s father-DAT vano.NOM PREV-R-convince-Em
'His, father has convinced Vano,.'
Vano

tavis mama-s

t da-u-rcmun-eb-ia.

vano.NOM self s father-DAT PREV-R-convince-EVID
'His, fatherhas convinced Vane,.,

c.

*Van0
tavis tav-r t da-u-rcmun-eb-ia.
L
vano.NOM self-DAT
PREV-R-convince-EVI~C,
'Himself has convinced Vano,.'

Then is certainly no ban on dative anaphors. A dative indirect object can be bound by a
nominative or ergative subject with no problem (44). The problem in (43c) is that the
scrambled object cannot raise past the subject position without giving rise to Lethal
Ambiguity.
(44)

a.

Vano e-lapweb-a tavis tav-s.
V.NOIUI
R-talk-PRES self-DAT
'Vano is talking to himself.'

b.

Nino-m tavis tav-s sinrde a-u-giar-a.
N.ERG self-^^^ kUth
PREV-R-reved-AOR
'Nino revealed the truth to herself.'

As with Japanese karezisin, a nonsubject can in principle bind the anaphor tavis tav,
at least for some speakers." (45) shows the indirect object gelas binding an anaphoric
direct object . (45a) is in the aorist, where the m-case marking on direct and indirect objects
is morphologically distinct. This example makes it clear that it is the indirect object binding
the nominative direct object, and not the other way around. (45b) shows that the same
binding relations also hold in the present.
(45)

a.

Nino-m gela-s tavisi tav-i a-nax-a
sarkegi.
N-ERG G-DAT self-NOM R-show-AOR mirror-in
'Nino, showed Gelaj himselq 1 ?herselfi in the mirror.'

b.

Nino
gela-s tavis tav-s a-Eveneb-s sarkezi.
N.NOM G-DAT self-ACC R-show-PRES mirror-in
'Nino, shows Gela, himself, I ?herself, in the mirror.'

When the indirect object scrambles to a position above the subject, it can bind into the
subject, as shown in (46a). Again, however, it cannot bind the subject itself (46b). The
ill-formedness of binding in (46b) cannot be attributed to some inherent property of the

" For Harris' (1981) consultants, ravis tav is subject-oriented. However, my consultant ( U a Nash) allows
an indirect object to bind a direct object tavis tav.
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binder, since the same argument can bind an anaghor as long as the anaphor is not the
subject.
(46)

Gela-s tavisi deda

t
nino-s a-Eveneb-s.
I

a.

G.-DATself s mother.NOM N.-ACCR-show-PRES
'His, mother showed Gela, Nino.'
b.

* Gela-s

tavisi tav-i t nino-s aEveneb-s.
I
2
G .-DAT S ~ ~ ~ - N O M N.-ACC show-PRES
'Himself, showed Gela, Nino.'

The indirect object can itself be bound by the subject, whether it remains below the subject
(47a) or scrambles to an A-bar position above it (47b). These examples demonstrate that
there is no problem with an anaphoric dependency between the subject and the indirect
object.

(47)

-

a.

Gela tavis tav-s nino-s aEveneb-s.
G.NOMSelf-DAT N.-ACC Show-PRES
'Gela, showed himself, Nino.'

b.

Tavis tav-s Gela

t nino-s

aEveneb-s.

self-DAT G.NOM N.-ACC Show-PRES
'Gela, showed himself, Nino.'
Again, we can ateribate the ill-formedness of binding in (46b) to Lethal Ambiguity. If, as
in Japanese, the object scrambles into the checking donlain occupied by the subject, it
cannot bind the subject even though it is in a c-commanding position. On the other hand, it
can bind an anaphcir embedded within the subject, as this relation does not involve a direct
anaphoric dependency between the subject and the object.

2.3

Hindi

Since we began our discussion of A-scrambling with Hindi, something should be said
about whether Hindi allows an object to bind an anaphoric subject. As it turns out, the facts
in Hindi are more difficult to elicit than in Georgian and Japanese, because the anaphor

apne is subject-oriented for many speakers. Mahajan (1990) reports that an A-scrambled

object can bind a possessive anaphor in the subject (48).
(48)

a,*/??? Apne baccoN-ne mohan-ko ghar se
nikaal diyaa.
self s children-ERG M.-ACC house from throw give-PERF
'Mohan's children threw him out of the house.'
b.

? mohan-ko apne baccoN-ne

ghar se
nikaal diyaa.
M.-ACC self s children-ERG house from throw give-PERF
'Mohan's children threw him out of the house.'

Mahajan notes that (48b) is "slightly odd" because of a preference for using a pronoun
instead of apne. My consultant (Rajesh Bhatt) finds this example quite marginal, but agrees
that there is a contrast between (48a) and (48b). (48b) can also be compared with (49b)'
which has an ergative anaphor bound by a scrambled nominative subject. My consultant
reports this example to be completely unacceptable.'' Assuming that the object again
scrambles to a specifier of TP, the contrast between (48b) and (49b) can be attributed to

Lethal Ambiguity. This constraint creates no problem for binding a possessive anaghor
within the subject, provided that the speaker allows the anaphor to be bound by a
nonsubject in the first place.
(49)

a.

b.

Raarn-ne apne-aap-ko maaraa.
R.-ERG self-ACC
beat-PERF
'Raarn beat himself.'

* Raam-ko
L

apne-aap-ne t maaraa,

R.-ACC self-ERG
' R m beat himself.'

''

beat-PERF

Jones (1993) notes that judgemenis differ for reflexive and reciprocal anaphors in Hindi. His consultants,
who do not allow a scrambled object to bind the reflexive possessor in the subject (48b), reportedly do
allow it to bind a reciprocal subject (i). My own consultant also does not treat reciprocals as sub.jectoriented, but finds (i) even more marginal than (48b). He does, however, find it slightly better than (ii),
where the object is not scrambled.
(i)
Jon aur meri-ko ek dusree-ne
t dekhaa.
J. and M.-OBJ each other.ERG
see.PERF
'John and Mary saw each other.'
* Ek dusree-ne jon aur miri-ko dekhaa.
(ii)
each other.ERG J. and M.-OBJ see.PERF
Since the judgements seem to vary so widely, I will leave this issue aside. Thanks to Rajesh Bhatt for
judgements and for helpful discussion of these issues.
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2.4

Scrambling into spec-RP

We have seen the effexts of Lethal Ambiguity in a range of cases where an object Ascrambles over the srrbject. Such effects also arise when a lower object A-scrambles over a
higher object. Given the derivation proposed in section 1, Lethal Ambiguity is expected in
these cases. Movement involves attraction of the lower objece into a specifier of W,in the
same checking domain occupied by the higher object. As predicted, a direct objece Amoved past the indirect object cannot bind it, even though, as we saw above, Japanese

kurezisin does not have to be bound by a subject. Compare the derivations in (50),where
the direct object A-scrambles to spec-W. From this position it can bind into the indirect
object, as in (50a), but cannot bind the indirect object itself

(50b) is marginally

grammatical with the indirect object bound by the subject, but in such a case the siibjcstorisnted anaphor zibrcnzisin is much preferred (Takako Aikawa, p.c).
(50)

a.

Hiroshi-ga Osamu-o karezisin-no hahaoya-ni
H.-NOM 0.-ACC self-GEN mother-DAT
'Hiroshi showed Osamu, his, mother.'

b.

t miseta.

I
showed

Hiroshi-ga (kagami-o tukattc) 0 s ~ - karezisin-ni
o

f

miseta.

PI.-NOM
mirror-ACC using 0.-ACC self-DAT
showed
'Hiroshii showed Osamu, to himself,,,., (using a mirror).'
We saw above that when the direct object of a double object construction A-scrambles over
the subject, it must first leapfrog through a specifier of R, in the same checking domain as
the indirect object. As a result, we again expect that no anaphoric dependency can be
established between the two objects-and

indeed, even after moving to the specifier of a

higher head, the direct object cannot bind the indirect object. Again, the derivation in (51b)
is permissible to the extent that the subject can be taken to bind the indirect object.

l9

Miyagawa (1997) notes that Chain ConditionILethal Ambiguity effects do not arise with the reciprocal

otagai in examples like (Sob). Based on this observation, he argues that the direct object can be basegenerated above h e indirect object. However, Yatsushiro (1997) argues that ofagai is not subject to disjoint

reference effects (cf. footnote 13).

(51)

a.

Osamu-o Hiroshi-ga t karezisin-no hahaoya-ni

r miseta.

0.-ACCH.-NOM
self-em mother-DAT
'Hiroshi showed Osamu, to his, mother.'
b.

O s ~ u - oHiroshi-ga (kagarni-o tukatte)

/

showed

karezisin-ni ( miseta.

mirror-ACC using
self-DAT
'Hiroshi, showed Osamu, to himself,.,, (using a mirror).'

0.-ACC

showed

H.-NOM

'

Lethal Ambiguity effects can also be seen when a direct object A-scrambles over an
indirect object in Georgian. A dative indirect object in Georgian appears to be generated
above the direct object. From this position, the indirect object can bind either a possessive
anaphor embedded in the direct object (52a) or the direct object itself (52b).'O The
possessive anaphor can also be bound by the subject, as shown.
(52)

a.

Nino-m gela-s
tavisi deida
a-nax-a
sarkegi.
N.-ERG G.-DAT self s aunt-NOM R-show-AOR minorain
'Nino, showed Gela, his, / her, aunt.'

b.

sarkegi.
Nino-m gela-s tavisi tav-i a-naxa
N-ERG G.-DATself-MOM R-show-AORmirror-in
'Nino, showed Gela, himself, / ?herself, in the mirror.'

The direct object can A-scramble past the indirect object in Georgian, as shown in (53).
The A-moved object can bind into the indirect object (53a), but cannot bind it directly
(53b)." The same is true if the direct object scrambles past the subject as well as the
indirect object (53c). As in Japanese, A-moving the direct object over an indirect object
anaphor is grammatical only when the anaphor is bound by the subject.*'
2" In the evidential, where the subject is in the dative case, the indirect object cannot also be dative; it must
appear in a postpositional phrase marked with -mis.This also happens in a passive with an indirect object.
Usually, the -mi5phrase has only a benefactive interpretation, but in the evidential and passive, it has the
wider range of interpretations open to the dative indirect object. Nevertheless, the -wisphrase cannot bind a
direct object ( U a Nash, p.c.):
(i)
Nino-s gelas-tvis u2venebia tavisi tav-i.
N.-DAT G.-for
R-show-EVID self-NOM
'Nino showed Gela herself, / *himself,.'
I ' Examples of this kind are also given by Harris (1981). However, Harris reports that her consultants never
accept examples like (53b), with a nonsubject binding tavis tav (see fn. 15).
22 The fact that the subject can bind the anaphor in these examples indicates that an anaphor need not be
coindexed with an argument in anothcr specifier of the same head, contrary to what is proposed by
McGinnis (1997). In this earlier work, I attempted to unify restrictions on the distribution of anaphoric and
ARB clitici under Lethal Ambiguity. Since the restrictior~son ARB arguments appear to be semantic (not

fcont'd..,)
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(53)

a.

Nino-m bavFv-i

[tav-is deda-s]

I

a-nax-a.

N.-ERG child-NOM self's mother-DAT R-show-AOR
'Nino, showed the childj to iLs, I ?her, mother.'
b.

Nino-m gela

tavis tav-s t a.-nax-a
sarkeii.
L
N.-ERG6.NOM self-DAT
R-show-AOR mirror.in
'Nino, showed Gela, to herself, I *himself,in the mirror.'

c.

&la

I

nino-m tavis tav-s t a-nax-a
1

sarkeii.

G.NOM N.-ERG self-^^^
R-show-AOR mirror.in
'Nino, showed Gels] to herself, I *himselfiin the mirror.'

To sum up, A-scrambling one argument over another gives rise to Lethd Ambiguity
effects in a range of different languages. The moved argument can bind an anaphor
embedded within an argument it moves over, but cannot bind the argument itself. The
existence of nominative anaphors in Japanese and Georgian shows that the problem with
these constructions is not simply that there is no appropriate m-case for a subject anaphor.

Moreover, examples from Georgian and Japanese indicate that A-scrambling a direct object
over an indirect object anaphor is just as ill-formed as A-scrambling an object over a subject
anaphor. We have seen evidence from Japanese that A-scrambling a lower argument over a
higher one involves movement into a multiple-specifier configuration in spec-IPP or spec-

TP. Leapfrogging through a multiple-specifier configuration pennits a lower argument to
move past a higher one without violating locality. The proposal here is that it is the
arguments in this specific configuration that are subject to Lethal Ambiguity.

3

Leapfrogging to the Subject Position

Having argued that niovement into multiple specifiers creates the environment for Lethal
Ambiguity, I now return to the main thread of my account. To recap, we saw evidence in
the last chapter that the argument generated highest can advance to the subject position,
(...conr'd.)

restricted to morphological clitics), it is probably misleading to unite them with restrictions on anaphoric
clitics.

provided that it has an unchecked Case feature. I argued that, where advancing is
obligatory, locality and Case Identification jointly ensure attraction of this highest argument
to the subject position. By locality, a DP in a lower minimal domain cannot be attracted past
the highest DP (54a); by Case Identification, an argument that has checked Case cannot
pied-pipe to check EPP (54b).

ext.

fi

arg.

T'

ext.

n

arg.

T'

EPP,

Case

t

v

VP

Case
I

2

We also saw examples in which the highest argument checks its Case feature by Merge
with its theta-assigning head (55).This argument then cannot itself pied-pipe to spec-TP,
but it nevertheless blocks T from attracting a lower argument. These cases provide a strong
argument that locality plays a role in A-movement.

If the Lethal Ambiguity generalization is stated correctly, then the leapfrogging
effects discussed in the present chapter also provide evidence for locality in A-movement.

In A-scrambling, one argument can only be attracted past another by first leapfrogging
through the same checking domain. Unless the lower argument moves into the same
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checking domain as the higher one, the higher one must be attracted instead. On the other
hand, if locality played no role in A-movement, there would be no reason why the lower
argument could not be attracted directly to T. In other words, we would not expect a
contrast between leapfrogging, which gives rise to Lethal Ambiguity, and skipping, which
does not, as we will see in the next chapter. Thus the effects of Lethal Ambiguity in
leapfrogging provide an indirect argument for locality in A-movement.
My account of leapfrogging to the subject position involves a number of proposals,
outlined in Chapter 1. First, assuming Case Identification, an argument cannot move to the
subject position if it dready has a checked Case feature. Thus, in order to leapfrog to the
subject position, a lower argument must move into the checking domain of the highest
argument without checking Case. I proposed that heads other than T can have an EPP
feature for a lower argument to check. Specifically, when the Case feature on R is
suppressed in a passive, I proposed that it is replaced by an EPP feature. This proposal
implies another, namely that in some languages the Case feature in a passive ditransitive is
suppressed on R, not on v. Once the lower object is in a specifier of RP,it is sufficiently

local to be attracted to the subject position.

fi

dir. obj.

T'

n

EPP

In this chapter I will discuss three cases of this kind. Two involve obligatory
leapfrogging, which I propose arises because the indirect object is inherently specified by

its theta-assigner as having dative morphological case. Assuming that dative m-case can be
checked on v, and not on T, the indirect object must check Case and rn-case on v for the
derivation to converge. If the indirect object moves to spec-vP, however, it will again
block T from attracting the lower direct object in spec-RP. I propose that a successful
derivation can be achieved in two ways. One is for the indirect object to check Case by
Attract, as shown in (56). It then remains in spec-RB, allowing the other specifier of RP,
the direct object, to move to spec-TP. Auother possibility is for a clitic indirect object to
check Case in spcc-vP, and then cliticize to T. Once adjoined to T, the clitic does not block
attraction of the direct object in spec-RP. Another case to be discussed involves languages
with "symmetric" passives. which allow either the indirect or the direct object to raise to the
subject position.
In the rest of this section, I will provide evidence from a range of different
languages for leapfrogging through a specifier of a higher head. First we will consider
Albanian, which allows only the leapfrogging derivation. The analysis given there is also
predicted to hold for the parallel derivation in languages with "symmetric" DP passives, in
which either DP can raise to the subject position. We will then return to the "superraising"
cases identified in Chapter 2, in which the highest argument checks inherent Case. As we
will see, in some languages these derivations can be saved if this argument is a clitic or is
clitic-doubled. I will propose that in these cases the highest argument is generated with
structural dative Case, allowing the leapfrogging derivation. In other languages, even a
clitic or clitic-doubled higher argument blocks a lower argument from raising; there we will
suppose that there is no alternation between inherent and structural Case.

3.1

Long passives

In a number of languages, as we saw in Chapter 2, only the higher argument of a doubleobject passive can raise to the subject position, yielding a short passive. In Aibanian, only
the long passive is pssible, with the lower argument raising past the higher one. Lethal
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Ambiguity effects provide evidence that long passives in Albanian are possible only
because the lower object leapfrogs to the subject position through the checking domain
occupied by the higher object. The same analysis can be cmied over to other languages.

3.1.I Obligatory long passives
Quantifier-pronoun binding in Albanian indicates that the indirect object c-commands the
direct object. An indirect object quantifier can bind a pronoun in the direct object, as in
(57a), but not vice versa (57b). The same is true regardless of word order, as noted in
previous chapters.

(57)

a.

b.

Agirni ia dha secilit djale
pagen e tij.
A.NOM CL give each boy.DAT pay .A@Chis
'Agim gave to each boy his pay.'

* Agbmi

ktheu secilin liber
autorit ti5 tij.
A.NOM CL return each hook.~CC author.^^^ its
'Agim returned to its author each book.'

ia

In Albanian, the higher object cannot advance to the subject position of a passive.

Word order in Albanian is fairly free, but the quantifier-pronoun binding relations in (57)
show that the direct object, rather than the indirect object, raises to the subject position of a
passive. The binding possibilities for the active are reversed in the passive: once in the
subject position, a direct object quantifier can bind a pronoun in the indirect object, but not
vice versa (Massey 1992 and p.c.).

(58)

a.

Secili lib&

iu kthye

[

t autorit tE tij

fVp

;I].

each book.NOM CL returned.N~CT author.DAT its
'Each book was returned to its author.'
b.

* Secilit djale

iu dha ,[

t

I
each boy.DAT CL gave.NACT
'Each boy was given his pay.'

[,, paga i tij]].

pay.NOM his

Under the feature-based theory of locality adopted here, the movement in (58a) is possible
under one of two conditions. If the indirect object is a PP, the lower object should be able
to skip directly over it to the subject position. However, if the indirect object is a DP, the
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lower object should not be able to raise past it except by leapfrogging though the sane
checking domain. In this case, we would expect to see Lethal Ambiguity effects in the
passive. This expectation is confirmed, as shown below.
(59)

a.

Sec

djale

iu tregua ,[

b&s te tij ,[

each boy.NOM CL show.NACT father his.~AT
'Each boy was shown to his father.'
b.

*Drita
I

iu tregua ,[

t vetes ,[ t ]] prej artistit.
I

D r i t a . ~CL~ show.NAC~
~
self.^^^
'Drita was shown to herself by the artist.'

by the.artist

In (59a) the direct object leapfrogs past the indirect object to the subject position. No Lethal
Ambiguity arises, s.ince no anaphoric dependency holds between the two arguments. If the
indirect object is an anaphor, however, the result is uninterpretability. The anaphor must be
bound within its clause, but cannot be bound by the only available binder.
It should be noted that there is no general restriction on coreference between the two
objects of the Albanian double-object construction. In the active counterpart of (59b), the
higher object can bind the lower one, as shown in (60a). The indirect object occupies the
higher A-position in the active construction, so it can bind the direct object, but not vice
versa. As we saw in Chapter 2, the direct object can scramble to an A-bar positio~labove
the indirect object in Albanian, a movement that does not affect binding relations (60b).
Although even the scrambled direct object cannot bind the indirect object, there is no
problem with the dative anaphor itself, provided that it is bound by an argument in a ccommanding A-position, such as the subject. These judgements hold regardless of word
order. Thus the ungramaticality of (59b) appears to be due to the Lethal Ambiguity effects
arising from leapfrogging.
(60)

a.

Murati ia
tregoi Dries veten.
M.NOM CL showed D.DAT self.~CC
'Murat, showed Dritaj himself, / herselfi.'
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M.NOM CL showed D.A@C self.^^^
'Murat, showed himself,/ *hersel$ Drita,.'
We can attribute to Albanian long passives a derivation similar to that of the
leapfrogging cases of A-scrambling described in Section 1. Lnstead of moving to spec-RP
to check a Scr feature and Case, however, the direct object moves to check an EPP feature
on R. Once in the same checking domain as the higher argument, the direct object is
sufficiently local to be attracted to spec-TP. Since it has not checked Case, it can be
attracted to spec-TP to check both Case and EPP. Since the direct object leapfrogs through
t
any anaphordc dependency
the checking domain occupied by the i n d i ~ cobject,
established between these two arguments gives rise to Lethal Ambiguity.
(61)

TP

n
secili 4ale
T'
EPP,
Case

bab2s t2 tij

R'

Before the direct object is attracted to T, the indirect object checks Case by featureattraction to v. As noted above, when v is introduced into the derivation, both the direct
object and the indirect object are local to v without having checked Case. Nevertheless, the
only convergent derivation is one in which the indirect object checks Case on v, leaving the
direct object to check Case on T. I have proposed that the i n d i ~ cobject
t
must check Case
on v because it is inherently specified as having dative m-case, which can be checked on v
but not on T. If the direct object checks Case on v, the indirect object will be forced to
check Case on T, and its m-case feature will not be properly checked, so the derivation will

crash. I assume that the indirect object checks Case by Attract rather than by Move. Thus it
remains in spec-W, so the direct object is still local for attraction to spec-TP.
The proposed derivation can be compared with the derivations proposed for
ditransitive passives in Chapter 2 There I proposed that when R has an inherent Case
feature, it has no EPP feature, even in a nonactive construction. Thus, when the indirect
~bjectchecks inherent Case, a lower argument cannot leapfrog over it to the subject
.
-- -.

--

-.
-.
.
.- .
..-

-

position; and is-simply-blocked-from-being-attracted
to spec-TP;-as-wesaw in Greek and
several Romance languages. Another possibility that can be imagined is that the dative
indirect object in Albanian is "quirky," checking m-case inherently. If so, however, it
should not have to check Case on v, since dative subjects are well-formed in Albanian, as
we saw in Chapter 2. A quirky indirect object should at least allow the possibility of
moving to spec-TP; but, as we have seen, only the leapfrogging derivation is possible in
Albanian passive ditransitives. For these reasons, I propose that the indirect object in
Albanian checks neither Case nor m-case inherently, but rather that its m-case is inherently
specified as dative, and obligatorily checked on v.

3.1.2 Symmetric passives
Long passives are also possible in other languages, including British English and Chaga.
These languages have symmetric passives, in which either object can raise to the subject
position. British English shares the c-cormand properties reported for American English in
the last chapter-namely, a DP indirect object asymmetrically c-commands the direct
object. British English allows short passives, as in (62a). It also permits long passives, as
in (62b).
(62)

a.

[Colin]
was given ,[ t, ,[ a book I] for his birthday.
I

b.

[A b o k ] was given ,,[

r Colin ,[ t; I] for his birthday.

The theory of passives outlined here allows two mutually compatible accolrnts of the
alternation in (62). One possibility is that Case is always suppressed on R in a passive,
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and the lower argument always moves to check an EPP feature in spec-RP. However,
since British English lacks any special dative m-case, it is not obvious that the indirect
object is forced to check dative m-case on spec-vP. If either object can check accusative
Case on v, the other object will raise to spec-TB. For example, the direct object can check
Case on v, while the indirect object moves to the subject position (63).
.

.

n
T'

Colin

EPP,

Case

Another possible account of the symmetric passives in (62) is that British English allows
Case to be suppressed on either R or v. When Case is suppressed on R, the leapfrogging
derivation arises, with the lower object moving to spec-TP; when Case is suppressed on v,
the lower object checks Case on R,while the higher one raises to spec-TP. In fact, these
two accounts are mutually compatible, so it is also possible that British English takes
advantage of both sources of optionality.
If we take the former approach-where
direct object always raises to spec-RP-then

Case is always suppressed on R,and the

an anaphoric dependency between the two

objects should be impossible. I have argued that Lethal Ambiguity rules out an anaphoric
dependency in the leapfrogging derivation. In Section 4 and in the next chapter, we will see
evidence that Lethal Ambiguity also arises when a lower argument raises into one specifier
of a higher head, then another specifier of the same head head raises to the subject position.
Thus, if the direct object always raises into spec-RP in a language with symmetric

passives, both the leapfrogging and the advancing derivations should be subject to Lethal
Ambiguity between the two objects. According to my consultants, however, (64) is fine.
(64)

Colin was shown himself in the mirror.
The well-fonnedness of this example suggests that a derivation is available in which

the direct object does not check EPP in spec-RP. In well-formed derivations, a suppressed

Case feature of R is always replaced by an EPB feature on R. As we saw in Chapter 2, if
Case is suppressed on R and it has no EPP feature, then the direct,object is trapped within
VP, unable to check Case on a higher head. In our British English example, the indirect

object would be able to check Case on v, but it would still block T from attracting the direct
object, Having checked Case already, the indirect object itself would be unable to check the

EPP feature of T, and the derivation would crash (65).

I

v

a book

rlr

If the direct object does not check EPP in spec-RP in (a),
then British English apparently
allows a passive in which Case is suppressed on v. In such a derivation, identical to that of
the passive dibansitive in American English, the direct object can check Case on R by
Attract, without moving into spec-W, while the indirect object raises directly to the subject
position. Since the two arguments are never in specifiers of the same head, Lethal
Ambiguity does not arise.
Of course, British English may also allow a derivation in which Case is suppressed

on R and the indirect object moves to the subject position, while the direct object moves to
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spec-RP to check EPP and then checks Case on v. If such a derivation exists, we should
expect to find two positions for the direct object when the indirect object has raised to the
subject position in British English. One position is within VP, when the direct object
checks Case on R; the other is in spec-RP, when it checks Case on v. I leave this
prediction for future investigation.
Chaga also has symmetric passives, as discussed in Chapter 1. In (66a), the
indirect object raises to the subject position, triggering subject agreement on the verb, while
the direct object triggers object agreement on the verb. In (66b) it is the direct object that
triggers subject agreement, and the indirect object that triggers object agreement.

(66)

a.

M-ka n-a-i-ki-lyi-i-o.
wife FOC-SP-prs-OP-eat-R-PAS
'The wife is being affected by someone's eating it.'

b.

K-i-rn-lyi-i-o.
~~-prs-OP-eat-R-~~s
'It (i.e., the food) is being eaten forton kimther.'

The same two possible sources of optionality arise in Chaga, but 1 have been unable to test
whether or not such passives are always subject to J ~ t h aAmbiguity.
l
If so, we can
conclude that Case is always suppressed on R, and the direct object raises into spec-RP
whether it checks Case on v or on T; otherwise, we can conclude that Chaga also allows
Case suppression on either R or v.

3.2

Structural / inherent Case alternations

In the previous chapter, we observed that the highest argument can block a lower argument
from being attracted to spec-TP, even wheil Case Identification prevents the highest
argument itself from checking EPP. In some cases, however, clitic-movement or cliticdoubling of the highest argument allows a lower argument to raise past it to the subject
position. The contrasting cases are shown in (67). In (67a), the experienser is a full DP
checking inherent Case, which blocks the lower embedded subject from raising to the
matrix T,but which cannot itself pied-pipe to check the EPP feature of T.When the

-

experiencer is a clitic, however, the embedded subjpct successfully raises past it to the
subject position (67b),
(67)

a.

?*Jean semble h Marie [t avoir

du talent].

J.
seems to M.
to have of talent
'Jean seems to Marie have talent.'
b.

Jean lui

L

semble t [ t avoir
A

I

du talent].

J.
3SG.DAT seems
to have of talent
'Jean seems to him to have talent.'

I assume that, like full DPs, clitics of the category D check Case; in fact, I proposed
in Chapter 1 that clitics check Case via Move, since the [clitic] feature identifies the whole
clitic for pied-piping into a specifier of the Case-checking domain. After checking Case in a
specifier, I assume that a clitic undergoes movement to a head, here T. Once a clitic has
adjoined to T, both the clitic and its trace are invisible for attraction by T, so a lower
argument can be attractsd past them to the subject position. However, as we will see
below, a derivation like (67b) with an anaphoric experiencer clitic gives rise to Lethal
Ambiguity. In the next chapter, I argue that Lethal Ambiguity does not arise when one
argument skips over another.Thus I propose that the derivation in (67b) involves
leapfrogging,just as in an Albanian long passive.
The difference between (67a) and (67b) then reduces to differences in the properties
of R and v. In (67a), R has an inherent Case feature checked by its theta-checker, while v
has no Case feature at all. R (and v) then have no Case feature for the embedded subject to
check. However, the embedded subject in spec-VP is not local to T, since the experiencer
is in a higher checking domain (spec-RP). The experiencer blocks attraction of the
embedded subject, but cannot itself be attracted to spec-TP, having already checked Case
in spec-RP. Accordingly, the derivation crashes, as we saw in the last chapter. In (67b),
however, R merely specifies its theta-checker as morphologically dative. R here has no
Cm2 feature, inherent or otherwise, but it does have an EPP feature, which attracts the

embedded subject. Meanwhile, v checks the Case and dative m-case of the clitic. The clitic
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then adjoins to T, and the embedded subject raises from spec-EaP to spec-P. This
derivation is shown in (68).
.

.

A

Jean

T'

PP*
Case

avoir du talent

Of course, the question arises of why the clitic checks structural Case, while its full DP
counterpart checks iilherent Case. At present I simply !eave the distinction as a stipulation.

Note that if the clitic checked inherent Case, (67b) would still be a well-formed string; once
the clitic adjoins to T, the embedded subject can be attracted straight across its trace from
the embedded spec-TP to the matrix spec-TP. Since such a derivation would not involve
leapfrogging through spec-RP, we would not expect Lethal Ambiguity to arise between the
raised subject and an anaphoric clitic experiencer.
However, movement of an argument past a higher clitic does give rise to Lethal
Ambiguity effects. h z z i (1986) presents an extensive discussion of relevant facts from
Italian.23In Italian, as in French, the embedded subject of an infinitival cannot raise past a
full matrix experiencer (69a). Ln (69b),R has an EPP feature, so the embedded subject

23

1 also thank Sveva Besar~aand Michela Ippolito for their Italian judgements.

leapfrogs through spec-RP to the subject position of the matrix clause. If the clitic is
anaphoric, however, the leapfrogging derivation is ill-formed.
(69)

a.

?*Gianni sembra a Piero [t fare

il suo dovere].

G.
seems to P.
to do the his duty
'Gianni seems to Piero to do his duty.'
b.

Gianni le
I

sembra [, t ,[

t t ,[

I

I

I

t fare
I

G.

her.DAT seems
'Gianni seems to her to do his duty.'

c.

* Gianni si
I

sembra [, t ,[

I

il suo dovere]]].

to do his duty

t t ,[
I

MFL seems
'Gianni seems to himself to do his duty.'

6.

t fare
I

il suo dovere]]].

to do his duty

Under the story presented here, the ill-formedness of binding in (69c) arises from the fact
that the embedded subject leapfrogs through a specifier in the same checking domain in
which the experiencer ckitic is merged. By Lethal Arnbipity, no anaphoric dependency can
be established between the two arguments. If the clitic is an anaphor, it must be bound, but

nc other argument is available to bind it, so uninterpretability results. The same contrast
arises in French, as shown below.
(70)

a.

b.

Jean lui
semble avoir du talent.
J.
~ S G . D A Tseems to have of tdent
'Jean seems to him to have talent.'
*Jean se
semble avoir du talent.
J.
REFL seems to have of talent
'Jean seems to himself to have talent.'

Leapfrogging can also be observed in French and Italian double-object passives. As
we saw in Chapter 2, an indirect object cannot be attracted to the subject position in either
of these languages (except with French obiir-see

Chapter 4). On the other hand, the

indirect object can be generated as a PP below the direct object, allowing it to raise to the
subject position (7 la). Note, however, that the direct object can also raise if the indirect
object is a dative clitic (7 lb).
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(7 1)

a.

Nos amis sont present& h Jean-Pierre.
our friends are presented to J.-P.
'Our friends have h e n introduced to Jean-Pierre.'

b.

Nos amis lui
sont presentks.
our friends 3SG.DAT are presented
'Ourfriends have been introduced to him.'

In the previous chapter, we adopted Marantz's (1993) hypothesis that a DP indirect object
is always generated above a direct object. If the indirect object c l i k is a DP, then, the
,

.

derivation of (71b) is just like that of the Albanian long passive. The same analysis cam be
given to the parallel cases in Italian (72).
(72)

a.

Gianni 8 stato affidato
a Maria.
G.
has been entrusted to M.
'Gianni was entrusted to Maria.'

b.

Giami le
5 stato affidato.
G.
her.D~Thas been entrusted
'Gianni was entrusted to her.'

As predicted, these long passives are subject to Lethal Ambiguity in both languages. As the
direct object raises to the subject position, it leapfrogs through the checking domain
occupied by the indirect object clitic. Thus an anaphoric dependency between the two
arguments is uninterpretable (73).24
(73)

a.

* Nos Iamis

se

sont [, t ,[

t t

I

1

I,, present&

t]]].
I

our friznds REFL are
presented
'Our friends have been introduced to each other.'
b.

* Giqni

si

&

[,P

t

LRP t,

I

G.
REFL has
'Gianni was entrusted to himself.'

t [VP

stato affidato t

I]].

1

I

been enbusted

Double object constructions with a clitic indirect object can be compared with those
with a PP indirect object. When the indirect object is a PP, it originates below the direct
object, which advances to the specifier of TP from the higher object position. In this case
the direct object can bind an anaphoric indirect object, as in (74).

24

(73a) is grammatical on another reading, 'Our friends introduced themselves.'

(74)

a.

Gianni b stato affidato t
I

_

1

a se stesso.

G,
has k e n entrusted to himself
'Gianni was entrusted to himself.'
b.

I nostri amici

sono stati presentati t l'uno all'altro.
I

I

the our friends have been introduced to each other
'Our friends have been introduced to each other.'
(74a) has the interpretation intended for the ungrammatical example with an anaphoric clitic
in (73b). In (74), however, there is no need for the direct object to leapfrog over the
indirect object (or vice versa), so no Lethal Ambiguity arises.
Rizzi notes that the same contrast also appears in an arbitrary-si passive of a double
object construction in Italian. Italian has two arbitrary-si constructions, an active
construction where si is (or doubles) the nominative subject, and a passive-like
construction with si where the verb is in the form of the active, but an internal argument
becomes the subject, triggering subject-verb agreement. We will return to these
constructions in Chapter 4. For the moment, the point to notice is that in the si-passive, as
in the participial passive, the indirect object cannot be an anaphoric clitic (75b). A sequence
consisting of the arbitrary and anaphoric clitics is spelled out as ci si (see Bonet 1991 for
discussion).

(75)

a.

Gli

si

affideranno t i due birnbi.

him.^^^ ARB will entrust
the two chil&n
'The two children will be entrusted to him.'
b.

* Ci

si

affideranno t i due bimbi.

the two children
'The two children will be entrusted to each other.'

REFL ARB will entrust
C.

Si

affideranno i due bimbi

l'uno all'altro.

ARB will entrust the two children to each other
'The two children will be entrusted to each other.'
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A pronominal indirect object clitic is fine, as in (75a), but an anaphoric clitic yields an ill-

formed derivation, as in (75b).25Again, this contrast can be attributed to Lethal Ambiguity
if we assume that the direct object leapfrogs through spec-RP, preventing my maphoric
dependency with the indirect object. If the indirect object is a PP, however, it can be
generated below the d k t object, so no leapfrogging takes place and no Lethal Ambiguity
arises.

3.3

Clitic Doubling

In the previous section, we observed a contrast between full DP arguments checking
inherent Case and clitic arguments checking structural Case. In Greek, a clitic-doubled
arguments behaves exactly like a clitic: it checks structural Case on v, and in a passive a
lower argument ca? leapfrog over it Lhrough spec-RP to the subject position. The same is
not true in all clitic-doubling languages. Torrego (1996) points out that a clitic experiencer
in Spanish blocks raising of a lower embedded subject, by contrast with French and Italian.
She argues that the difference is due to the fact that clitic-doubling exists in Spanish, but
not in French and Italian. As we will see below, however, clitic-doubled arguments in
Greek behave just like clitics in French and Italian. I propose that the real difference is in
the properties of R and v. In French, Italian and Greek, there is an alternation between
experiencers checking structural Case on v, and those checking inherent Case on R.In
Spanish, there is no alternation; the experiencer always checks inherent Case. As postulated
above, R with inherent Case has no EPP feature to attract a lower argument. Consequently,
an embedded subject cannot leapfrog over the experiencer argument in Spanish.
For my consultant, the arbitrary interpretation of si in these examples is possible only when the subject
is postverbal, so I give (75b) as a minimal contrast. Rizzi actually gives example (i) instead, perhaps
because here the antecedent c-commands the reflexive. He reports that (i) is grammatical on anolher reading,
where ci is the first-person plural: 'The two children will be entrusted to us.' This reading is not available
for my consultant. Thanks to Sveva Besana for her help with these examples.
*I due bimbi
ci
si
affidcranno t t .
(i)
the two children REFL IMP will entrust
The two children will be entrusted to each other.'
l5

L e t us begin with clitics in Greek. The contrast observed above for raising
constructions also occurs in Greek (Anagnostopoulou 1997). As we saw in Chapter 2, the
inherent Case-checking experiencer in (76a) blocks an embedded subject from raising.
However, constructions like (76b)are well-f~med.Here the clitic experiencer checks Case
on v, as in French and Italian, while the embedded subject leapfrogs through spec-RP to
the matrix subject position.
(76)

a.

* 0 Jannis

fenete tis Marias

eksipnos].

[t

I

the J.NOMseems the M.DAT
intelligent
'John seems to Mary intelligent.'
b.

0 Jannis
I

tis

fenete

[t
I

eksipnos].

the J.NOMher.DAT seems
intelligent
'John seems to her intelligent.'

The examples in (76) involve a lower argument in an embedded adjectival predicate. The
same paradigm can also be observed when the lower argument is the subject of an
embedded clause. Greek lacks infinitivals, so the embedded verb is in the subjunctive.
(77)

a.

*Tapedhia
I

tis Marias

dhen fenonte

[t

the children.NO~ not seem.3PL the M.DAT
'The children do not seem to Mary to study.'
b.

Tams

dhen tis

I

na dhiavazoun].
SUBJ read.3~L

fenonte [t nadhiavazoun].

the c h i l d r e n . ~not
~ ~ her.DAT seem.3P~ SUBJ read.3PL
'The children do not seem to her to study.'
Greek is an interesting case, since it allows the embedded argument to raise even
past a full DP experiencer, provided that the experiencer is clitic-doubled (78).
(78)

a.

b.

0 Jannis
tis
I
1

fenete tis Marias [tI eksipnos].
I

the J.
h e r . ~ ~ seems
T
the M.DAT
'John secms to Mary to be intelligent.'

intelligent

Tapedhia

tis Marias

dhen tis

fenonte

[t
I

na dhiavazoun].

the children.NO~not her.DAT seem.3PL the M.DAT SUBJ rzad.3PL
'The children do not seem to Mary to study.'
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These constructions are exactly parallel to those with clitic-movement (76-77).When a full

DP experiencer is clitic-doubled, as here, the embedded subject leapfrogs past it to the
subject position, and triggers agreement on the higher verb. As predicted, no anaphoric
dependency can be established between the raised subject and the experiencer. An maphor
can be clitic-doubled in Greek (Iatridou 1988); a well-formed example is shown in (79a).
However, the raised subject cannot bind the e~periencer.~~
(79)

a.

0 Costas ton

thavmazi ton eafton tu.

the C. hirn.~CCadmires the self.^^^ his.GEN
'Costas admires himself.'
b.

*OJannis tu
I

fenete tu eaftu tu

[t eksipnos].

I

the J.
him.DAT seem the self.D~This,GEN inteuigent
'John seems to himself to be intelligent.'
We might ask what is the position of the clitic-doubled argument in Greek.
Anagnostopoulou (1994) contends that such arguments can occupy an A-position, rather
than being restricted to a right-dislocated A-bar position. First, she shows that a cliticdoubled argument does not always occupy the stressed, right-dislocated position. (80a)
shows a doubled direct object, followed by a postverbal subject bearing main stress. A
doubled indirect object also can be followed by a postverbsl subject (8Ob).

(80)

a.

To
diavase to vivlio
i Maria.
it.ACC read
the book.ACC the M.NOM
'Mary read the book.'

b.

Tu
dothike tu Janni to vivlio
apo tin Maria.
him.^^^ was given the J.DAT the book.NOM by the M.ACC
'The book was given to John by Mary.'

With respect to the possibility of occupying an A-position, there is a contrast between cliticdoubled definite and indefinite direct objects in Greek, which does not apply to indirect
objects. Definite objects can be clitic-doubled from an A-position. Indefinite direct objects
'"reek judgements are from Elena Anagnostopoulou, p.c. Anagnostopoulou notes that dative anaphors are
never possible in Greek. Everaert & Anagnostopoulou (1996) argue that this is for thematic reasons. An
interesting alternative possibility is that they are entirely ruled out by Lethal Ambiguity. I have not
explored the full consequences of this possibility here.

can be cliticdoubled only under right-dislocation, as in (81a). A doubled indefinite object
followed by a postverbal subject is thls ungrammatical (81b), by contrast with (88b).
Doubled definite objects and indirect objects are not subject to this restriction, since they are
not confined to right-dislocation structures.
(81)

a.

ena vivlio.
diavase i Maria
the M.NOM a book.~CC
'Maryread a book.'

To

i t . ~ C cread

b.

diavase ena vivlio i Maria.
it.ACC read
a book.~CCthe M.NOM
'Mary read a book.'

*To

Anagnostopoulou (1997) argues that in cases like (8 la), clitic-doubling involves
feature-movement from an argument position to a head. Under the theory proposed here, i?
also correlates with structural Case for the dative argument-and,

in nonactives, an EPP

feature on R. I assume that the clitic represents the Case and phi-features of the argument,
which check Case in spec-vP, leaving behind the remaining features of the doubled
argume,nt in s p e c - a ~ . The
~ ' direct object in (8 la) checks Case on R. In a nonactive, this
Case feature is replaced by an EPP feature, and the lower argument leapfrogs over the
clitic-doubled full DP experiencer. By contrast, French and Italian lack clitic-doubling;in
these languages a full DP experiencer in an A-position always checks inherent Case, and
always blocks raising of the embedded subject.
The, raising cases shown above demonstrate that a clitic-doubled argument is treated
in the same way as a bare clitic in Greek,in being associated with the leapfrogging

derivation. Parallel facts can be observed in double object passives and in unaccusatives
with two internal arguments. For most verbs in Modern Greek, only the direct object can
raise to the subject position of a double-object passive (Joseph & Philippaki-Warburton
1987:168). As we saw in Chapter 2, a full dative DP blocks the direct object from raising

'' This account is a simplification. Anagnostopoulou (1997, 1998) provides binding evidence to suggest

that clitic-movement in Greck actually involves attraction of the doubled argument's D-features to T,
allowing a lower argument to skip over this argument without leapfrogging through spec-RP. Under such
an account, the observed restrictions on anaphora in Greek could not be attributed to Lethal Ambiguity.
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(82a). When the indirect object is a clitic, however, the direct object leapfrogs over it to h e
subject position (82b).
(82)

a.

b.

*?To vivlio
dothike tu Janni apo tin Maria.
M given the J.DAT by the M.ACC
the ~ O O ~ . N Owas
'The book was given to John by Mary.'
To vivlio
tu
dothike apo tin Maria.
the book.NOM him.DAT was given by the M.ACC
'The book was given to him by Mary.'

Movement of the direct object is also well-formed if the indirect object is clitic-doubled, as
in (83a). However, the raised direct object cannot bind a doubled indirect object (83b). In
the active construction, the indirect object can bind the direct object, as shown in (83c).
(83)

a.

b.

c.

To vivlio
tu
dothike tu Janni apo tin Maria.
the book.NOM him.DAT was given the J.DAT by the M.ACC
'The book was given to John by Mary.'

* 0 Jannis

dixtike
tu eaftu tu
apo ton kalitexni
the J.NOM him.DAT was shown the self.^^^ his.^^^ by the artist.~CC
'John wm shown to himself by the artist.'
tu

0 kalitexnis tu
edikse tu Janni run eafton tu.
the artist.~OMhim.DAT showed the J.DATthe s e 1 f . D ~h i~s . ~ C c
'The artist showed John, to himself,.'

The contrast between full DBs and clitics also holds if only the features of the
nominative argument are attracted to the subject position. As in the cases with overt Move,
the direct object can be attracted past an indirect object only if this indirect object is a clitic

or clitic-doubled. The examples in (84) also illustrate that the clitic-doubled dative argument
is not in a right-dislocated position, since it can be followed by a postverbal subject, as well

as by other material.
(84)

a.

*?Dothike tu Janni to vivlio
apo tin Maria.
was given the J.DAT the book.^^^ by the M.ACC
'The book was given to John by Mary.'

b.

Tu
dothike to vivlio
apo tin Maria.
him.DAT was given the book.NOM by the M.ACC
'The b ~ o kwas given to him by Mary.'

c.

Tu
dothike tu Janni to vivlio
apo tin hlaria.
h i r n . ~was
~ ~given the J.DAT the book.NOM by the M.ACC
'The book was given to John by Mary.'

.

.

Leapfrogging
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In Chapter 2, I assumed that examples like (84a) are ill-formed because the lower
argument cannot check Case, even if a (null) expletive is able to check the Case and EPP
features of T. By comparison, the well-formedness of (84b-c) indicates that the direct
object does check Case on T in these examples; thus, we cannot suppose that a null
expletive checks the Case of T in these postverbal-subject constructions. Rather, it appears
that the Case feature of the direct object is attracted to T, although the direct object itself is
in a postverbal position. We might ask, then, what prevents T from attracting the Case
feature of the direct object in (84a). The indirect object is a closer DP, so it should block
attraction of the direct object for EPP; but since the direct object need not satisfy EPP in
(84a-b), we can assume it need not do so in (84a) either. Recall that in (84a), the indirect
object checks (and deletes) its Gas? feature when it merges in spec-RP.If nothing but a
Case feature is to be attracted to T, the closest Case feature is then that of the direct object.
Nevertheless, this Case feature apparently cannot be attracted, since the derivation is ill-

.'

formed. Examples of this kind are one source of motivation for saying that the Case feature

of a head attracts both the Case and phi-features of a lower argument. .9lthough the Case
feature of the indirect object is checked and deleted, its phi-feztures remain intact, and it is
these that block attraction of the Case and phi-features of the direct object in (84a).'"
It should be recalled that the ungrammaticality of (83a) and (84a) cannot be
attributed to a general requirement that dative arguments must be clitic-doubled. In the
active counterpart of these clauses, for example, clitic doubling is optional (85).
(85)

(Tu)
edosa tu Janni to vivlio.
(him.DAT) gave-I the J.DATthe book.~CC
'I gave the book to John.'

'% parallel case can be constructed in the traditional "superraising"paradigm, which deals with ill-formed
movement out of a finite clause. Believe is an ECM verb, having a v head that can check the Case of an
embedded subject. Note that the phi-features of the expletive in (i) block him from being attracted to check
Case on v in the ECM clause, although the Case feature of the expletive is already checkcd and deleted by
the time matrix v is added to the derivation.
* I believe [that it is likely [him to have written a novel]].
(i)
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A similar array of facts arises with unaccusatives having a dative argument. A full

dative DP gives rise to ungrammaticality (86a), but a dative clitic allows the theme to
leapfrog over it to the subject position (86b).
(86)

a.

b.

* Togramma

irthe tisMarias
me megali kathisterisi.
the 1etter.MOM came the h l l a r y . ~with
~ ~ a big delay
'The letter came to Mary with a big delay.'

Togramma tis
irthe me megali kathisterisi.
the 1etter.NOM her.^^^ came with a big delay
'The letter came to her with a big delay.'

The theme can also raise to the subject position if the dative argument is clitic-doubled
(87a). As before, the raised argument cannot bind a doubled dative anaphor (87b).
(87)

a.

b.

0 ipopsifios
ti s
parusiastilce tis Marias.
the candidate.NOM her,D~Tappeared the M.DAT
'The candidate appeared to Mary.'
*IMaria
tis
parusiastike tu eaftu tis.
the self.^^^ her.^^^
the M.NOM her.^^^ appeared
'Mary appeared to herself.'

Again, the contrast between full dative DPs and clitic or clitic-doubled ones also holds
when T attracts only Case and phi-features, as in (88).
(88)

a.

*M

e tis Marias
to gramrna
me megali kathisteiisi.
came the Mary.DAT the 1etter.NOM with a big delay
'The letter came to Mary with a big delay.'

b.

irthe to gramma
me megali kathisterisi.
Tis
her.DAT came the 1etter.NOM with a big delay
'The letter came to her with a big delay.'

c.

Tis
irthe tis Maria
to grarnrna
me megali kathisterisi.
her.DAT came the Maq.DAT the 1etter.NOM with a big delay
'The letter came to Mary with a big delay.'

As we have seen, derivations with a clitic-doubled dative argument in Greek behave
exactly like those with a dative clitic. The dative argument checks structural Case, and the
EPP feature on R allows a lower argument to leapfrog through spec-RP to the subject
position. Greek contrasts with Spanish in this respect ('Torrego 1996). In Spanish, even a

clitic experiencer blocks movement of the embedded subject.29Raising from the embedded
clause is fine if there is no experiencer, as in (89a), and an experiencer is fine if the
complement clause is finite, so that no raising occurs, as in (89b). However, raising with

an experiencer is ungrammatical (89c).
(89)

a.

parece [t estar cansado].
'
this taxi driver seems
tobe tired
Este taxista

'This taxi driver seems to be tired.'
b.

c.

Me
parece [que este taxista
esta cansado].
me.DAT seems that this taxi driver is tired
'It seems to me that this taxi driver is tired.'

* Este tavista

nu:

parece [t estar cansado].

this taxi driver me.DP.T seems
to be tired
'This taxi driver seems to me to be tired.'
Torrego attributes the ungarnmaticality of (89c) to the fact that Spanish, unlike French and
Italian, has clitic-doubling.'" She cites preliminary confirmation of this hypothesis in
Catalan, Galician, and Romanian. However, this account is not consistent with the Greek
facts. I propose instead that in Spanish, even a clitic-doubled experiencer must check
inherent Case on R,which lacks an EPP feature even in the nonactive.
By this view, the structure of a raising co~structionwith a clitic experiencer in
Spanish is essentially the same as the structure in French and Italian where the experiencer
is a full DP. For many speakers such constructions are disprefa-rcd, as noted above.
(90)

a.

?*Gianni sembra a Piero [t
I

I

fare

il suo dovere].

G.
seems to P.
to do the his duty
'Gianni seems to Piero to do his duty.'
b.

* Este taxista

me

parece pro [r estar cansado].

this taxi driver me.DAT seems
'This taxi driver seems to me to be tired.'

to be tired

Soriano (1997) confirms these judgements.
raising constructions also makes use of relativized locality, but it relies on the claim
that the experiencer is in an adjunct position cross-linguistically.I take the fact that the experiencer can
raise to the subject position in Icelandic as evidence against this claim.
2Y

" Torrego's account of
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In each case, the presence of a quirky experiencer blocks movement of the embedded
subject. Torrego (1995) argues that even when no overt doubled argument corresponds to

the clitic in (!Job), a null pro argument must be present in the doubled argument position.
The pro experiencer behaves just like the overt expeiiencer of the corresponding
construction in (90a): its D and phi-features are attracted to T,blocking attraction of the
lower argument. Since Case Attraction blocks the experiencer fiom pied-piping to check

EPP once it has checked Case in spec-RP, the derivation rashes.^'
4

Overt Movement of Lower Argument

The last section was devoted to cases in which a lower argument leapfrogs over a higher
one to the subject position. In this section, I will discuss cases in which a lower argument
raises into the checking domain occupied by a higher one, but the higher argument raises to
the subject position.32 These are situations in which the lower argument checks Caqe by
moving into the same checking domain as the higher argument. Under the generalization I
have proposed for Lethal Ambiguity, such a configuration should disallow an anaphoric
dependency between the two arguments. This prediction appears to be confirmed. Rizzi
(1986) shows that Lethal Ambiguity arises in several cases where a lower anaphoric clitic
raises into a checking domain occupied by a higher argument.
For example, consider an unaccusative with a theme ilrgment and a preposiiional
phrase that allows stranding, as in (91). In (91a) the object of the preposition addosso is a
clitic. No anaphoric dependency can be established between the two arguments, so if the

''

For a different view, see Soriano (1997), who proposes that the dative experiencer can raise to subject
position if the embedded clause is finite. Soriano's claim is contrary to that of Torrego (1996), who
suggests that all constructions with raising verbs in Spanish have an expletive subject.
j2 These are cases of advancing, rather than leapfrogging, but 1 have postponed discussion of them to this
point for two reasons: first, because they give rise to Lethal Ambiguity effects, which were not argued for
until this chapter; and secondly, because they raise a number of funher questions that will not be addressed
until the next chapter.

clitic is an anaphor, as in (91b), the derivation is uninterpretable. (91c) has the desired
interpretation for (91b). Here, binding the anaphor does yield an interpretable derivation.

(9 1)

a.

L1 ladro e il poliziotto
I

on

the thief and the policeman h i m . n ~are~ fallen
'The thief and the policeman fell on him.'
b.

* I1 ladm e il poliziotto

si

sono caduti [ t t [addosso t . ] ] .

I

the thief and the policeman RECIP are fallen
'The thief and the policeman fell on each other.'
c.

q

I1 ladro il poliziotto

sono caduti

[f

I

on

[l'uno addosso all'altro]].

the thief and the policeman are fallen
on each other
'The thief and the policeman fell on each other.'
Suppose that the clitic in (9la-b) raises out of the PP to check Case in the checking domain
occupied by the

If so, Lethal Ambiguity should aise between the two arguments.

In (glc), the anaphor is a full DP,so it checks Case by Attract, and Lethal Ambiguity does
not arise.
Another case of Lethal Ambiguity arises between direct and indirect object clitics in
an active clause. As argued above, an indirect object clitic is a DP generated higher than the
direct object. If the direct object is a clitic, it checks Case in an active clause by moving to
spec-RP, where it occupies the same checking domain as the indirect object. No anaphoric
dependency can be established between the two objects, as shown in (92b). When only the
indirect object cliticizcs, it can bind the direct object, since the two arguments never occupy
specifiers of the same head (92c). These examples are from Sveva Besana (p.c.1.
(92)

a.

b.

" Assuming

Gianni glielo
affiderh.
G.
3~G.~~~+him.~CCentrusted
'Gianni entrusted him to himher.'
*Gianni gh
si
affiderh.
G.
him.D~TREFL entrusted
'Gianni, entrusted him, to himself,,.'

that V assigns a theta-role to the theme, this means V can have a Case feature for a lower
argument to check.
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c.

Gianni gh

affided se stesso.
G.
~ ~ . D entrusted
A T
.himself
'Gianni, entrusted him, to himselfw.'

The derivation of (92a) is shown in (93).

Gianni

t

A.VP

T

Epp,
Case

A

n

R'

t

'

R

Case

A

w

A

v

t

Notably, the anaphqric direct object in (92b) also cannot be bound by the external
argument. This situation contrasts with the cases of A-scrambling below the level of the
subject. We saw in Georgian that when a direct object A-scrambles over an indirect object,
the indirect object can still be bound by the external argument (94).
(94)

Nino-m gela

tavis tav-s

t

a-nax-a

u

sarkegi.

N.-ERGG.NOMself-DAT
R-show-AOR mirrorsin
'Nino, showed Gela, to herself, 1 *himself, in the mirror.'

I attribute the contrast between (92b) and (94) to a morphological constraint, the *me lui
constraint discussed for example by Bonet (1991). In a number of Romance (and other)
languages, certain clitics cannot cooccur with a dative third-person clitic. If anaphoric se is
one such clitic, the ill-formedness of (92a) is expected even when Lethal Ambiguity fails to
rule it out.
Other cases where binding is ruled out also arise from sources other than Lethal
Ambiguity. To bind an an,phor, an argument must be in a c-commanding A-position.

Consider a derivation similar to (92a), except that the indirect object is an anaphoric clitic,
If the direct object is also a clitic, as in (95a), it leapfrogs through a spec-RP to check Case
before cliticizing to T. This movement gives rise to Lethal Ambiguity. However, if the
direct object remains in its base position, it is not in a position to bind the anaphor. The
ung~maticalityof (95b) thus arises from the fact that theanaphoric indirect object clitic ccommands the direct object, and so cannot be bound by it.34If the indirect object is a PP, it
orginates and remains in a checking domain below that of the direct object, and so can be
bound by it, as in (952).
(95)

a.

* Si

lo

inirnicherb.
I will turn against
'I will turn him against himself.'

REFL him.ACC

b.

* Si

c.

inimiched
Gianni.
REFL I will turn against G.
'I will turn Gianni against himself.'
Inimicherb
Gianni a se stesso.
to himself
I will turn against G.
'I will turn Gianni against himself.'

In another case where Lethal Ambiguity is predicted to apply, the prediction turns
out to be difficult to test. In Chapter 2, we saw that an object can shift over tine subject in
Icelandic (96).Thus we might expect to find Lethal Ambiguity effects between the subject
and a shifted object.
1&u [Tp f

[,p

[pess bakur] aldrei neinir stlidentar ,[

there
read
these books
never any students
'Na students ever read these books last year.'

last year
(Jonas 1998)

However, no such effects arise. The examples below show a transitive clause with an
unshifted (97a) and shifted (97b) object. The shifted anaphor in (98b)is perfectly
acceptable, and just as good as its unshifted counterpart in (98a) (Olafur Jonsson, p.c.).

-

"

-

-- --

As we will see in Chapter 4, examples similar to (92b) are grammatical where coreference is between the
external argument and the indirect objwt. However, there is evidence that such examples have quite a
different derivation.
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(97)

(98)

a.

I speghnum ser Haskuldur ekki Helga.
in the mirror see H.-NOM not H.-ACC
'Hoskuldur does not see Helga in the mirror.'

b.

I speglinum ser Hoskuldur Helga ekki t.
in the mirror see H.-NOM H.-ACCnot
'Hoskuldur does not see Helga in the mirror.'

a.

I speglinum ser Hoskuldur ekki (sjalfan) sig.
in the mirror see H.-NOM not self-ACC
'Hoskuldur does not see himself in the mirror.'

b.

I speglinum ser Hoskuldur (sjalfan) sig ekki t.
in the n k o r see H.-NOM self-ACC not
'H~skuldurdoes not see himself in the nlirror.'

Holmberg & Platzack (1995) and Holmberg (1997) argue that the shifted object
position in Scandinavia0 languages is not an A-position. The evidence for this claim is that
a shifted object cannot bind into a VP-adjunct such as "to his surprise." If the shifted object
is in an A-bar position, we need not assume that it checks Case overtly in a specifier of v.
As we saw in Section 2, an A-bar moved argument can check Case by attraction to a head,

so that no Lethal Ambiguity effects arise. However, the facts in (99) suggest that the object
does shift to an A-position. Aldrei 'never' is a medial adverb in Icelandic, which can only
be generated above the object (see, e.g., Bobaljik 1995). When the object raises in a

passive, it can bind into an adjunct such as aldrei i liji sinu 'never in his life' (99a). The
unshiked object of a transitive clause cannot bind the anaphor in this adjunct, so (99b) is
ill-formed. However, if it shifts to the left, binding is again fine (99c). Since new binding
relations can only be created by A-movement, I conclude that Icelandic object shift does
involve A-movement.
(99)

a.

Jon
I

sast

[aldrei i lifi sinu]

J.NOM was seen never in his life
'Jon was seen never in his life.'
b.

* Eg sa

[aldrei i lifi sinu] Jon.
I saw never in his life J.ACC
'I saw Jon never in his life.'

ti

c.

Eg sa Jon

[aldrei i lifi sinu] t.
I

I saw J.ACC never in his life
'I saw Jon never in his life.'
However, these facts pose a problem for the account given here only if we assume that
there is a single position for the shifted object in Icelandic, namely a specifier of vP,in the
same checking domain as the external argument. If this were so, the absence of Lethal
Ambiguity effects would be counterevidence to the proposed environment for Lethal
Ambiguity. However, there is evidence that an object can shifted to a position below the
base position of the subject, at least in some languages (Bobaljik 1995).35
Bobaljik gives evidence of this kind from German, by extending Diesing's (1990,

1992) analysis of subject positions to objects. Diesing argues that there are two subject
positions in German, associated with different interpretive effects. The lower position
allows an existential interpretation not available in the higher psition. Sentential adverbs
like ja doch 'indeed' intervene between the two positions. Bobaljik observes that the same
interpretive contrast arises between two positions for objects: the existential interpretation is
possible only when the object is below a manner adverbial like sorgfiiltig 'carefully.'
Above this position, objects allow only a generic interpretation (100).
(100)

...weil Kinder
...since children

d p f e l > sorgfdtig
<;ipfel>
essen.
apples
carefully
apples
eat
GENERIC
EXISTENTIAL
(or GENERIC)

Generic:
Existential:

',,.since children (generally) eat apples carefully.'
' ...since some children are eating some apples carefully.'

or '...since children eat some (kinds of) apples carefully.'

By Diesing's analysis, the lower position for the subject is VP-internal, while the higher
position is VP-external; the subject raises out of the VP to escape "existential closure,"

35 Under this analysis, ekki 'not' could not be considered to diagnose the left edge of the vP. Bobaljik &
Jonas (1 996) point out that adverb placement is not a perfectly reliable diagnostic for structure (cf. Iatridou
1990). Bobaljik (1995) also gives an argument from Icelandic that the object shifts to a position below the
base position of the subject, but this argument is based on the absence of object-subject order. As noted
above, Jonas (1996, 1998) reports that object-subject order is in fact possible in Icelandic.

Applying the same analysis to objects, Bobaljik makes the clear prediction that a shifted
generic object should move to a position above an unshifted existential subject.

In fact, however, although the object ~ p f e in
l (101) is obligatorily generic, and
therefore shifted, it is still lower than an existential subject:
(101)

...weil

ja doch [, Kinder ,[ ~ p f e l sorgfdtig ,[ It essen]]].

...since indeed

children apples carefully
eat
'Since there are indeed (some) children who (generally) eat apples carefully.'
Obviously, Diesing's account of existential closure cannot be straightforwardly extended to
objects, since if there is a single domain of existential closure for subjects and objects, and
the overt position of the subject is inside this domai,n,the overt position of the object in
(101) cannot be outside this domain. In zny case, however, the generic interpretation of the
object appears to be obligatory in a shifted position which is below the unshifted position
of the subject. If we assume that the unshifted subject is in spec-vP, then it appears that the
object can shift to a position below vP (the specifier of some functional head F). If so, then
the fact that the subject can bind a shifted object poses no problem for the account here.
When the subject binds the object, the object is in a position below v?. When the object
does shift as high as vP, this account predicts that Lethal Ambiguity will rule out binding.
Before concluding this chapter, I will mention one final prediction of the approach
taken here. If a clitic checks Case overtly on its way to adjoin to T, then we would expect
Lethal Ambiguity between the external argument and an object clitic. At first glance, this
prediction seems problematic, since the external argument can bind an object in a transitive
structure with an anaphoric clitic. In (102a), the external argument is merged in a specifier
of vP. The clitic checks the Case feature of v in a specifier of vP before adjoining to T, and
the external argument raises to spec-TP. Under the assumptions outlined so far, we might
assume that (102b) has the same derivation-yet
subject and the direct object.

no Lethal Ambiguity arises between the

(102) a.

Gianni la

guarda t.

her.ACC sees
'Gianni sees her.'

G.
b.

Gianni si
guarda.
Gianni REFL sees
'Gianni sees himself.'

Ln fact, there is evidence from the literature that the anaphoric clitic in (102b)is not an
object clitic, by contrast with the pronominal clitic in (102a) (G~imshaw1982, Marantz
1984, Kayne 1986, Snyder 1992). This evidence suggests that (102b) has a passive-like
derivation, in which the syntactic subject originates in the direct object position. The thetarole of the external argument is assigned to the anaphosic clitic, but the direct object does
not leapfrog through a specifier of vP to check either Case or EPP features on its way to the
syntactic subject position in spec-TP. These cases deserve a fuller discussion, so I leave
them to the next chapter.
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Skipping
In the previous chapters, I have argued that locality plays a key role in determining which
argument raises to an available subject position. In Chapter 2, I showed that the highest
argument is always preferred to lower arguments, providcd that it has features for checking
the Case and EPP features of T. Even when a higher argument does not have a Case feature
to check on T, it nevcrt!!eless blocks a lower argument from raising into the subject
position. In order to be sufficiently local to be attracted to the subject position, a lower
argument must move into the checking domain occupied by the higher argument.
Leapfrogging would not be necessary if locality played no role in the syntax-if,

for

example, movement to the subject position were determined solely by Case. It is necessary
because, under locality, the categorial feature of the higher argument blocks attraction of the
lower one. The principal evidence I offered for leapfrogging to the subject position was
Lethal Ambiguity: if one or both of two arguments in the same checking domain is attracted
out, no annphoric dependency can be established between them.
By contrast, Rizzi (1986) argues that any movement of a lower argument over a
higher one gives rise to what I have called Lethal Ambiguity effects, provided that the
arguments and their traces are in a sequence of c-commanding elements. If this claim were
correct, then we would have no evidence for leapfrogginz--only evidence for movement of
one argument over another. However, in this chapter I will argue that when one argument
skips over another without leapfrogging through the same checking domain, Lethal
Ambiguity does not aise, even if the arguments and their traces are in a chain of ccommanding elements. Thus we can maintain the key distinction drawn in this thesis
between skipping and leapfrogging. Leapfrogging generally arises when the higher
argument is of the same category as the lower one, so that the lower one must move into
the same checking domain in order to be attracted past it. Skipping arises when the higher
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argument lacks any features that could be attracted by T. Under a purely Case-based story
of movement to the subject position, there would be no reason to expect the observed
difference between derivations in which a Icwer DP moves past, say, a higher PP, and
derivations in which it moves past a higher argument with a checked Case feature. Featurebased locality provides a way to understand the differences between these derivations.
A !ower argument can skip over a higher one only if the higher one lacks any

feature that could check a feature of T. In our terms, this would be an argument lacking
both Case and D-features.' By feature-based locality, a non-DP, Caseless argument does
not block attraction of a lower DP argument. Thus neither Case nor locality forces the
lower argument to bypass the higher one by leapfrogging through the same checking
domain; it simply skips over the higher argument. This kind of movement will not give rise
to Lethal Ambiguity effects, so the moved argument can bind the non-DP argument with no
difficulty. In the following sections I present several potential instances of non-DP
arguments. The first involves anaphoric clitics generated in the specifier of v, which allow

a lower argument to raise to the subject position without giving rise to Lethal Ambiguity
effects. As we will see, these cases contrast with pronominal clitics generated in object
position. Object clitics must check structural Case in a specifier of I ~ Pforcing
,
Lethal
Ambiguity with the external argument. Additional instances of non-DP arguments include
the experiencer in a raising construction in English, and an unaccusative construction in
Georgian with two internal arguments, where the lower argument raises past the higher one
to the subject position.

1

Anaphosic Clitics

As noted at the end of the last chapter, it has been argued in the literature that an anaphoric
clitic or affix like that in (la) is not an object clitic like the one in (Ib) (Marmtz 1984,

' This may be an oversimplification-there may be EPP features that attract P. These would give risc to PP
subjects, for example as in locative inversion (Bresnan 1994).
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Kayne 1988, Baker 1988a, Snyder 1992, Embick 1997). Rather, it Is claimed, the
anaphoric clitic is the external argument, and the object raises to the syntactic subject
position, as in a passive.
(1)

a.

Gianni si

guarda f.

Gianni REFL sees
'Gianni sees himself.'
b.

Gianni

9

guarda

f.

G.
her.~CCsees
'Gianni sees her.'
In this section I will review some of the evidence that the anaphoric clitic in (lb) is the

external argument, rather than the object. I will also show that the account of Lethal
Ambiguity in Chapter 3 explains why the anaphoric clitic cannot be generated as the object.

I will argue that in the well-formed derivatim (lb), the anaphoric external argument is a
non-DP argument.
The derivation I propose for (Ib) is shown in (2). The anaphoric clitic is generated
in the specifier of vP. As a non-DP argument, it has no Case feature to check; instead it
simply cliticizes to T. The object is therefore the closest eligible argument for attraction to
the subject position. This means that, for the purposes of locdity, the lower argument need
not move through a higher position in a specifier of vP on its way to the subject position.
Moreover, since this argument checks Case on T, we cannot suppose that it is attracted to
spec-vP for Case-checking, assuming that an argument can check Case only once. Let us
suppose, then, that this v lacks any features that would attract the lower argument. The
argument moves straight from its base position into a specifier of TP. As a result, Lethal
Ambiguity between the two arguments does not arise, and the raised object can bind the
anaphoric external argument.
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TP
n
Giurmi
A

T'

n
T

Ynsi
Epp,
Case

VP
v

I

n.
V

At

v

As we will see, some proposal of this kind is needed to account for well-formed
constructions with an anaphoric clitic. A derivation in which the anaphoric clitic is
generated as a regular object clitic is blocked by Lethal Ambiguity. The same constrciint also
blocks a derivation in which the object (Gianni in (2)) moves to the subject position via a
specifier of vP.
There is considerable evidence demonstrating the different syntactic behaviour of
anaphoric clitics and (clitic or nonclitic) objects. Transitive constructions with an anaphoric
clitic or affix share properties with passives and unaccusatives cross-linguistically, in
contrast with transitive constructions that have full or clitic objects. This fact has been taken
to indicate that the anaphoric clitic bears the theta-role of the external argument, with the
internal argument raising to subject position, as in a passive (Marantz 1984, Kayne 1986,
Snyder 1992, Postma 1995). Examples illustrating the passive-like character of the
anaphoric clitic/affix construction are given below.

1.1

Transitives with an anaphorr'c cliric

First, let us consider auxiliary selection in French and Italian. Perfect participles formed
from a transitive verb are shown in (3). (3a), with a pronominal object clitic, takes the
usual transitive auxiliary, avoir. On the other hand, when the same verb occurs with an
anaphoric clitic argument, as in (3b), it takes the auxiliary Etre. The same auxiliary is used
in the passive (3c). The use of this auxiliaq has been taken to indicate that the anaphoric
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construction has the syntax of the passive, with the object raising to subject position, as
shown.

(3)

a.

Pierre 1' *est / a frapp6.
P.
hirnis/has hit
'Pierre hit him.'

b.

Pierre
s'
I

est/*a frap@t.
I

P.
REFL is / has hit
'Pierre hit himself.'
c.

Pierre
&it / *avait frapp6 tI.
I
P.
was / had
'Pierre was hit.'

hit

The same facts hold in Italian, where the essere 'be' auxiliary is also used consistently with
unaccusatives (Burzio 1981)' and not with unergatives. (4a) shows an Italian reflexive
clitic construction, using essere. The non-clitic reflexive is a normal object, appearing with
the usual transitive avere 'have' auxiliary, as in (4b).
(4)

a.

Gianni si

G.

2 essarninato.

REFL is examined

'Gianni has examined himself.'
b.

Gianni ha essarninato se stesso.
G.
has examined himself
'Gianni has examined himself.'

Another difference between anaphoric clitics and objects can be seen in their
behaviour in causative constructions. (5) shows a transitive clause embedded under a
causative verb. In the usual case, as in (5a), the object is accusative, and the embedded
subject shows up as a "dative" PP. However, when the embedded clause has an anaphoric
clitic, as in (5b), the DP le juge has accusative Case. The same is true when the embedded
clause has an intransitive verb, as in ( 5 ~ ) . ~

(5a-b) arc based on examples from Kayne (1975407) with irter 'kill' instead of reveler 'reveal.' Kayne's
examples are ungrammatical for my French consultants. My thanks to Marie-HkIBne CBtC for careful
discussion of these examples.
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(5)

a.

Jean le fait
reveler *le/au
juge.
J. it makes =veal the / to-the judge
'Jean is making the judge reveal it.'

b.

Jean fait
se
reveler le/*au
juge.
J . makes REFL reveal the / to-the judge
'Jean is making the judge reveal himself.'

c.

J'ai
fait
partir Jean.
I-have made leave J.
'I made Jean leave.'

As Snyder (1992) points out, the descriptive generalization is that the causative verb and
the embedded verb are together associated with only a single structural (accusative) Case
feature. The argument that checks this Case is the object of a normal embedded transitive
clause, or the subject of an intransitive clause. Unlike a normal transitive subject, the
subject of the anaphoric clitic construction checks structural (accusative) Case when
embedded under a causative verb. Under the story sketched above, the anaphoric clitic
cannot check Case, so the object is the only argument available to check this Case feature.
Marantz (1984) proposes that the subject of these constructions moves from an
object position, while the theta-role of the external argument goes to the anaphoric clitic. As
Marantz points out, however, there is no obvious reason why an anaphoric clitic should be
barred from object position. Pronouns and R-expressions are generated in object position,
where their status as clitics or nonclitics is irrelevant to auxiliary choice and Case marking.
Moreover, nonclitic anaphors can be generated in object position. Thus some explanation is
needed for the fact that anaphoric clitics cannot behave syntactically like normal object
clitics. The explanation I propose is that object clitics move into the checking domain
occupied by the external argument. If the clitic is anaphoric, it must be bound, but cannot
be bound by the external argument. Since no closer binder is available, the derivation

crashes. In short, this construction is a subcase of the general case, ruled out in Chapter 3,
in which an anaphor and its antecedent occupy specifiers of the same head.
Let us consider the derivation of a simple transitive construction with an object
clitic. The object moves to check Case in a specifier of v, since the feature [clitic] pied-
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pipes the whole clitic DP for Case-checking. IE this position it is in the checking domain
occupied by the external argument, so the two are subject to Lethal Ambiguity. If the clitic
is an anaphor, the derivation is uninterpretable, since no anaphoric dependency can be
established between the clitic and the only argument in a structural position to bind it,
namely the subject.

1.2

Indirect objects

Snyder (1992) shows that anaphoric indirect object clitics are also blocked. (7a) shows a
transitive verb with an external argument and a dative indirect object clitic, whose participle
takes the uvoir 'have' auxiliary. The counterpart with an anaphoric clitic again requires the
8tre 'be' auxiliary.

(7)

a.

Jean lui

a

par16

t.

J . 3SG.DAT has talked
'Jean talked to himher.'

b.

Jean

s'

est

par16

t.

J.
REFL is
talked
'Jean tdked to himself.'

Causatives based on such verbs also show a difference between their anaphoric and nonanaphoric counterparts. With the pronominal clitic, the causative construction is simply
ungrammatical (8a). With the anaphoric clitic, on the other hand, the causative is only
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slightly marginal (8b). Note that in this case the embedded subject Marie checks accusative
case, as in the examples above with an anaphoric clitic and a direct object.
(8)

a.

* Jean

b.

? Jean fait

fait
(8) Marie ll~i
parler. / *Jean fait lui parler (8) Marie.
J . makes (to) M. ~ S G . D A Ttdk
'Jean is making Marie talk to him~her.'
Marie se
parler.
J . makes M.
REFL talk
'Jean is making Marie talk to herself.'

Under the account presented here, an anaphoric indirect object clitic is blocked for
the same reason as an anaphoric direct object clitic: it moves into the checking domain
occupied by the external argument. The syntactic subject originates as a DP indirect object.
Note that a nonclitic DP indirect object is impossible in an active constauction (9a).
Moreover, an indirect object cannot become the subject of a passive (9b).

(9)

Jean pale * ( h ) Marie.
J. talks to M.
'Jean talks to Marie.'

a.

b.

*M

e est parle(e) .
$
3

M.
is talked to
'Marie is talked to.'
These examples contrast with the anaphoric clitic construction in (7b), where the indirect
object is a DP, and does raise to the subject position. This difference can be attributed to
the selectional properties of v. We have already assumed that an anaphoric clitic is
generated in the specifier of a special type of v , which lacks any features that would attract
a lower DP. Let us assume further that this v selects as its complemer~tan RP that does not
have inherent Case. Meanwhile, the normal pxsive v in (9) selects an RP that does have
inherent Case.
A similar alternarion can be seen in the active and passive versions of French obdir

'to obey' (Kayne 1984). The active v seiects an RP with inherent Case (IOa), and the
passive an RP without (lob).
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(10)

a.

Les enfants ont oMi *( 9) Jean.
the children have obeyed t s J.
'The children obeyed Jean.'

b.

Je? a Ct6 oMi

par les enfants.

J. has been obeyed by the children
'Jean was obeyed by the children.'
As we saw in (9),however, this alternation is not generally available in passives; the
availability of this alternation with obkir shows that there is a dependency between the
choice of R and the choice of V. An R that lacks an inherent Case feature can be combined
with obe'ir, but not with parler 'talk,' for example.
Variations in the combinations of v and R can also be observed in a double-object
construction. In (1 I), the higher argument is the DP indirect object, which is the most local
argument to the subject position.
(11)

a.

J e p s'

est kcit

f

cette lettre.

J . REFL is written
this.F letter
'Jean wrote himself a letter.'
b.

Jean se
I

-

l ' e s t k ~ i t e t t.

J . REFL it is written.F
'Jean wrote it to himself.'

(Philippe Schlenlcer, p.c.)

Once again, v lacks any features that would attract the indirect object, so this argument
moves to the subject position without leapfrogging through the checking domain occupied
by se. If v had a Case feature to check, it would have to attract the indirect object, as the
most local argumcnt. The indirect object would then move to the specifier of vP on its way
to the subject position, with the result that it could not establish an anaphoric dependency
with se. Moreover, having checked Case, it would be unable to move on and check the
Case and EPP features of T. Instead, the direct object checks Case on R,while the indirect
object checks Case on T. (12) shows the derivation of a double object construction with an
anaphoric clitic.
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TP

n
Jean
A

T'
n

T
EpP.

Cnse

A PP indirect object originates below the direct object, so when the object is a PP,

the direct object should be the most local argument for attraction to the subject
position.Snyder (1992) reports that the direct object can also raise to the subject position of

an anaphoric clitic construction (13).
(13)

Jean s'

est present6

t

i Marie.

J . REFL is introduced
to M.
'Jean introduced himself to Mary.'
Thus, either a direct or an indirect object can raise to the subject position of an anaphoric
clitic construction. As we saw in Chapter 3, only a direct object can do so in the passive
(except with obkir). This is because the inherent Case feature of R can be suppressed in the
anaphoric clitic construction, but not in the passive. If the indirect r5jcct is in a PP, it
cannot be attracted to check EPP. Moreover, the indirect object cannot raise to the subject
positionif it is a clitic , since once adjoined to T it cannot be attracted to a specifier of TP.
Thus an indirect object can raise to the subject position only if it is generated as a DP. On
the other hand, the opposite pattern can be observed for indirect object clitics, which are
possible in the passive (14a) but not in the anaphoric clitic construction (14b).
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(14)

a.

Jean lui
L

est present6

t t.

1

J . 3SG.DAT is introduced
'Jean is introduced to himher.'
b.

* Jean

se

lui

est present6

t t.

J . REFL ~ S G . D A Tis introduced
'Jean introduced himself to hirnfher.'

As noted in Chapter 3, there is a general restricti~n(the *me-luiconstraint) on the
distribution of third-person dative pronouns. Assuming that lui cannot cooccur with se for
morphological reasons, (14b) is appropriately ruled out.
The account sketched here has implications for the derivation of possessive
anaphoric constructions like that in (1Sa). Abrir 'open' is a root that appears in both
transitive and inchoative constructions. Lidz (1996) notes that the possessive interpretation
is present in both (l5a), which has an anaphoric clitic, and (15b), which lacks one.
However, the two cases differ in other ways. (15a) can be modified by an instrumental
phrase, as shown, while (I5b) can only mean that Maria's eyes opened of their own
accord, so no instrumental phrase is possible,
(15)

a.

Maria se
abri6 10s ojos (con las manos).
M. REFL opens the eyes with the hands
'Mary opened her eyes (with her hands).'

b.

Maria abri6 los ojos (*con las manos),
M. opens the eyes with the hands
'Maria's eyes opened (*with her hands).'

A straightforward account of these facts can be made withir. the general approach
taken here. Suppose that the anaphoric clitic in (15a) is in fact a non-DP external argument,
generated in a specifier of v. The syntactic subject, Maria, originates as the possessor of
the DP los ojos. Following the traditional analysis of "ethical datives," I will assume that
this possessive construction has the same structure as the double object construction, with
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the possessor generated in a specifier of RP,and the possessee within the VP pr~jection.~
When T attracts an argument, the closest argllment to it is the possessor, Maria. Thus the
sentence in (1%) has an external argument coreferential with the possessor of the
theme/object. The proposed structure for (15a) is shown in (16).

Maria

T'

n
vP

Case

se

v'
n

abrid

10s ojos

(16) differs in a couple of ways from its non-anaphoric counterpart in (17). In (16), v has

no structural Case feature to check, and its specifier is filled by a non-DP argument, the
anaphoric clitic. In (17), on the other hand, the possessor clitic checks structural dative
Case in spec-vP before adjoining to T. The external argument here is Maria, which raises

and checks Case in the spec-TP. In this derivation, both the external rrgument and the
dative possessor clitic occupy specifiers of vP,a configuration subject to Lethal Ambiguity.
.

--

-

-

- --- -

-- --

--

-- ----- -- - -- ----- -

-

-- -

-

.-

-

Thus this derivation is not available for (15a), where an anaphoric dependency obtains
between the possessor and the external argument. In both derivations, however, the
possessed object checks a Case feature on R.
(17)

Maria le
abri6 10s ojos (con las manos).
M.
3SG.DATopens the eyes with the hands
'Mary opened his eyes (with her hands).'

' Landau (1998) argues that possessor-raisingin Hebrew illvolves A-movement of the possessor tiom

within the DP headed hy the possessee. Such movement would raise problems for the theory of Case
assumed in this thesis, in addition to the A-over-A principle(Chomsky 1964).
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I attribute the possibility of using the instrumental phrase to the presence of an
external argument. Since the action is extenlally caused, rather than arising from intrinsic
properties of the theme, it can be mediated by an instrument. The fact that no instrumental
phrase can be used in (15b) suggests that this construction also involves possessor-raising,
this time from within an unaccusative vP, lacking an external zrgument (18).

i

Maria

T'

t -

;..

vA;P'R,
n

R

VP

n

V
BP
abrib los ojos
Like the v associated with the anaphoric construction, the unaccusative v lacks a Case
feature. The possessor argument checks nominative Case in the specifier of TP. The
absence of an external argument gives rise to the spontaneous interpretation of the event
described by the verb phrase. Of course, the instrumental phrase is possible on another
reading of this sentence, shown in (19), in which the subject is an external argument, rather
than a possessor. For example, this sentence could be usedto describe a situation where,
for example, Maria sees a pair of fake eyeballs in a store and opens the lids with her hands.
(19)

Maria abri6 10s ojos (con las manos).
M , opens the eyes with the hands
'Maria opened the eyes (with her hands).'
We have seen evidence from French and Italian that an anaphoric clitic does not

have the syntactic behaviour of either a pronominal object clitic or a nonclitic anaphor. My
account of these facts is twofold: first, no well-formed derivation can result from
generating an anaphoric clitic in the position of a nornlal object clitic. A clitic must be
sufficiently local to T in order to adjoin to it. As a result, unless the clitic is itself closest to
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%, it will always end up moving into the checking domain occupied by the argument closest

to T-the

argument that ends up raising to the subject position. No well-formed anaphoric

dependency can obtain between these two arguments, since they move out of specifiers of
the same head. If the clitic is m anaphor, then: it cannot be bound by the argument that
becomes the syntactic subject. Since it also cannot be bound by any other argument, the
derivation is uninterpretable.

1.3

Anaphoric clitics and ECM verbs

Further evidence for the unusual behaviour of anaphoric clitics can be found in a wide
range of languages. It should be noted that the same analysis can apply to anaphoric
elements spelled out as affixes, rather than clitics. I assume that this cliticlaffix distinction
is morphophonological, having no bearing on the syntax. For example, Icelandic has a
suffix -st, used as a reflexive argument or to form the "middle" from a transitive verb. This
suffix can be attached to an ECM verb to create a reflexive interpretation. Like Romance
se/si, Icelandic -st can only be generated as the external argument (cf. Marantz 1984).
Consider the examples in (20). In (20a) the subject of the embedded clause is the reflexive
sig, which checks the Case feature on the matrix v. The adjectival predicate in the
embedded clause agrees in rn-case with its accusative subject. (20b) has (essentially) the
same interpretation; here, howevel*,the anaphor is not the subject of the embedded clause,
but rather the external argument of the matrlx clause. The subjec't of the embedded clause is
the pronoun hann, which raises to become the subject of the matrix clause, checking Case
on T. Here, since the subject of the embedded predicate is nominative, agreemeilt on the
predicate is also noinillative. If -st were instead the subject of the embedded clause, it
would have accusative rn-case, triggering accusative agreement on the embedded predicate,

(20)

a.

Hann
telur [sig
vera sterkan].
He.NOM believes hirnself.ACC to be strong.ACC
'He believes himself to be strong.'
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Hann

b.

tel-st

[t

(vera) sterkur].

He.NOM believes-REFL to be strong,NOM
'He believes himself to be strong.'
Under the account proposed here, -se is a non-DP specifier of the matrix v, which lacks any
features that would attract the embedded subject h n n into its specifier. Instead the
embedded subject is attracted into a specifier of the matrix T, as shown in the derivation on
the left in (2 1). From this position the subject can bind -st, so the derivation converges
interpretably. The derviation for an ECM sentence with an anaphoric affix is thus much like
the derivation of a raising construction. We can easily rule out the ill-formed structure in
which -st is generated as the embedded subject, checking Case on the matrix v. Su7pose
that, like Romance clitics, a DP -st in Icelandic would have to check Case by moving into a
specifier. If it checked Case in a specifier of the matrix vP, it would be in the checking
domain occupied by the external argument, as shown in the derivation on the right in (21).
The familiar Lethal Ambiguity effects would arise, yieldinp uninterpretability.

hann

+

T'

T

T'

hann

n

VP

vP

t -

EPP.

wp.

Cose

tel

I .4

/\
t
T'

VP
Cose

Arbitrary agents

Marantz (1984) offers another argument in favour of the view that an anaphoric clitichffix
construction involves a derivation similar to a passive: the two constructions often have the
same morphology. For example, we have already noted that Icelandic -st has either an
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anaphoric or a "middle" interpretation, with an arbitrary, unspecified (ARB) agent. The se/si
clitic of Romance languages also allows either interpretation, as is well known (e.g.
Grimhaw 1982, Cinque 1988, Dobrovie-Sorin 1998). Marantz notes that the same is true
in a number of languages, including Central Arctic Eskimo, Dyirbal (Dixon 1972), and
Lardil (Wokeid 1976).
Georgian has an affix that allows an anaphoric or

interpretation as well (Nash

1995322). A verbal prefix i- contributes the anaphoric interpretation in (22b), while in
(23b) it contributes an AaB interpretation for the external argument.
(22)

(23)

a.

Vano
ban-s
xeleb-s.
V.-NOM wash-PRES hands-ACC
'Vano is washing the hands.'

b.

Vano
i-ban-s
xeleb-s.
V.-NOM REFL-wash-PRES hands-ACC
'Vano is washing his hands.'

a.

Vmo-m da-cer-a
roman-i.
V.-ERG PREV-write-AOR novel-NOM
'Vano wrote a novel.'

b.

Romani
da-i-cera.
novel-NOM P R E V - A R B - W ~ ~ ~ ~ - A O R
'The novel was written.'

Under the account sketched here, in both cases i- is a categorially underspecified external
argument generated in the specifier of vP and not checking Case. The widespread
conflation between ARB and anaphoric morphology is consistent with the account given
here, where the two types of arguments share formal properties.
The Romanian example in (24a) also has a passive-like derivation, again with an
ARB

interpretation for se. Romanian is a pro-drop language; in (24a) a null third-person

plural object checks (nominative) Case on T, triggering agreement on the auxiliary
Dobrovie-Sorin (to appear) argues that nominative pro c8n also be interpreted as the
prototypical object of a verb like 'eat,' as in (24b), where the object is not understood as
referring to a particular food or dish. It has been argued that unergative verbs like 'sleep'
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have a cognate object (Hale & Keyser 1993a, Bobaljik 1993); Dobrovie-Sorin proposes
that this cognate object can be structurally realized as nominative pro.
(24)

a.

S-au
&cat pro ieri.
ARB-have eaten they yesterday
'They were eaten yesterday.'

5.

S-a
&cat pro bine ieri.
ARB-^^ eaten (food) well yesterday
'Welthey ate well yesterday.'

c.

Se

d o m e pro
bine aici.
ARB sleeps (sleep) well here
'One sleeps well here.'

Non-RP ARB, on the other hand, is always generated in the specifier of v. Thus
unaccusatives and passives with ARB are impossible in Romanian. For example, the
passive in (25a) is not compatible with ARB se. Similar facts also exist in other Romance
languages, such as Italian; in Italian, however, the situation is slightly more complicated,
since se/si can also be nominative in Italian. Unlike non-DP se/si, nominative se/si can be
generated in any theta-position, provided it can check nominative Case. As a result, Italian,
unlike Romanian, allows unaccusatives and passives with se/si (25b). Thus to observe the
similar behaviour of non-DP se/si in Italian and Romanian, it is necessary to disentangle
Italian non-DP si from nominative si.
(25)

a.

b.

* Adesea

se

este tridat de prieteni falsi.
is betrayed by false friends
frequently
'One is frequently betrayed by false friends.'
Spesso
si 2 traditi
dai falsi arnici.
frequently ARB is betrayed by false friends
'One is frequently betrayed by false friends.'

The possibility of having nominative se/si can be attributed to the possibility of cliticizing to
C instead of to T (Barbosa 1995).A nominative clitic in Italian checks Case in spec-TP

before cliticizing to C. In Romanian, se can only cliticize to T; under the assumption that
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Case is checked in a spec-head configuration, the clitic cannot check nominative Case on

Dobrovie-Sorin argues that Italian also has non-nominative (here, non-DP) si, and
that only this variant of si can remain within a nonfmite embedded clauses. (26) shows
raising constnictions with embedded si. Only nominative si can be used in a passive or
unaccusative, since these lack m external argument. As we have assumed throughout, a
clitic must raise 0vertJ.yto check Case. As long as si raises into the finite clause, it can
check nominative Case, yielding a well-formed structure (26a). If si fails .to raise into the
finite clause, it cannot check nominative Case. The well-formedness of such constructions
then depends on whether non-DP si is possible. If the embedded clause is passive or
unaccusative. as in (26b), non-DP si is ruled out, so the derivation crashes. On the other
hand, if the embedded clause has an external argument, as in (26c), non-DP si is possib~e.~
Here the structural subject of the embedded clause is the postverbal argument poche
a u t o ~ n o b i l i Features
.~
of this argument are attracted to the finite T, triggering agreement on

the matrix verb (examples based on Cinque 1988).
(26)

a.

Spesso si
I

sembra [t non essere stati invitati da nessuno].
I

often ARB seems
NEG be invited
by anyone
'One often seems not to have been invited by anyone.'
b.

c.

* Sembra

[non esser-si stati invitati da nessuno].
seems NEG b e - m invited
by anyone
'One seems not to have been invited by anyone.'
Sembrano [esser-si venduto poche automobili].
seems.PL be-ARB sold
few cars
'Few cars seem to have been sold.'

The distribution of ARB is restricted to certain structural positions cross-linguistically (cf. Chomsky
1986, Cinque 1988, Mendikoetxea 1992, among others); for example, it cannot occur as the object of a
transitive clause. These universal restrictions are not my concern here.
Non-DP si is also possible in Italian unergatives, just as in the Romanian (24c).
%e postverbal argument in (26c) may be more accurately viewed as the associate of a null expletive in the
position of structural subject. This distinction makes no difference to the discussion here.
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Both nominative and non-DP si are possible in Italian finite clauses. When si is not a DP,
the logical object checks the nominative Case feature of T, triggering subject agreement on
the verb (27a). When si is nominative, it checks the Case feature of T, so T does not agree
with the logical object (27b).
(27)

a.

Si

rnangiano le mele.
ARB eat.PL
the apples
'The apples are eaten.'

b.

mangia le mele.
ARB eat
the apples
'One eats the apples.'
Si

Thus Italian, like Romanian, has non-DP ARB si. My account of movement in cases
with non-DP ARB si is identical to the account of the anaphoric cliticlaffix construction. To
recap, a lower argument can raise past a higher one under two conditions: the lower
argument leapfrogs through the checking domain occupied by the higher one, or the higher
argument is not a DP, so it is ignored for the purposes of attraction to T. In the last chapter,
it was shown that an argument cannot form an anaphoric dependency with another
argument that occupies a multiple-specifier configuration with it. If the anaphor is not a DP,
a lower argument can raise past it to the subject position without leapfrogging through the
same checking domain. As a result, a derived subject can bind an anaphoric cliticlaffix in

This derivation is unusual, however; it is not generally the case that an object can
move past the logical subject to the structural subject position. Even in languages with an
anaphoric clitic, a pronominal clitic must be generated as a DP. As a result, a pronominal
clitic cannot be associated with the derivation involving movement of the object to the
subject position, as in (28b).
(28)

a.

Isabelle nous parle t .

I1
1PL speaks

I.
'Isabelle is speaking to us.'
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b.

*Isabelle nous parle t.
I

I

I.
1PL speaks
'We are speaking to Isabelle.'
However, a derivation like that of (28b) is possible if the non-DP cliticlaffix is anaphoric or
ARB.Since anaphoric and ARB elements can be distinguished from pronouns and R-

expressions by a semantic property (referential underspecification), it seems plausible to
give exactly the same account for the derivation of the maphoric cliticlaffu construction
and the non-nominative k , !construction. The interpretation of the anaphor depends on its
antecedent, while the interpretation of PrRB remains unspecified.
In previous sections we have seen evidence against the existence of a deri tation in
which an anaphoric cliticlaffix occupies the checking domain occupied by another
argument. The i1.l-fomednessof such derivations has been attributed to Lethal Ambiguity.
For the correct derivation, we have proposed that the anaphoric cliticlaffix is generated as a
non-DP argument in a specifier of vP. This proposal accounts for tne evidence that the
structural subject of such constructions has moved from an object position. Note,
however, that our theory would in principle allow the reflexive cliticlaffix to be generated in
object position, provided that it was not required to check Case on a head. (29a) suggests
that such a derivation is impossible. This example would be grammatical if non-DP ARB si
could be generated in a specifier of v, and non-DP anaphoric si (ci) in a specifier of R. The
theme (i due bimbi) would then raise past both non-DP arguments, checking the nominative
Case feature on T. As we have seen, a v with a non-DP argument in its specifier has no
features to attract a DP; assuming that the same would be true for R, there would be no
need for the theme to move through a specifier of either RP or vP, and the derivation would
be well-formed.
(29)

a.

* I due I bimbi

ci

si

affideranno r t .
I

I

the two children RECIP ARB will entrust
'The two children will be entrusted to each other.'
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b.

I due bimbi

e;h

si

J

affideranno t t.

the two children ~ S G . D A TARB will entrust
'The two children will be entrusted to him.'

In fact, (29a) is ungrammatical, as is predicted if non-DP si can be generated only in specvP. In this case, the trace of the anaphoric si in spec-RP blocks the lower theme from being
attracted. In order to move to the subject position, the theme must move through a specifier
of R, as it does in (29b). 'i'he two specifiers of RP are then subject to Lethal Ambiguity
effects, so the anaphor cannot be bound by the raised specifier.' It would appear that a non-

DP ARB or anaphoric cliticlaffix can be generated only in the specifier of v. At present I can
only stipulate this requirement.
Notice, hoavaver, that there is nothing in principle preventing an anaphoric
clitic/affix from being generated as a DP with the ability to check Case. The A ~ cliticlaffix
B
can certainly be generated as such, at least in some languages, as we have seen in this
section. I have argued here that any derivations with a DP anaphoric cliticlaffix will go
awry because the binding, locality and Case-checking requirements of the clause will not be
satisfied. Since ARB need not be bound, no problem arises in generating it as a Casechecking DP. For example, (30) shows a case in which Italian nominative si is generated
in a specifier of vP, raising to check Case on T before it cliticizes to C. Since the direct
object also moves to a clitic position, it checks Case overtly in a specifier of vP. Lethal
Ambiguity would obiain here, but thletwo arguments are disjoint in reference, so the
derivation converges as an interpretable structure.
(30)

Si

lo
mangia.
ARB it.ACC eats
'Someone eats it.'

-

' The anaphor also cannot be bound by non-DP ARB. Perhaps the semantic (and formal) features of inert
are too underspecified for it to serve as an antecedent. Note that I consider here only derivations in
which ARB si is the external argument, since it cannot be generated as the object o f a transitive or
ditransitive clause (cf. fn. 6).
ARB
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I propose that the intrinsic properties of the anaphoric cliticlaffix do not prevent it from
being generated as a DP, any more than the intrinsic properties of the ARB cliticlaffix do.
Rather, through a combination of factors, a DP anaphoric cliticlaffix will always yield an
uninterpretable derivation. Only derivations with its non-DP counterpart will be wellformed.

1.5

C-command and bin.ding

Lidz (1996) notes that not all languages with an anaphoric cliticlaffix construction use the
same morphology for the arbitrary interpretation of the external argument. However, he
claims that all languages with an anaphoric cliticlaffix also use this affix for anticausatives.

I use the term "anticausative" for an unaccusative verb formed via the addition of
morphology to the root of a verb otherwise used in the transitiveconstruction. For
example, consider the French examples in (3 1). We have already seen that se has an
anaphoric interpretation in French. (3 la) is an "intrinsically" unaccusative verb with se,
having no transitive counterpm, while (3 1b) is an anticausative version of transitive briser
'break.'

(31)

a.

U s'evanouit.
he vanishes
'He vanishes.'

b.

Le verre se brisera.
the glass UNACC b r e a k . ~ U ~
'The glass will break.'

Under the approach taken here, the use of the same morphology for the anticausative and
aaphoric cliticlaffix construction can be attributed to the intrinsic featural
underspecification of the item used to spell out the anaphoric element. Bonet (1991) argues
that Catalan se is a "default" morphological item, spelling out any pronominal clitic not
spelled out by a more highly specified item. Even in languages where the anaphoric
cliticlaffix has a more restricted distribution, Embick (1997) argues that se/si is sufficiently
underspecified to spell out a morphological clitic without any nominal features. In the

anticausative construction, this item spells out a clitic associated with the nonactive v of the
anticausative. The cross-linguistic connection between these two constructions thus arises
from the underspecification of the morphological exponent. This underspecification is not
subject to variation, because the syntactic element spelled out is itself semantically
underspecified.
Some authors (Grimshaw 1982, Lidz 1996) have taken the n~orphological
conflation between the anaphoric and anticausative clitic/affix to indicate that the two are
syntactically identical. However, there is evidence against such a view. Reinhart (1996)
notes a case in Hebrew where the anaphoric cliticlaffix const,uction patterns separately
from unaccusatives with the same morphology. These examples illustrate the fact that
reflexive cliticlaftix construclions are subject to structural requirements on binding. In
particular, the (trace of the) anaphoric cliticlaffix in spec-vP must be c-commanded by its
antecedent , while there is no such requirement in an unaccusative.
Let us consider the Hebrew cases where this distinction surfaces. An anaphor can
surface as part of the templatic verb morphology (binyan) in the so-called /zitpael form.
This form can be used for "inherent" reflexives, as in (32a), or for unaccusatives, as in

(31)

a.

hitraxec
hitlabesh
hitgaleax
histarek

'wash'
'dress'
'shave'
'comb'

b.

hitgalgel
hitmotet
hitalef
hiekamet

'roll*
'collapse'
'faint'
'wrinkle'

Hebrew is a pro-drop language, so the subject position need not be filled by an overt
argument. The internal argument of an unaccusative can be left in its post-verbal position
(33a), with its features raising covertly to check Case on T. However, the int,ernal
argument of the anaphoric hitpael construction cannot remain in a post-verbal position
position (33b). My Hebrew examples are from Reinhart (1996), Danny Fox (p.c.) and
ldan Landau (p.c.).
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(33)

a.

b.

Ani xoshev she hitalef mishehu.
I
think that fainted someone
'I think that someone fainted.'

* Ani

xoshev she hitraxec
mishehu.
I
think that washed.REFL someone
'I think that someone washed (themselves).'

The conbast in (33) follows from the fact that an anaphor is present in (33b), but not in
(33a). In (33b), the anaphoric element inspec-vP must be c-commanded by its antecedent,
the internal argument. On the assumption that attraction to check the Case feature of T is
necessary to establish subject-verb agreement, (34a) shows that features of the postverbal
subject are attracted to T, triggering agreement on the verb. However, these features
cannot bind the anaphor in spec-vP. Even when the verb shows agreement with the
postverbal subject, bindrng is ill-formed (34b).
(34)

a.

Ani xoshev she

TO

hitalfu

[harbe?anashim].

I

think that
fainted.PL many people
'I think that many people fainted.'

b.

* Ani

xoshev she

TO

hitraxcu

[harbe ?anashim].

I

think that
washed.~Lmany people
'I think that many people washed (themselves).'

For binding to take place, the subject cannot be left in postverbal position; it must u: ]ergo
phrasal movement to the subject position, as in (35). On the other hand, no anaphoric
binding is required in the unaccusative (33a), so there is no need to raise the post-verbal
argument to the subject position.
(35)

a.

Ani xoshev she nlishehu hitraxec.
I think that someone washed.~EFL
'I think that someone washed (themselves).'

b.

Ani xoshev she h a r k ?anashim hitraxcu.
I think that many peop!e washed.REFL.PL
'I think that many people washed (themselves).'

Other languages also show instances of anaphors that cannot be bound by phifeatures attracted for Case. Ln an English expletive co~structionwith there, for example,
the phi-features of the indefinite "associate"raise to check Case on the T node with the
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expletive specifier. These features trigger agreement or, the verb, but cannot bind an
anaphor, as shown in (36a). On the other hand, the same argument can bind the anaphor if
it undergoes phrasal movement to the matrix subject position, as in (36b).
(36)

a.

* There seem to each other [t to be many men in Menomonie].

Many men seem to each other [ t to be t in Menomonie].
1
1
2
These examples provide additional evidence that phi-feature attraction to check Case does
b.

not create the necessary configuration for binding the anaphor.
A similar situation arises in Icelandic. As we saw in Chapter 2, the dative subject of
an embedded clause can raise to a matrix subject position in Icelandic. The raising verb can

then agree with a nominative object in the embedded clause, whose Case and phi-features
are attracted to check the Case feature of T (37).

(37)

J6ni Vera taldir [ t l h frlir]].
J.DAT be considered like 1adies.NOM
'John seems lo like ladies.'

Recall that a,n ECM construction with an anaphoric affix has a derivation similar to that of a
raising construction. The anaphor in spec-vP car1 be bound by a nominative derived
subject, as we saw in (20). However, the -st anaphor-unlike

other anaphors in

Icelandic--cannot be bound by a dative subject, as shown in (38a), When the subject is
dative, the only possible use of -st is the "middle" use, with an arbitrary interpretation for
the cxtemal argument (38b). As in (37), the phi-features of the nominative object are
attracted to check the Case feature of T, triggering agreement on the verb. If these features
could bind anaphoric -st in spec-vP, it would be possible for the external argument of the
matrix verb (i.e., -st) to corefer with the nominative object of the embedded clause. This
interpretation is impossible, as shown in (38c).

(38)

J6ni tel-st

[t

lika frtir]].

J.DAT believe-ARB like ladies.^^^
a.

b.

* 'John believes himself to like ladies.'
'John is believed to like ladies.'
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c.

* 'Ladies, believe John to like them,.'

Again, we see that features raised for Case cannot bind the anaphor. Returning to Hebrew,
a postverbal subject cannot bind the anaphor in spec-vP in the anaphoric hitpael
construction. Binding is possible only if the antecedent undergoes phrasal movement. to a
position where it c-commands the anaphor.
It has been claimed that postverbal subjects in French can bind anaphoric se, as in
(39) (from Kayne 1975:381). My consultants find a great deal of variability in examples of
this kind, but (39) is fairly acceptable. Note that the matrix auxiliary shows no agreement
with the plural ssociate, suggesting that T does not attract the phi-features of the associate.
Nevertheless, some relation exists between the expletive and the associate, since the
associate is necessarily indefinite and interpreted with presentational focus. Moreover, this
relation is constrained by locality: the associate is always the would-be subject, the most
local argument to the expletive in T. It is therefore plausible to assume that features of the
expletive move to T iz (39), where they can bind the anaphor in spec-vP.
(39)

?n

s'

est dCnoncC trois rnilles homrnes ce mois-ci.
it.NOM REFL is denounced three thousand men this month-here
'Three thousand men denounced themselves this month.'
Reinhart (1996) adopts a different view of the ungramnlaticality of postverbal

subjects with anaghoric hitpael. She takes these cases as evidence that the reflexive
-

-

clitic/affix construction is formally unergative. Unergatives in Hebrew also disallow
postverbal subjects, given neutral focus (cf. Sherman 1997). The ungrammatical (39a)
shows an unergative verb with a postverbal subject; if the subject is preverbal, as in (39b),
the example is perfect.
(40)

a.

b.

* Ani

xoshev she rac mishehu.
I
think that ran somenne
'I think that someone fainted..
Ani xoshev she mishehu rac.
I
think that someone ran
'I think that someone fainted.'

(Idan Landau, p.c.)
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However, as we have seen, the anaphoric clitic/affix construction patterns crosslinguistically with unaccusatives and passives, not with unergatives. For example, the
expletive construction discussed above is possible with unaccusatives (41a) and passives
(41b), but not with unergatives (41c).
(41)

a.

b.

c.

restait
un problhe important que.. .
there remained a problem important that
'An important problem which.. . remained.'

Il

(Martin 1970:381)

Il

a it6 mange
beaucoup de pomrnes hier soir.
there have been eaten many of apples
yesterday evening
'Many apples were eaten last night.'
(Kayne 1975:245)
aparl6
beaucoup de ministhes hier soir.
there have spoken many of ministers
yesterday evening
'Many ministers spoke last night.'
(Philippe Schlenker, p.c.)

*Il

Thus I conclude that the ill-formedness of postverbal subjects in the anaphoric hitpael
construction in Hebrew arises, not because the construction is unergative, but because the
postverbal subject cannot bind the anaphor in spec-vP, even though its features raise to
check the Case feature of T. In some cases, an maphoric clitictaffix can be bound by a
lower argument whose features raise to T, suggesting that the features attracted are subject
to parametric variation. As we have seen, such binding is impossible in several cases other
than the anaphoric hitpael construction. In any case, the Hebrew facts make it impossible
to maintain the view that unaccusatives and anaphoric clitictaffix constructions are
syntactically identical, while the French facts make it impossible to maintain the view that
unergatives and anaphoric clitictaffix constructions are syntactically identical.

Ln this section I have argued fiat relativized locality applies normally in ARB and
anaphoric clitictaffix constructions. A lower argument can move past an anaphoric clitic in
the specifier of vP without Lethal Ambiguity effects arising. I have proposed that thi,s
movement is possible because the anaphoric cliticlaffix is not a DP and need not check
Case. As a result, the clitic can simply adjoin to T, such that neither it not its trace

constitutes a locality barrier for A-movement of a lower DP argument. There is no Lethal
Ambiguity effect because the lower argument is able to raise past the clitic (trace) without
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moving into the same checking domain. I also stipulated that a non-DP argument can only
be generated in the specifier of vP. If the anaphoric clitic/affix is generated in the position

of a pronominal object clitic, it must be germeKaitd2. a DP, with the ability to check Case.
Under these circumstances, locality and Case-checking requirements will inevitably give
rise to Lethal Ambiguity effects, so that the anaphor cannot be properly interpreted at LF.

In the next section, we will consider another instance of a non-DP argument: the
experiencer in an English raising construction. As in this section, the non-DP argument
ailows a lower argument to raise past it and establish an anaphoric relation with it, What is
noteworthy about the English examples is that they suggest that Lethal Ambiguity effects
are absent with argument types other than anaphoric clitics or affixes. Most accounts of the
anaphoric cliticlaffix construction depend solely on the morphosyntactic nature of the
clitic/affix. This factor does play a role in the current account, since only featurdly
underspecified clitic/affix elements can be generated as non-DP external arguments in specvP. However, other non-DP arguments can occur in other positions, as we will see below.

2

Raising in English

Raising constructions with an experiencer in English share certain locality properties with
the anaphoric cliticlaffix construction. An experiencer in the matrix clause does not block
movement of the embedded subject to the matrix subject position, as shown in (42).
(42)

a.

Greg struck me [t as having been quite fortunate].

b.

Gayle seemed to me t to have k e n quite fortunate].

d

These examples contrast with their counterparts from Icelandic, Greek and Romance,
discussed in previous chapters. In Icelandic, the dative DP experiencer itself raises to the
subject position of the matrix clause (43a). In Greek and the Romance languages, a matrix
DP experiencer blocks movement by the embedded subject. (43b) shows the example from
Greek.
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(43)

a.

b.

Mdr
viraist t [Haraldur hafa
gert Wtta vel].
-1
me.DAT seems
H.NOM to have done this well
'Harald seems to me to have done that well.'
?* 0 Jannis

fenete tis Marias

[t eksipnos].

the J.NOM seems the M.DAT
'John seems to Mary intelligent.'

intelligent

We also saw that in sorne cases, when the experiencer is a clitic or clitic-doubled, the lower
argument can move past it by first moving into the same checking domain, as shown for
Italian in (44a). As a result, no anaphoric dependency can be established between the two
arguments; the raised subject cannot bind the experiencer (44b).
(44)

a.

Gianni
le
I

sembra t [ It fare
I

I

il suo dovere].

I

her.DAT seems
to do his duty
'Gianni seems to her to do his duty.'

G.
b.

* Gianni
I

si

sembra

f

[ t fare
I

il suo dovere].

REFL seems

to do his duty
'Gianni seems to himself to do his duty.'

G.

In English, on the other hand, raising past an experiencer is fine, as we saw above.
Moreover, the raised subject can bind the experiencer, as shown in (45).
(45)

I

a.

Greg struck himself t as having been quite f~rtunate].

b.

Ga le seemed to herself t to have been quite fortunate].

L

' I

What I propose for these examples is that in both cases the experiencer is in a "cascade"
PP. The PP node of a cascade PP is disregarded for the purpose of c-command (Pesetsky
1995, Phillips 1996). Because it is embedded in a PP, however, the experiencer is not
attracted by T, so the embedded subject can raise past it without leapfrogging through the
same checking domain. The result is that no Lethal Ambiguity effects obtain, and binding
is permitted.
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struck
V 4,
P ,

I propose that the experiencer is a PP simply for concreteness. Certainly no overt
preposition appears with the experiencer of strike. The crucial point is that the experiencer
lacks the features required for attraction to T. On the assumption that all DPs have such
features, the experiencer is not a DP. Since the experiencer is accompanied by a
preposition with seem, the most straightforward proposal is that it is in a PP, with a null
preposition in the case of strike.
Examples of this kind are also discussed by Rizzi (1986). Rizzi argues that the
configuration in (47) cannot yield an interpretable chain, where X, Y and e constitute a
sequence of c-commanding elem.c;~tsand X binds Y.

In 9 1 I argued that well-formed constructions with an anaphoric clitic/affix form a
configuration of this kind. In the structure I proposed, Y,would be the (trace of the)
anaphoric cliticlaffix in the specifier of vP (a),and X,would be the derived subject, which
moves from an object position (e,) to the specifier of TP. Because of cases of this kind, I
have proposed a looser condition on interpretability of chains, whereby configurations like
(47) are acceptable provided that X i (or its trace) is not in the checking domain occupied by

Y,.Cases like (45) also pose a problem for Rizzi's proposed cham condition. Rizzi (1986)
argues that the experiencer does not c-command the embedded clause in ( 4 3 , and
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moreover that strike does not involve raising at all. However, there is considerable
empirical evidence against this argument, which we will consider in the following sections.

2.1

The experiencer c-commands the embedded clause

A number of tests show that the experiencer in a seem-construction c-commands arguments

in the embedded clause. As noted by Pesetsky (1995:105), coreference between the
experiencer and an R-expression in the embedded clause induces a condition C violation
(48a). Moreover, a experiencer quantifier can bind a pronoun in the embedded clause, as
in (48b-c). The same facts hold with strike (48).'
(48)

(49)

a.

* M a p seemed to himi

to like John,].

b.

Mary seemed to every boy

c.

M a p seemed to no one [/ to like him very much].

a.

* The

nt struck himi [as t more intelligent than Bondi].

b.

The aqent struck every conspirator [as t more iirtelligent than him].

c.

The a y t struck no conspirator [as f more intelligent than him].

Rizzi (1986) also uses parasitic gaps to argue that the experiencer in a strike
construction does not c-command into the embedded clause. His argcment is based on the
observation that wh-movement licenses a parasitic gap in a position c-commanded by the
moved wh-phrase, but neither c-commanding, nor c-commanded by, the trace of the whphrase. A canonical example is shown in ( 5 0 4 . ~The wh-trace in (50a) is embedded in the

Rizzi (1986) reports a weak crossover effect in examples like (49b). However, none of my ten English
consultants found a contrast between these examples and those with simple coreference, such as The agent
struck Bond as more intelligerit than him.
'The same test unfortunately cannot be conducted for seem constructions. It is true that raising the
experiencer PP does not licence parasitic gaps (i), but to whom appears not to licence parasitic gaps in
general (ii). Raising who alone out of a to-PP does license parasitic gaps (iii), but who alone cannot be
extracted fiom the experiencer PP of a seem-clause (iv).
To whom did the reporter seem p g [r to be speaking *t /??to him]?
(i)
To whom did a letterpg apologize *t / *to him?
(ii)
Who did a letter to p g apologize to t / *him?
(jii)
(iv) ?* Who did the reporter seem t o t [t to be speaking to Mary]?
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main VP, and the parasitic gap in the participial adjunct, such that neither c-commands the
other. Notice that a pronoun cannot be substituted for the parasitic gap (50b),

(50)

a.

What did you [file t] [without reading pk]?
I - _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - -

b.

*? Whati did you [file,t] [without reading iti]?
L - - - - - - - - - -

Engdahl(1983) shows that there is an anti-c-command requirement on parasitic
gaps. If a gap is c-commanded by the trace of the wh-phrase, the structure is ill-formed, as
in (51a). In this configuration, a pronoun can be used instead of a parasitic gap.

(51)

a.

* Which Caesar did Cleopatra say [t was impressed by her singing to pg]?
L - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - , - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - d

b.

Which Caesar did Cleopatra say [t was impressed by her singing to him]?
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Thus parasitic gaps can be used to diagnose c-command. If wh-moving the experiencer of
a raising construction licenses a parasitic gap within the embedded clause, we can conclude

that the experiencer does not c-command into the embedded clause. In fact, however, a
parasitic gap is impossible in this environment (52a). Substituting a pronoun for the
parasitic gap greatly improves tlie construction (52b). The contrast here patterns like the
cases with c-command in (5 I), rather than the cases without c-command in (50).
(52)

a.

* Who did the pamphlet strike t [as t being insulting to pg]?
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - -

b.

? Who did the pamphlet strike t [as t being insulting to him]?
I - - - - - - _ - - _ - - - _ - - - -

Rizzi (1986) claims that (52a) is grammatical. Looking at the contrast between (52a) and
(52b), however, my consultants found a strong preference for (52b).'O
There is therefore considerable evidence that the experiencer c-commands into the
embedded clause. Nevertheless, I maintain the view that the experiencer itself is embedded
within a PP.It has already been observed in the literature that DP can c-con~rnandout of a
PP in certain cases (cf. Reinhart 1981, 1983, Jackendoff 1990, Pesetsky 1995, Phillips

1996). The examples in (53) show a DP binding an anaphor from within a PP (Pesetsky

"' Several consultants also volunteered the judgement that (52a) is completely uninterpretable.
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(53)

a.
b.
c.

Sue spoke I,,to these people,] about each other's, friends in Bill's house.
John spoke to Mary ,[ about these people,] in each other's, houses.
Sue gave books ,[ to these people,] on each other's birthdays,.

Ln fact, this c-command relation appears to be obligatory. Coreference between a pronoun
in the PP and a lower R-expression gives rise to Condition C effects, as shown in (54).
(54)

a.
b.
c.

* Sue spoke [, to him,] about Bill's, friends.
* John spoke to Mary [, about them,] in these people's, houses.
* Sue gave books [, to them,] on John and Mary's birthdays,.

Van Riernsdijk & Williams (1986) suggest that a DP can c-command out of a PP because in
some cases a preposition can be "reanalyzed" as part of the verb. Reanalysis has been
proposed throughout the literature as the mechanism permitting A-movement out of PP,
yielding a pseudopassive, as in (55a). Van Riernsdijk & Williams propose that the same
mechanism is responsible for the fact that Bill can bind an anaphor outside its PP in (58b).
(55)

a.

Bill, was talked [, to t] about himself, by John.

b.

John talked [, to Bill,] about himself,.

However, movement of the experiencer out of its PP is impossible for both seem and strike

(56). It should be noted that the ill-formedness of (56) does not arise from leaving the
subject within the finite clause. As shown in (571, the experiencer cannot raise even if the
embedded subject is PRO.Note that the failure of the experiencer PP to allow
pseudopassivization does not set it apart from other casade PPs. Baltin & Postal (1996)
point out other failures in the correlation between c-command out of a PP and
pseudopassivization, such as in (58)."
(56)

a.
b.

(57)

a.
b.

* Every boy, seemed [, to f] [Mary to like himd.
* Every I
conspirator, struck I
,) P [as the agent more intelligent than himd.
* G a ~ l seemed
e
[, to t ] [that she was quite fortunate].
* Each oy was suggested [, to ] [PRO to comb his hair].
P 2

" In fact, Baltin & Postal show that there is no coherent theory of reanalysis. Since they fail to propose
one, however, I will continue to use the term "reanalysis" to wave at whatever relation or operation makes
it possible for a DP to undergo A-movement out of a PP.
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a.
b.

Marsha a.gued/fought/talked [, with Ludwig,] about himselfi.

* Luqwig, was argued/fought/talked ,[

with (1 about himself,.

Thus, although the PP node may be ignored for purposes of binding, it cannot be
ignored for purposes of movement. The experiencer is ineligible for movement,
presumably because reanalysis has not applied to the PP. The PP itself is also ineligible for
EPP-attraction, so the subject of the embedded clause can raise past it to the subject
position without leapfrogging through the same checking domain. If the embedded subject
were required to move through the same checking domain, we would expect Lethal
Ambiguity effects to arise, since the PP node is ignored for purposes of binding. Pesetsky
(p.c.) has pointed out evidence that cascade PPs in English are subject to Lethal Ambiguity
effects. In some cases, although two PPs can in general k freely reordered, only one order
yields a well-formed anaphoric dependency (Reinhart 1983, Jackendoff 1990, Larson
1990). This asymmetry suggests that the (a) examples below are in their base order, while
the order in the (b) examples is derived.
(59)
(60)

a.
b.

I spoke [, with Rosa] about herself.
* I spoke [, about Rosa] with herself.

a.
b.

* John talked ,[

John talked [, to the men] about each other.
about the men] to each other.

(Reinhart 1983)
(Larson 1490)

Pesetsky (1995271) notes that the first PP can in fact bind an anaphor in the second PP, as
long as the anaphor is not itself the DP object of the preposition, but instead is embedded in
this DP:
(61)

John talked [, about the men] (on Tuesday) with each other's supervisors.

This is exactly the pattern we have observed for Lethal Ambiguity effects. If we assume
that the derived order involves movement of

the lower PP to (or through) the checking

domain occupied by the higher PP, then the ill-formed binding in the (b) exan~plescan be
attributed to Lethal Ambiguity effects like those discussed in the last chapter. These cases
support the view that the embedded subject in an English raising consrti~ctionis attracted
past the PP experiencer without leapfrogging through the same checking domain.
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As noted-above, the-DP experiencer-cannot be attracted out of its PP.There are at
least two kinds of PP from which movement is impossible+ascade

PPs like those

considered above, which enter into binding relations, and other PPs, which do not. In
(62), although the DP cannot raise out of its PP, it can bind an anaphor and trigger
condition C effects. In (63), however, condition C does not arise, and binding is
comparatively ill-formed (examples based on Reinhart 1983).
(62)

(63)

a.
b.
c.
a.
b.
c.

* Ben was talked [with t].
I talked [with Ben,.] about himself,.

* I talked [with him,.] in Beni's office.
* Rosa was shouted [behindt] about her driving.
Someone was shouting [behind Rosa,] about her driving/*herself,.
Someone was shouting [behind her,] that Rosa,'s driving was insane.

I have proposed that the experiencer in an English raising construction is in a
cascade PP. This proposal is more empirically adequate than another obvious pcssibility,
namely that the experiencer is actually a DP, which c-commands directly into the embedded
clause. Under this view, the to associated with the experiencer with seem would be treated
as a Case marker on the DP. In fact, such a proposal would make exactly the wrong
predictions. An experiencer DP would be ihe closest argument to T. All things being equal,
this argument should itself be attracted to the subject position, just as in Icelandic (Ma).
However, as we have seen, Icelandic and English contrast in this respect (64b-c).
(64)

a,

MCrI

virdist

tI

[Haraldur hafa

geri btta vel].

me.DAT seems
H.NOM to have done this
'Harald seems to me to have done that well.'
b.

c.

well

* Tg me seems [Harold to have done that well].
* Vme strike(s) ,f [as Harold having done that well].
I

As shown above for movement from within PP, the experiencer cannot raise even if the
embedded subject is PRO, which is clearly permissible in a nonfinite clause (65). The
experiencer also cannot raise if the embedded clause is finite, where again no problem
arises with the embedded subject (66).
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(65)

a.
b.

* To each boy was suggested [PRO to comb his hair].

?It was suggested to each boy [PRO to comb his hair].

(66)

a.
b.

* Greg struck t [that he was quite fortunate].

It struck Greg [hat he was quite fortunate].

Another possibility would be to suppose that the experiencer is a DP, but cannot
itself be attracted to the subject position, as was argued for non-clitic(-doubled)
expeaiencers in Greek, French, and Italian, and for all experiencers in Spanish. In this
case, however, we would still expect the DP experiencer to block attraction of the
ernbeddcd subject. Again, the prediction is not fulfilled: the embedded subject raises
successfully past the experiencer in English. The contrast between English and Greek is
repeated below.
(67)

a.

?* Tapedhia

fenonte

tis Marias [t na dhiavazoun].

the children.NOM seem.3PL the M.DAT
'The children seem to Mary to study.'

SUBJ r e a d . 3 ~ ~

b.

The children seem to Mary t to be studying].

c.

The children strike Mary [as t having studied especially hard].

Finally, if the experiencer were a bare DP in English, it might be possible for the
embedded subject to raise to the subject position via the checking domain occupied by the
experiencer. In this case, however, we would expect Lethal Ambiguity effects between the
two arguments, as we saw in French and Italian raising, as well as in other cases of Amovement through the checking domain occupied by another argument (68a). As we saw
above, this prediction is also unconfirmed; once raised to the subject position, the
embedded subject can bind the experiencer in English (68b-c).
(68)

a.

* Gianni si

sembra t [ t fare

I

G.

il suo dovere].

I

REFL seems

to do his duty
'Gianni seems to himself to do his duty.'

h.

Gayle seemed to herself [( to have done her duty].

c.

Greg struck himself [f as having done his duty especially well].
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Thus I reject the hypothesis that the experiencer is a bare DP in either the seem or strike
cases. As a DP, it would be eligible for attraction, leading to the wrong predictions, as we
have seen. As a DP embedded in a cascade PP, the experiencer is ineligible for attraction,
so it allows the embedded argument to raise past it without leapfrogging through the same
checking domain.

To sum up, I have proposed that the experiencer in an English raising construction
is in a cascade PP which allows it to bind into the embedded clause, and which does not
permit the experiencer DP to move out of it. This claim is motivated by evidence that the
embedded subject raises past the experiencer without occupying the same checking domain.
To say that the DP cannot be attracted out of the PP is to say that this PP is not subject to
the "reanalysis" that allows A-movement out of PP in a pseudopassive. "Reanalysis" is
also impossible in French (69a), as noted by Kayne (1981). In fact, French even disallows
preposition-stranding with wh-movement (69b).I2 Kayne attributes this difference between
French and English to a difference in the Case properties of ?repositions in the two
languages.
(69)

a.

* Jean

b.

* Quel candidat

a 6tk vott [,,centre t ] par presque tous.
I
J . has been voted against by almost all
'John was voted against by almost everyone.'
as-tu vote

[,,pour t]?

which candidate have-you voted for
'Which candidate did you vote for?'

(Kayne 1981)

The same pattern of facts arises with experiencers in French (70): the experiencer
cannot strand h either via A-movement or wh-movement, However, we have not

''

Preposition-stranding by wh-movement is freer than pseudopassivization. Consider, for example, van
Riemsdijk Br Williams (1986:147):
How many hours did you argue for I?
(i)
*Many
hours were argued for 1.
(ii)
Maling & Zaenen (1985) also argue that Icelandic, Swedish and Danish allow preposition-stranding with
wh-extraction and topicalization, but do not allow pseudopassivization.
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entertained the notion that the nonclitic experiencer in French is embedded in a cascade PP.
Rather, I have claimed that the experiencer in French is a DP, with 2 marking dative Case.

(70)

a.

* Jean
I

semble ,[ B t] [Marie avoir du talent].
I

J . seems
to M.
to have talent
'Marie seems to Jean to have talent.'
b.

* Qui

as-ty sembld ,[

avoir du talent].

I

who have-you seemed to
to have talent
'To whom did you seem to have talent?'
This claim is essentially intended to capture the difference in raising past the experiencer in
French and English. In French, a non-clitic experiencer does block attraction of the
embedded subject (71a). In English, however, the PP experiencer is ineligible for
attraction to the subject position, so it does not block movement of the embedded subject
(71b-c), Under the assumptions outlined here, the experiencer can block a lower argument
from moving only if it is itself eligible for attraction. The experiencer in French, being a
DP, is eligible for attraction to the specifier of TP. However, once there, it fails to check
the Case feature of T. and the derivation crashes.
(71)

a.

?*Jean semble h Marie [t avoir
I

I

du talent].

3.
seems to M.
to have of talent
'Jean seems to Marie have talent.'

b.

The children seem to Mary [ t to be studying].

The children strike Mary [as t having studied especially hard].
I
Further evidence for the DP nature of a-phrases can also be seen from their
c.

distribution in expletive constructions. Under the assumption that features of the indefinite
associate are attracted to T, it must be possible to attract from the h-phrase in (72a).
However, if we maintain the view that prepositions in French do not allow reanalysis,
features of a DP embedded in a PP should not be eligible for attraction. Such movement
should only be possible if the 8-phrase is a bare DP. Like the experiencer, this DIP cani~ot
move to the subject position (72b), since it would leave the Case feature of T unchecked.
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(72a) contrasts with (72c), where the expletive is ruled out. This contrast suggests that the
pour-phrase is a genuine PP, from which features of the DP cannot be attracted.

(72)

a.

b.

I1 sera proc6dC
h une enquCte.
it will be proceeded to an inquiry
'An inquiry will be conducted.'

* A une enqugte sera procede

t.

an inquiry
will be proceeded
'An inquiry will be conducted.'
c.

* Il

sera vot6
pour un candidate.
it will be voted for a candidate
'A carididate will be voted for.'

This section hi,^ laid out the evidence that the experiencer in an English raising
constructicin c-commands into the embedded clause. I have argued that the experiencer is in
a cacade PP, which is not eligible for attraction to the subject position. While this proposal
is supported by the presence of a morphological preposition for the experiencer with seem,
the exgekencer with strike is not accompanied by a preposition. Rizzi (1986) argues that
strike is not actually a raising verb at all. Moreover, Pesetsky (1995) presents evidence that
might suggest that raising in general need not involve movement past the specifier. In the
next section, I will argue explictly that these constructions involve movement of the
embedded subject past the experiencer.

2.2

The embedded subject raises past the experiencer

Raising constructions in English are of interest for locality because they involve movement
of a DP past a c-commanding argument. If the subject were not derived by movement past
the experiencer, these cases would rase no particular issue for locality. Unfortunately, this
simpler view can be maintained. As we will see, there is good reason to believe that these
constructions involve not only raising from the embedded clause, but also movement past
the experiencer. Thus we are forced to an account like the one I have proposed here, where
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the experiencer is itself ineligible for movement, so does not block movement of the
embedded subjec;.

I will first review some of the standard arguments that strike involves raising from
within an embedded clause. The main evidenceis based on semantic constituency. In (73a)
strike takes experiencer and clausal arguments, with the clause related to the expletive
subject by feature-attraction to T. The claim is that the argument structure and interpretation
of strike are essentially the same in (73b), with an experiencer (me) and a clausal argument
introduced by as.
(73)

a.
b.

It struck me [that she is more intelligent than you think she is].
She struck me [as t being more intelligent than you think she is].

It could be argued that strike can also take an experiencer and a DP theme, as in (74a).13
However, the marginality of (74a) contrasts sharply with the well-fonnedness of examples
like (73b). This marginality does not improve if a clausal complement is added, as shown

(74)

a.
b.

?*She struck me (greatly / with her keen intelligence).
* She struck me [that she is more intelligent than you think she is].

Further support for the raising analysis comes from examples like (75a), where the
subject of the strike clause is "weatherv-it. This example contrasts with cases lacking an
as-clause. To the extent that such examples are acceptable at all, it cannot be interpreted as
"weather"-it (75b).
(75)

a.
b.

I,t strikes me [as being especially hot today].
?* It strikes me (greatly / with its excessive heat).

(it f the weather)

Nevertheless, Chomsky (1981) notes that certain raised subjects are more marginal with
strike. These more marginal subjects include expletive there (76a) and idiom chunks (76b).
Such examples are acceptable for some speakers, but not for all. At present I know of no
principled explanation for their unacceptability.
" Strike of course also has the meaning 'hit,' which is by far the preferred reading of simple examples with
two animate arguments, such as She strikes me.
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(76)

a.

# There strikes me [f as being no alternative].

b.

#The s,hit strikes me It as having hit the fan particularly often this year].

In any case, the facts discussed above provide evidence that the subject raises from within
the embedded clause, rather than being generated independently.
Even so, it is conceivable that the embedded subject of a raising construction moves
to the subject position without moving past the experiencer. It has been claimed in the
literature that a frnite clausal complement originates as the higher object in a double-object
construction, and undergoes heavy shift (Stowell 1981). If nonfinite clauses are generated
in the sane position, the experiencer would not intervene between the embedded subject
and the matrix subject position until heavy shift has occurred. However, I will argue that,
even if a nonfinite clause is generated above the experiencer, the embedded subject cannot
be attracted to the matrix subject position until the clause has undergone heavy shift. Thus
in any case the subject must raise past the experiencer.
Pesetsky (1995275) reviews one of the arguments for heavy shift of finite clauses
(ct. Alexander & Kunz 1964, Higgins 1973, Postal 1986). The argument comes from an
observation about pseudopassives. As noted above, the relation or operation permitting
pseudopassivization is not understood; however, it is known to be blocked by material
intervening between the verb and the preposition. Contrast the well-formed case of
pseudopassivization in (77) from the ill-formed case in (78), where the object many letters
intervenes. Interestingly, pseudopassivization is blocked even if the object undergoes
heavy shift to the right, as in (79).14
(77)

a.
b.

Many people wrote to the senator (about the test ban treaty).
The sqnator was written to 4 (by many people) (about the test ban treaty).

l 4 Pesctsky (1995) argues that heavy shift is downward movement. It is not clear exactly what the best way
is to capture the relevant facts under the assumption of this thesis that all movement is upwards. Phillips
(1996) captures these effects ming a model in which grammatical structures are built from the top down,
rather than from the bottom up. Phillips distinguishes between (downward) movement due to parsing
reanalysis and (upward) movement driven by featurechecking.
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(78)

a.
b.

(79)

a.
b.

We wrote many letters to the senator (abut the test ban treaty).
* The senator was written many letters to t (about the test ban treaty).
We wrote f to the senator [an avalanche of letters he couldn't ignore].

* The s~natorwas written

to f [an avalanche o letters he couldn't ignore].

The same generalization applies when the "theme" argument is a finite clause, rather
than a heavy DP. When no clause is present, pseudopassivization is fine, as in (80). When
a clause is added, pseudopassivization is ill-formed, even though the overt position of the
clause does not intervene between the verb and the preposition. This contrast suggests that
the clause has undergone rightward heavy shift from an intervening position, as shown in

(80)

a.
b.

(81)

a.
b.

Melvin confessed to the priest.
The pripst was confessed to f.
Melvin confessed to the priest that he had sinned.
* [The nest] was confessed f to t [that someope had sinned].

P

1

Given this underlying structure, we might expect that the nonfinite clause of a raising
constnlction also intervenes between the verb and the PP experiencer, then undergoing
rightward heavy shift. In fact, this derivation might explain the observation in the previous
section that "reanalysis" is impossible in raising constructions; the experieilcer cannot Amove out of its cascade PP, leaving a stranded preposition, As we saw, reanalysis is
impossible whether the clausal complement is finite or not.
Nevertheless, there is reason to believe that the experiencer intervenes between the
embedded subject and the subject position of the matrix clause. In particular, as we have
seen, the expcriencer can block movement of the embedded subject, as shown for Greek in
(82), and can even be attracted to the subject position itself, as in Icelandic (83),
(82)

a.

0 Jayis

fenete

[f

eksipnos].

intelligent
the J.NOM seems
'John seems intelligent.'
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b.

?* O Jannis

fenete tis Marias

[t eksipnos].

intelligent
the J.NOM seems the M.DAT
'John seems to Mary intelligent.'
(83)

a.

J6n
telur [Harald virbast hafa
gert Nth vel].
J.NoM believes H. ACC ts.seem to.have done this well
('Jon believes Harald to seem to have done this well.')

b.

J6n
telur [mer
viraast Haraldur hafa
gert btta
J.NOMbelieves me.DAT to.seem H.NOM tohave done this
'Jon believes Hardd to seem to me to have done this well.'

c.

vel].
well

"J6n
telur [Harald viraast m6r
hafa
gert btta vel].
J.NOMbelieves H.ACCtoseem me.DAT to.have done this well
'Jon believes Harald to seem to me to have done this well.'

Under the theory I have presented here, the experiencer blocks movement of the embedded
subject because it is itself a closer eligible argument for attraction. Such blocking would be
impossible if the experiencer did not intervene between the embedded subject and the
matrix subject position.
One possible move here would be to say that the experiencer is generated above the
embedded clause in some languages (e.g. French, Italian, Greek, Spanish, Icelandic), and
below the embedded clalnse in others (e.g. English). This is not the position I wish to take,
however. I will assume that the order of projection of experiencers and clauses is uniform
across languages, so that the experiencer will always c-command the embedded subject at
the point in the derivation where the embedded subject is attracted to the matrix subject
position. If the clause does in fact occupy a position c-commanding the experiencer at
some stage in the derivation, I am forced to conclude that the embedded subject cannot be
attracted out of the clause in this position.

In this section, I have argued that the experiencer in an English raising construction
is a PP, which is not eligible for attraction to the subject position. As a result, the
embedded subject can be attracted past it without a violation of locality. As an addendum, it
should be noted that there are some English speakers for whom raising past an experiencer
is quite marginal (80a), though there is no independent problem with an experiencer (80b)
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or with raising (80c).I5 For these speakers, the intervening experiencer blocks the
embedded subject from raising to the matrix subject position, just as discussed for Greek,
French, Italian and Spanish in Chapter 3.
(84)

a.

* She seem to me

b.

to have been quite fortunate].
4
It seems (to
[that she was quite fortunate].
me)

c.

She seems [t to have been quite fortunate].

t

The same effect has also been observed in subject-control configurations, as shown in (85):
for some speakers, subject control into an infinitival clause is impossible if an object
intervenes (8 la), though objects (81b) and subject control (81c) are independently wellformed.
(85)

a.
b.
c.

* I promised John [PROto go to Minneapolis].
I promised (John) [that I would go to Minneapolis].
I promised [PRO to go to Minneapolis],

Raising the embedded subject past an expriencer argument of strike is also marginal for
some speakers (86a). While the unraised version with an experiencer is fine (86b), there is
of course no way to raise independently, since the experiencer is obligatory (86c).
(86)

a.

* She strikes me [as t having been quite fortunate].

b.

It strikes me [that she was quite fortunate].

c.

* She strikes [as t having been quite fortunate].

We have now seen two cases in which a lower argument raises past a higher one
without leapfrogging through the same checking domain. In the first case, the higher
argument is an anaphoric or arbitrary external argument, which lacks the feature
specifications necessary to qualify as a DP. In the second, I have argued that the higher
argument is a PP experiencer. To these cases I would like to add a third, as yet not widely
recognized in the literature. This case involves an unaccusative construction with two

l5 Thanks to David Pesetsky for pointing out the raising and control facts discussed here, and thanks to Paul
Hagstrom and Julie Legate for their judgements.
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internal arguments in Georgian (McGinnis 1997, 1998). I will briefly mention these before
concluding this chapter.

3

Ditransitive unaceusstives in Georgian

Given a verb phrase with unaccusative v and R as well as the main verb V,we would
expect the highest argument to raise to the subject position. This is essentially the structure
we have assumed for subject-experiencer constructions in at least some languages, such as
Icelandic and Georgian, where the experiencer has dative Case. Recall that the dative
argument can bind a nominative object (87a) but not vice versa (87b), in both cases
regardless of word order.
(87)

a.

b.

Vano-s tavisi tav-i u-qvar-s.
V,-DAT self-NOM R-love-PRES
'Vano loves himself.'

* Vano

tavis tav-s u-qvar-s.
V.-NOM self-DAT R-love-PRES
'Himself loves Vano.'

R'
f

R

VP

n

tavisi
tavi

V

In some instances, however, the higher argument does not raise to the subject position. For
these cases, I again propose that the higher argument is a PP rather than a DP. As a result,
the lower argument can raise past it without occupying the same checking domain. There
are cases in Georgian in which the lower "theme" argument raises past the higher
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experiencer to the subject position, triggering subject-verb agreement (89a) just as in the
simple unaccusative (89b).
(89)

a.

Bav'sveb-i
vano-s e-mal-eb-ian.
children-NOM V.-DAT R.UNACC-hide-TS-PRES.PL
'The children are hidden from Vano.'

b.

BavSveb-i
i-mal-eb-ian.
children-NOM UNACC-hide-TS-PRES.PL
'The children are hidden.'

(Nash 1995)

The raised nominative argument can then bind the dative argument, as shown in (86). The
opposite binding pattern is impossible (90b). Again, these judgements hold regardless of
word order. I assume that the word order in (90b) is derived by scrambling the dative
argument over the nominative one. If it undergoes A-bar scrambling, or fails to undergo
scrambling at all, the dative argument is not in a position to bind the anaphor. However, if
it undergoes A-scrambling, Lethal Ambiguity arises and binding is ruled out.16
(98)

a.

b.

Nino tavis tav-s e-mal-eb-ian.
N.NOM self-DAT R.UNACC-hide-TS-PREs .PL
'Nina is hidden from herself.'

* Nino-s

tavis tavi e-rnaleb-im.
N.DAT self-NOM R.UNACC-hide-TS-PRES .PL
'Herself is hidden from Nino.'

(Nash, p.c.)

The unaccusative in (90) contrasts with its agentive counterpart, in ,which the dative indirect
object dative argument can bind the "theme," but not vice versa (91). Assuming that the
two arguments are generated in the same arder in the two cases, we are led to conclude that
one of the arguments raises past the other without moving through the same checking
domain. I will assume that (90) is the case where such movement occurs, since we need to
assume in any case that the nominative argument raises to the subject position, The indirect
object in (90) is then a PP, which allows the DP theme to move past it to the subject
position without leapfrogging through the same checking domain. In (91), the indirect
object is also a PP, but movement of the direct object in (91a) is motivated by a scrambling
Other verbs that allow binding of the DAT anaphor include gaekca 'escape from' and ecxuba 'fight with.'
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feature on the head (R) with the indirect object in its specifier. The i n d k t object thus
occupies the same checking domain, and Lethal Ambiguity effects arise.
(91)

a.

b.

* Vano-rn

Nino tavis tav-s da-u-mal-a,
V.-ERG N.NOM self-DAT PREV-R-hide-AOK
'Vano hid Nino, from herself,.'
Vano-m Nino-s tavis tav-i da-u-mal-a.
V.-ERG N.DAT self-Noh4 mV-R-hide-AOR
'Vano hid herself, from Nino,,'

The Georgian unaccusatives in (90) can also be contrasted with the double-object passive in
Albanian. As we saw in previous chapters, the indirect objec tin Albanian c - c o m a n d s the
direct object in an active ditransitive (92a). In the passive, the direct object raises past the
higher indirect object (92b). In Albanian, however, the indirect object is a DP, so the direct
object must raise through the same checking domain, giving rise to Lethal Ambiguity
effects (92c).
(92)

a.

Agimi ia dha secilit djale
pagen c tij.
A.MOM CL give each boy.DAT pay.ACC his
'Agim gave to each boy his pay.'

b.

Secili djale

iu

tregua

babes te tij

t.

~
~~S.DAT
each b o y . N O ~CL s h o w . ~ A Cfather
'Each boy was shown to his father.'

c.

* Eta

iu

tregua

vetes t prej artistit.

D r i t a . ~ O CL
~ show.NACT self.DAT by the.artist
'Drita was shown to herself by the artist.'

By contrast, in Georgian unaccusatives like those in (90)' the direct object can raise past the
indirect object and bind it directly. The Georgian cases thus furnish another plausible
instance in which a lower DP raises past a higher PP argument without leapfrogging
through the same checking domain.

4

Summary

In this chapter I have argued that a lower argument can be attracted past a higher one
without leapfrogging though the same checking domain. Such a derivation is possible
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only if the higher argument lacks the feature being attracted. I suggested t h e possible
cases where this situation arises. First, constructions with an anaphofic cliticiaffic involve a
lower argument moving past the external argument without stopping off in the same
checking domain. This derivation is also available for arbitrary external arguments. I
proposed that these arguments can be featurally impoverished to the extent that they lack the
D-features necessary for attraction to T. As a result, the lower argument is the closest
eligible argument for attraction. A PP argument likewise permits a DP to be attracted past it
without lea2frogging through the same checking domain. I proposed that the experiencer
argument is a PP in English raising constructions with seem and strike. Likewise, in certain
unaccusativea in Georgian, the higher internal argument is a PP, which allows the lower
internal argument to raise past it to the subject position. In all b e e cases, the raised
argument can bind the argument it raises past. These cases demonstrate that Lethal
Ambiguity effects arise only in a subset of the cases involving movement of one argument
past another to a c-commanding position. I have argued that the relevant distinction is
between derivations that do and do not feature the two arguments in specifiers of the same
head.
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